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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO MONTHLY MONITORING REPORT
SEPTEMBER 1 - 30 , 1988

PROGRAM

l

STATION

jDATE

jTIME

DESCRIPTION

TEN NEWS NIGHTCAST

KGTV-TV

09/1 8 /88

11:00PM USD hosts deb a te on
Proposition 103 on
insurance rates
I - Ralph Nader, proponent
of Prop 103

NEWS SAN DIEGO

KNDS-TV

09/1 8 /88

11:30PM No-fault insurance deb a t e
a t USD
V - The campus
I - Ralph Na der, proponent
of Prop 103
I - Jeffrey O'Connell,
Professor of Law

NEWS EIGHT

KFMB-TV

09/20/88

11:00PM Linqa Vista community cult u r e
features needleweav ers who
work in the Pan Dao styl e
M We av es tell stories of good
and evil
I - Mai Lee, six teen-year- ol d
artist
I - Terry Whitcomb, Gallery
Director, USD

NEWS AT FIVE

KGTV-TV

09/28/88

5:00PM Some critics question def i n i t ior
of "profession al" and feel
Olympics are not fair
I - Hank Egan, USD basketball
coach
I - Charles Bradley, SDSU
assistant basketball c oach

NEWS

KSDO-AM

09/29/88

6:20AM Regarding Proposition s H&J
I - Peter Navarro, USD
Professor of Economics,
proponent of Prop J
I - Ron Robertson, rega r ding
Prop H

II II II

C~BINET BOOK
SEPTEMBER 1988

....

-

ADDENDUM:
Sept. 18

KGTV Channel 10

11 a,m.

"Newsmak ers"
Dr , Hughes-fe atured guest

Sept. 21

KFMB Channel 8

Noon &
5 p,m ,

NEWS
Hmong Pa ndau exhibit at
Founders, USD/Neigh bor angle,

Sept. 18

KFMB Radio
KPBS Radio

Sept, 23

KGTV Channel 10

Coverage of the Nader/0 1 Connel debate

11 a,m,

INSIDE SAN DIEGO
Dr, Iris Engstrand -guest
Fr , Serra beatifica tion controver sy,

I

Norman Gary, UC Davis entomo logist photographer Bill Ballenb
erg. Photo was
and amate ur jazz musician, doesn' t • included in new book, 'A
Day in the Life
seem to mind being dressed in bees for · of California.

••

Pictorially, _, San Diego has a fine day
11

On' April 29, 1988, California
and Californians posed for 100
photographers from the United
States, Spain, Australia, France,
Argentina, Canada, Israel, Iran, .
Japan and Great Britain. .·
Now the book "A Day in the
Life of California" is a reality
and will be on sale by Nov. 1,
featuring 275 photographs culled
from 100,000.
Among those works chosen
was that of San Diego Union photographer Michael Franklin, who
went to Chico for the day. Authors of the book are Rick Smolan and David Cohen.
San Diego County had its images, too:
■ Of Carol and Dan Blumberg
in their new home, with the mention that the average cost of a
house in this town is $160,000;
■ Marines running at Camp
Pendlet on, drill instruc tor
Ronald G. Smith, and sailors in
Horton Plaza.
■ University of San Diego student "·Mark Wyckoff emerging

The cover of "A Day in the
Life of Califor nia" features
Nya Hessle r of Shelte r
, Cove straigh t out of the
surf, posing for photog raphe~ Bradley Clift. ·
from the Price Club with a giant
box of Surf and equally enormous
bag of popcorn.
■ Off the coast, two Sea World
animal-care specialists releasing

a yearling elephant seal back
into the ocean.
■ A client in rollers under a
hair dryer at the Oceanside Col,·. lege of Beauty.
■ Migrant workers field-packing strawberries near the Mission of San Luis Rey, and Father
Agustin Ortiz of the mission talking to a man from Oaxaca.
■ Laura ' Fuentes and Susa n
Mccomb er in leotards for advanced dance class at Chula
Vista High School.
■ People peeking through holes
in the U.S.-Mexican border fence,
and a view of a Border Patrol
car and officer, framed by the
flags of California and the United
States.
■ An off-duty Marine in Carl's
Tavern in Vista.
■ Princess Kitty, the 2-year-old
dancing Siamese, rehearsing for
her perform ance for the San
Diego Humane Society.
All were part of the day in the
life of the state.
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La Jolla resi3ents James S.
' DiValerio and Margaret A. Murphy have been promoted to
senior accountant of audit and
, accounting services with Price
·
Waterhouse.
'
the
of
graduate
a
is
' DiValerio
. .Univ~fsity of San Diego with a
BBA in accounting.
Murphy received a BS in
business administration · from
California State University at
/'
Chicago.
.
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The county's personnel office
has trimmed the field to about half
a dozen candidates for the job of
public defender, in charge of legal
, defense of criminally accused poor
\ people. "We have several people
under consideration, said Janet Irvine. The names will go to the ·
supervisors next y.'eek when they
return from vacation. They'll
screen the candidates and are expected to select the public defender
I
i7"' in the second week . of September.
'. No screening has begun yet on
choosing a conflicts administrator.
That could be done by Christmas,
Irvine said. Meanwhile, the county, the Bar, !,!SD Law Center and
local judges continue discussing
just how the conflicts administator
office will be set up, likelY,),hrough
_/
~cfJ
.
theBar.
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Trepte Construction Co. has received a $3 million contract to build
1 an addition to and do a renovation of the Unhre')ity of San Diego Law
,-.· ; Library and Legal Research Center. ,;;z.__q ~a
includes
which
: This is the first phase of a two-phase project
t 25,629-square-foot addition and a 36,764-square-foot remodel of the ex- /
: isting building1
: Mike King, president of Trepte, said the existing library building .
,·
: will be fully operational during the construction.
next year. It
June
for
scheduled
is
phase
first
the
for
Completion
t
Jolla.
La
of
t was designed by Simpson, Gerber & Schulnik
:
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ILaWi,ei- Discipl~n,e,pha ~ges Comme nded
But State Bar Monitor Says System Still Has Long Way to Go
By PHILIP CARRIZOSA..1...9

s;5

State Bar Monitor Robert Fellm~ported
Thursday that the bar's system for disciplining
bad lawyers is improving, but still has a long
way to go before it becomes a model system for
·
the nation.
In his third progress report to the state Legislature and the state Supreme Court, Fellmeth
said there is still a troubling backlog of complaints in the bar's investigations office and a
new and growing backlog in the intake unit that
must be dealt with effectively.
But Fellmeth also complimented the bar,
particularly bar president P. Terry Anderlini,
for pushing through a huge hike in bar dues
next year to pay for a complete restructuring
of the disciplinary system.
"The bar's on the right ·track and is doing
what it can within the limits of its resources
and statute. But I have to report that the system is still a mess," said Fellmeth in a telephone interview from his office in San Diego.
The "key" is proposed legislation now before
Gov. George Deukmejian, he said.
"I think then we really will have absolutely a
national model," he said, predicting that the
system will be "humming" 12 to 15 months
after the reforms are put in place.
Fellmeth s2id significant progress has been
m'ade over the past 12 months in that he and
bar officials now agree about how to improve
the system.
"But my responsibility is not to reward people because they agree, but because things are
better and there's still a lag factor here between the time they accept the reforms and the
time they can deal with them seriously," he
.
said.

take stage as of June 22, Fellmeth said, calliug
that "shocking."
If those cases are added to those already in
the investigations office and being prosecuted
in the bar's trial counsel office, "you've got as '
many cases as they've ever had," he said. I
"That's why a monitor is needed, to find !
these things," FellmeU1 said, adding that even
members of the bar's Board of Governors were '
surprised to learn of this new backlog when he
told them about it three weeks ~go. .
1

'

Professional Judges
Fellmeth--was_Jelected by state Attorney
Generat.JulmVan de Kamp in 1987 to study the
bar's overworked discipline system and rec,ommend reforms. The greatest reform, sug-gested in earlier reports and to be
implemented next year, is replacing the bar's
current method of using lawyer-volunteers
with paid, professional "bar judges" to preside
over discipline cases.
In the new, 159-page report, Fellmeth said
that even when the initial reforms are implemented, "it is the detailed fine-tuning of the
system which will make a conclusive differ'
·
ence in output efficiency."
Toward that end, Fellmeth proposed the use
of "warning letters" as a lighter form of discipline than the current "admonitions," which
require a lawyer's agreement. These letters
would allow the bar to remind an attorney of
his or her ethical obligations and hold a matter
in abeyance without prejudice in case there is
future misconduct.
Fellmeth also revealed that there Is "huge"
backlog at the earliest stage of the discipline
system when complaints are received. The -

Robert Fellmetb

complaints are treated as "inquiries" rather
than full-fledged complaints and thus withheld
from the investigations office for "preinvestigation," Fellmeth said. That has led to the
creation of a backlog of 7,774 cases at the in'

Mandatory Malpractice Insurance
_ In his report, Fellmeth also urged the bar to
take stronger steps to prevent disciplinary situations from occurring. He said the bar should
either implement mandatory malpractice insurance or amend the bar's client security fund
so it will pay for acts of malpractice, not just
theft by a lawyer.
The lawyer should then be forced to reimburse the bar, the monitor said.
Fellmeth also recommended more extensive
continuing legal education, an aggressive alcohol and drug abuse program and clearer billing
statements to avoid overbilling of clients.
Fellmeth also took an official stand on a bar
proposal to permit laypersons to do some
forms of legal work, such as giving legal advice, filling out forms and making court appearances. Fellmeth said he agreed with the
special bar committee that put forth the proposal that there needs to be better delivery of
legal services, but he said that instead of just
registration for the lay "legal technicians,"
there should be licensin1/
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,~ D profe~ r and la;w:
student s publish book ·
'

I

.

ALCALAP~~~fSan _
Di~J~fe ssor Bernard ~i,e gan and 15
of his students are authors of a re cently
published Justice Department book
entitled '' Bibliograph y of Original
Meaning of the U.S. Constitution . "
The publication shou ld be valuable in
constitutio nal litigation involving
questions of original meaning, Siegan saia.
For.further information call 260-4~
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Industry spending in
drive for 2 measures,
TV ads targeted
-~y Michael Smolens
Staff Writer

\.

'
- In a twoSACRAMENTO
pronged attack, opponents of insurance industry-sponsored initiatives
yesterday called on the state to require premium reductions totaling
$43 million and urged insurers not
wage a misleading television campaign.
Two consumer organizations announced they have drafted a petition
seeking to refund the $43 million that
the insurance industry plans to spend
on behalf of two initiatives and
against two others.
Voters will have five automobile
insurance-related initiatives to
choose from on the Nov. 8 ballot, including two sponsored by the insurance industry.
The consumer organizations - the
University of San Diego's Center for
Public Interest Law and California
Common Cause - may submit the
petition as early as this morning to
state Insurance Commissioner Roxant Gillespie, according to Robert
Fellmeth, director of the Center for
Public Interest Law.
The organizations argue that the
political endeavors of the insurance
industry should be financed out of
storkholder profits, not consumers
whp by law must buy insurance.
';'We're talking about where the
money can come from, not wh~ther
the,y can spend it or not," Fellmeth
said.
·'
fie said that the insurance industry, which is exempt from anti-trust
la\fs, should be subject to similar
regulations facing private utilities,
which can not use ratepayer fees for
pol1tical purposes.
However, both Fellmeth and Common Cause Executive Director Walter' Zelman said that Gillespie holds
a narrow view about her powers of
regulation and, if history is any
guide, she is not likely to grant their
request.
But Zelman said he hoped the petitioh would raise consumer awareness about the campaign.

"We're trying to · call attention to
the fact that this barrage of (television) advertising you've been seeing
is coming out of your pocket," he
said.
Common Cause supports Propositions 100 and 103, which tie rates to
driving records and mandate cuts of
. up to 20 percent.
Insurance industry spokesman
George Tye said that rates have not
been increased to finance the campaign and that the $40 million-plus
cost partially has been borne by
stockholders. He said defeat of Propositions 100 and 103 and approval of
the two industry-backed measures,
Propositions 104 and 106, would save
policyholders money.
Tye said the millions being spent
by the insurance industry were being
used to "save consumers billions."
"It's a good investment," he said.
Proposition 104 would mandate nofault auto insurance, requiring that
policyholders be reimbursed by their
own insurance company for damages
up to a limit. Tye said no-fault would
reduce litigation and cut costs. Proposition 106 would cap attorney contingency fees.
The fifth measure, Proposition 101,
is backed by a maverick insurance
executive and would reduce certain
components of auto insurance rates.
In a related event, the "Yes on
Prop. 100" campaign yesterday
showed reporters two new television
advertisements that claim the insurance industry's initiatives and campaign are misleading. The Proposition 100 campaign is primarily fund-!
'
ed by California trial lawyers.
In one ad, a man blasts an insurance industry claim that passage of ,
Proposition 100 will raise rates in 54 i
counties, while lowering them in Los
Angeles, Orange, Fresno and San ,
Francisco counties.
Steven Miller, one of the authors of
Proposition 100, later said the insurance advertising message "is a big
lie" because his measure will reduce
rates for good drivers everywhere.
Tye claimed that there is no way
rates can be reduced throughout the
state without the insurance industry
abandoning California.
In the other television spot, a
farmer shoveling a dung heap criticizes the insurance industry's "pile of
propositions."
Both advertisements began airing
last weekend, according to the Prop-/
osition 100 campaign.
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~wis, Yanks in the same boat - not
:~~-~~Hot~
g ,, \

~~e, t~!~~~-1.?. f cel~~~~~~!!~~the

Cablihave
could
they
that
grumbled
na
It was the kind of sail-crazy crowd
.
: St aff Writer
televion
better
race
A topless Stephen Corbett and his that sighed in awe of a simple turn of watched the
rnates spent nine straight hours of direction. "What a beautiful tack," sion, they knew they had the cheaprocking and rolling, beer drinking not a few men said again and again. est seats on the bay.
Plus, they . got the extra thrill of
and schmoozing, all for the good of It was a crowd that nodded in concern when the on-board commenta- waving at the victoriously smiling
their country.
: First, Corbett's gang infiltrated a · tor predicted that Conner might get crew of the Stars and Stripes Dennis Conner included - as the
heavily pro-American crowd aboard some "dirty air."
It didn't seem to matter to these champs sailed by so close Corbett
special excursion boat to watch the
inismatched America's Cup cha!- people that they paid $80 for the boat could have thrown them a beer.
And, there was the entertainment.
trip and only saw the beginning and
)enge.
"I got a kick out of seeing all these
, (The boat they watched from was end of the race.
They couldn't even watch the race seasick people lying there. They paid
the Catalina Cruiser, identical in
length to the underdog Kiwi yacht. on the big-screen television aboard, 80 bucks to be sick," said AbbatanCoincidence? Maybe.) Then, Corbett since it didn't get the right channel gelo, who is only one year away from
becoming a lawyer.
flew the Kiwi banner and New Zea- and instead played soap operas.
Many people aboard didn't take
Enterprising sailing enthusiast
land's blue-and-red flag and cheered
~s his losing team crossed the finish Tony Abbatangelo spent those rocky well to the rocking and rolling of the
line behind - about two Miller in-between hours in close contact big boat and the long day at sea.
beers' worth - the reigning champi- with orange juice and vodka and his "I've been nauseous the whole day. I
girlfriend. "I needed the juice to for- , wish I could get sick and get it over
ons.
, "That's OK," Corbett said. "I hear tify me,"' Abbatangelo explained, with," said one woman who didn't
bennis Conner is so afraid he's going nine screwdrivers later and con- want her name printed because she
to lose the Cup, he bought land in vinced that he had had front-row was afraid her neighbors would
laugh at her.
seats for sports history.
New Zealand."
Those aboard this "people's boat"
Sure, Abbatangelo said, he cut
'. Mostly, Corbett wants a Kiwi win
seemed to be skipping work.
all
this
for
School
Law
USD
at
classes
So the next race will be in New Zeaand Tina Lewis from Detroit
Craig
land. Patriotism? Hardly. "The trip and wmiia probably bea few
anniversary aboard. "We
their
spent
"But
behind.
work
of
pages
hundred
said.
he
there,"
colder
beer's
. Corbett and his boisterous Kiwi I'll go to classes all year," he said. went to the America's Cup race for
contingent turned the day into a "How often am I going to see an our honeymoon," said Lewis, a sailor
and an anesthesiologist.
floating cocktail party for many of America's Cup?"
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USD's School of~tinuin g
. . Education is h~{i~ ~ reception
tonight with New f'ealand Consul
General Kate Lackey and Supervisor Brian Bilbray. The 5:30 p.m.
reception is free, open to the public
and will take place in the U niversity Center faculty dining room. ·· .--
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-w ·-"Luke: Gospel of the Spirit," a

series of lectures by Reverend
Jack Lindquist, will begin Sept.
11 and continue for eight
consecutive Sunday evenings. It
will be held at the Lutheran
Church of the Incarnation In
Poway. Sponsored by the
Institute for Christian Ministries.
Call 260-4784 for details.
"Contemporary Documents In
Llturglcal Music," a course which ·
Introduces the basic principles of
music In relationship to Christian
'rituat,c.wllJ. be given Sept. 7, 14,
21, 28 arid Oct. 5, 7-10 p.m., at
the University of San Diego. The
program will be directed by
Father Nicolas Reveles.
Sponsored by the Institute for
Christian Ministries and
presented through the certificate
program In liturgical music.
"Introduction to Liturgy,'; a
course which outlines the basic
principles of Christian worship,
wll be held Sept. 12, 19, 26, Oct.
3, 10 and 17 from 7:30-10 p.m., In
Salomon Hall at the University of
San Diego. The course wlll be
directed by Father Dennis
Krouse. Sponsored by the
Institute for Christian Ministries
and presented through the
certificate program In liturgical
music.
"The Hymnal," a workshop
dealing with all aspects of the
hymnal, will be held Sept. 17, 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m., Camino 131, at the
.Un iversity of San Diego .
•.- Sponsored by the Institute for
Christian Ministries and
presented through the certificate
program inJ itu rg lcal music.
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·r'/'Campaign surrogates
1
detat~ foreign .policy
•
Bush s ~xpenence
b ti·
,I
•
•
IS VJeWeu as O l
strength weakness

,,.,,
t

baling terrorism and proclaimed
that, 'We will make no concessions to
terrorists.' Yet this administration
t_raded arms for hostages to the Ayatolah Khomeini and undermined
'
America's credibility there," Geor•
By Pat Flynn
giou said. "George Bush chaired the
Starr Writer
George Bush's foreign policy expe- south Florida drug task force, yet
rience is a key issue in the presiden- this administration cut deals with
tial campaign, panelists at a World (Panamanian leader) Manuel Norie. Affairs Council debate agreed last ga while he was smuggling drugs
,night, but it all depends on how you into the United States ... George
Bush chaired the Lebanon crisis
.interpret that experience.
management task force that led to
Herbert G. Klein, editor-in-chief of the decision . to send Marines to
;Copley Newspapers, represented Re- , Beirut without any defined mission
publican Bush and Byron S. Geor- or the ability to defend themselves
gicu, managing partner of the Geor- against a likely and foreseeable ter,giou & Tosdal law firm, was the sur- rorist attack.''
Georgiou also criticized the mili.'rogate for Democrat Michael
Dukakis at the event at the Universiprocurement scandals in recent
tary
·
ty of San Diego.
. --Tlie forriiaI .title of the debate was years and promised that Dukakis
would set up a management team to
"Political Dialogue: Foreign Policy eliminate corruption in the system.
He also said Dukakis favors a
after January 1989."
Klein cited Bush's experience as strong conventional and nuclear device president, director of the CIA, fense. Georgiou said Dukakis beto the United Nations lieves it is imperative that the Unitamhassador
and ambassador to China.
ed States develop a new anti-tank
"I think the key word is leadership weapon. He said that while Dukakis
. .. ," Klein said. "You can look at a favors elimination of the MX and
· matter of experience and I think Midgetman missiles, he supports
; clearly you have to say, whether you other weapons systems such as the
, are one side or the other, that the Stealth bomber and a new generation
: man with the outstanding experience of submarine-launched missiles. ,
: in the foreign policy field is George
Klein, who was White House direc; Bush."
tor of communications during the
.; Klein noled that Bush, as vice Nixon administration, told the audi·:·president in the Reagan administra- ence of approximately 200 people
! tion, has had a central part in the that the United States and the Soviet
~ nation's foreign policy for the last Union will remain in conflict for the
·
,; eight years.
foreseeable future.
:: "The vice president takes an ac"We recognize that there will be
; tive role in the variety of delibera- conflict, there will be a need for
: tions which take place around the pragmatism," Klein said. He noted
: Cabinet room, which take place that Soviet leader Mikhail Gorba: around the National Security Coun- chev has a "new style" but described
' cil," he said.
him as "a man who is as tough as any
' Georgiou, who served three years of his predecessors."
,: as legal affairs secretary to Gov. Edgoing to be _a tough opponent
<mund G. "Jerry" Brown Jr., likewise for"He's
anyone who sits in the White
: noted Bush's role in the administra- House, in the Oval Office," Klein
: tion's foreign policy, but drew differ- said. "Who do you want to face Mr.
'. ent conclusions.
Gorbachev when you have the next
"George Bush chaired the vice summit meeting? . . . It's a very good
; president's 1986 task force on com- question to ask yourself."
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Bob Vincent, a member of the Mis, • .· the 1988 SANDSS Coriventiori will be
sion Hills First Congregational held at 7:30 a.m. Wednesday at the
Church, has developed for the Up- Youth For ~_hrist Center on Mission
town Interfaith Service , Center a ,...,,Gorge · place. An overview of the
. "2x2'' money-raiser, which he hopes ';\more thail 100 workshops and exhib' will raise $50,000 to help the home- ' · its of Sunday School material will be ·
, less.
•· ·
given by the Rev. Richard Dressel;••: The center provides emergency, , ha\J~. of the .First ~sembly of God.
assistance from its office o~ Sixth t 'fhe\ P,ro~am _will : be repeated at
Avenue and serves about 500 persons·;,i 11:45 a.m. at Vista Wesleyan Church
a month with food and housing i'/1 . on Crest View Road.
vouchers, as well as providing mail
• The Youth and Young Adult
and phone service.
Choirs of Calvary Baptist Church
There are 13 churches in the up- will present a concert titled "Sometown area that sponsor the center thing Old, Something New" at 7 p.m.
and are participating in the 2x2 pro- tomorrow at the church on Crosby
gram.
.
Street.
The program gets its name from
• "The Madonna of Medjugorje,"
the way it's organized - members of a documentary exploring the phethe congregations will be asked to , nomena of visions of Mary in a Yugocontribute $2 to the center, and to · slavian village, will air at 6 p.m. to1 convince two other people to do the ' morrow on KPBS-TV, Channel 15. It
same. The finish date of the cam- will repeat at 1 p.m. Monday.
paign is set for World Food Day, Oct.
• The Rev. Robert Kress, an asso16.
ciate professor in the Department of
• Third World Opportunities and Theology and Religious Studies at
the Grupo Primavera Project will ·· USD, will teach a course that will
sponsor a Sixth Matrix Experience \attempt to explain why American
Sept. 23-24 at Central Christian Catholics participate more in church
Church, Second Avenue and Fir life than their European ·couritetStreet. Participants will experience parts. The course will be given from
poverty in Tijuana, among San 7 to 10 p.m. Sept. 22, 29 and Oct. 6 in
Diego's homeless or with migrants in Salomon Hall.
North County, To register call Rev.
• Alan Sparks, professor and
M. Laurel Gray at 449-9381.
chairman of the Department of Re• Pacific Beach Presbyterian ligious Studies at SDSU, will present
Church will celebrate its 100th anni- a five-lecture series on 'the earliest
versary with a Centennial Celebra- New Testaments. The lectures will
tion Dinner Sept. 16, to be followed be offered at College Park Presbyteby a program in the sanctuary at 8 rian Church beginning at 8:30 a.m.
p.m. The 10 a.m. service on Sept. 18 Sept. 18.
will be followed by a courtyard cele• Beth Jacob Congregation will
bration and a reception in Calvin hold Rosh Hashanah services at 6:50
Hall.
p.m. tomorrow and at 8 a.m. Monday
• The Scout Chapel at Camp Bal- and Tuesday. Kol Nidre will be at
boa will be dedicated at 10:30 a.m. 6:35 p.m. Sept. 20.
today at Boy Scout Headquarters on
• San Diego First Baptist Church
Upas Street. Boy Scout chaplain has scheduled a series of Sunday eveaides and camp chaplains will be ning programs beginning at 6 p.m.
honored during the ceremony in the tomorrow with the Stars of Harmointerfaith chapel.
ny, a gospel quartet.
• The annual AIDS Vigil of Pray• Christian Ministries Manageer will be held from 8 a.m. next Sat- ment Association will present a Reurday to noon Sept. 18 at the Metro- gional Christian Management Instipolitan Community Church of San tute Sept. 22 at the First Assembly of
Diego. About 50 members of the Ecu- God on Phyllis Place, The keynote
menical Conference's AIDS Cha- speaker will be Bernie May of Wyplaincy will participate.
cliffe Bible Translators. A luncheon
• The annual pastor's preview of performance will be given by the
1
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By Peter Navarro
under a residential building cap as
and Richard Carson
Co1111nentary low as 4,500 units per year, jobs will
fall by less than a miniscule 1 perIn a subtle variation on the "tricThe Union welcomes commentar- cent - that according to a Universikle-down" theory, development-industry spokesmen have recently ies from its readers. Submissions ty of California study conducted for
found it fashionable to criticize should be typed, double-spaced, and the city.
The Quality of Life Initiative will
growth controls as a threat to the not more than 750 words. Informaeconomic welfare of the poor, partic- tion cannot be provided on individual improve housing opportunities beularly low-income blacks in South- commentaries because of their daily cause it gives top priority to affordeast San Diego. This cynical attempt volume. Inquiries about them, there- able housing. By curtailing the subto exploit the black community rais- fore, should not be made. Manu- urban building boom, the initiative
will also move development rees two important questions: Has scripts will not be returned.
sources back into the inner city,
growth really helped blacks and will
while the initiatives's tough trafficgrowth controls really hurt blacks?
The answer to the first question is rates in the city for murder, robbery, congestion standard will force the
that unbridled growth has done noth- rape, aggravated assault, and bur- city to dramatically improve its
ing to address either chronic black glary. Another reason is that as mass transit system.
Finally, while developers claim
structural unemployment or the growth has strained the budget, podearth of affordable housing, while lice per-capita has remained well that the black community cares l!I!
growth has severely exacerbated below the city's target of two police- more about jobs and housing than
problems such as crime and drug men for every 1,000 residents; and in crime, school quality, traffic conges- !!
abuse and overcrowding at public fa- a very real sense, patrolmen who tion, and air pollution, growth con- 3
J
cilities such as parks, libraries, and might otherwise protect residents of trols will provide San Diegans of all
particularly schools.
S_outheast San Diego ~re now being colors with a healthier and saner en- S
In the job market, a highly dispro- siphoned off to the predominantly vironment to work and live.
It follows that the black communi- .•
portionate number of growth-gener- white, booming suburbs.
ated jobs go not to black residents,
It is this "suburban budgetary ty should not allow itself to be cynibut rather to predominantly white squeeze" which has also put financial cally used by the building industry in
newcomers. This occurs because of strains on public facilities in all of its battle against growth controls,
continued separate and unequal edu- San Diego's urbanized areas - from particularly when such controls are
cational opportunities for blacks, be- schools and parks to libraries and much more likely to help rather than
cause racial barriers still exist in the jails. Because developer fees and hurt blacks.
Instead, black leaders should chanlabor market and the labor unions, taxes on newcomers don't fully pay
and because many blacks can't reach for growth, the city has had to "rob" nel their political muscle into mobilnew suburban jobs because of woe- the existing communities to pay for izing support for programs that will
fully inadequate mass transit (e.g., development in the new urbanizing solve black problems: Increased job
service on the North-South corridor suburban communities, and the re- training, higher-quality ,schools, f
serving Southeast San Diego).
sult is decay in the inner city. (This is more police protection, linkage fees
In the housing market, the building particularly true for schools, since on commercial and industrial develindustry added a record 15,435 new the "compassionate" Building Indus- opment to raise revenues for affordresidential units to the city in 1987, try Association successfully and un- able housing, drug counseling, AIDS
but only a paltry 268 were low-in- conscionably lobbied the Legislature and sex education, improved mass I
transit, and day care.
come units. This is a disgraceful 6 to cap developer fees for schools.)
To meet housing needs without in- ~
percent of annual need, and glaring
With regard to the second quesevidence of the building industry's tion, it would be foolish to claim that creasing crime, black leaders should •
commitment to profits rather than growth controls will solve the special also push for an end to "density
the poor.
problems of the black community. bonuses" and instead insist on inclu- ~
Indeed, developers typically only Nonetheless, it can be honestly ar- sionary zoning and housing quotas.
build low-income housing under so- gued that growth controls such as As history has shown, to rely on the ,
called increased "density-bonus" embodied in the November ballot's building industry either for jobs or
. programs; but the resultant over- Quality of Life Initiative are unlikely housing is to rely on the slimmest of
crowded projects such as those lining to economically harm the poor while trickles.
50th street in Southeast San Diego in certain areas such as affordable
Carson and Navarro are assistant
have only become breeding grounds housing, urban redevelopment, and professors of economics at UCSD
for all sorts of crime and drug abuse. mass transit, controls may provide and USD, respectil'ely. Navarro
These "density-bonus" projects are real benefits.
serveilonilieMiiJor's Citizens' Advione reason why Southeast San Diego
Growth controls won't harm sory Committee on Growth and Deis burdened with the highest crime blacks economically because, even
velopment.
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I've noticed that a byproduct of the
local debate over development is a
curity, the indigent sick, and it will
new growth industry of "non-partihavoc in the ethnic communiplay
san" political-advocacy . groups.
ties.
in
Every smart public-relations firm
I agree: Let us have the truth and
San Diego is racing to set up new
not the deceit of the false prophets
lobbying organizations to take adThe San Diego Union welwho promise what they never can devantage of the panicked building incomes letters to the editor.
liver.
dustry. Every day it seems that anThey should be addressed to:
other new group crops up decrying
SAM ALEWITZ
Readers Write, The San Diego
the potential impacts of various initiSan Diego
Union, Post Office Box 191,
atives.
San Diego, CA 92112. Only
I live in Serra Mesa above the sta~
All of them, pro or con, claim to be
signed letters will be published
dium.
"grass roots," objective, third-party
and we reserve the right to
Mission Valley is one big explosion
organizations. Many are taking
edit. Please include daytime
of development that will make our
phone number.
money from builders and bankers. As
quiet neighborhood part of a highhas been said about other local projdensity commercial and residential
ects, the sharks are in a feeding frenzy. The local development industry tual errors, and the average voter center.
may be hurt more by the costs of can't tell one measure from the
And we can do nothing to stop it.
feeding all these hustlers than they other." I agree that an informed pubAll of the specific plans for Miswould be by passage of the growth- lic is important, and in the search for sion Valley were already approved.
management initiatives.
truth, I suggest that the following And now all we can do is watch as
Voters should remain aware of warning be added to all growth initi- the hillsides are cut and destroyed
two things as the debate rages on. atives.
and the river valley is developed and
The passage of the following initia- more congestion is allowed. It is too
Nobody is really neutral on these issues, and a lot of what is being said tives will not ease or solve the traffic late for us.
by groups claiming to be is done so problems; will not improve the air
But it isn't too late to help others
for money. I urge voters to evaluate quality; will not prevent sewage who would like to protect what
each of these advocacy groups by spills; will not improve the sewage might be left of San Diego's hillsides,
how long they have been around, the treatment infrastructure; will not open space and wetlands. The Qualivested interests of their members maintain single family home com- ty of Life Initiative would, at least,
and their funding sources before ac- munities; will not prevent thousands be a start to doing this. So, vote for
cepting their claims at face value.
of men and women from coming to Proposition J, the Quality of Life IniDiego in search of employment; tiative, and do what you can to save
San
DON WOOD
all, it will not improve the San Diego.
above
and
San Diego
quality of life or the health of the
MARY JOHNSON
people.
What it will do is make housing
The San Diego Union (Sept. 3), reSan Diego
ported that the Office of the City At- less affordable and it will cause rents
torney had agreed to changes in the to rise sharply. It will place a terriwording of the l i m i t ~ ~ ble economic burden on the working
tive. Peter Navarro, spokesperson people of this city. It will prove to be
forthe Citizens for Limited Growth, disastrous for the working poor, the
declared that "there are serious fac- retired who live on their social se-
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By Richard Core
Tribune Staff Writer
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If an event billed last night as a
foreign policy debate between standins for George Bush and Michael Dukakis was an indication of the candidates' campaigns, Bush will continue
to stress the importance of maintaining current policies while Dukakis
will argue for the United States to
adapt its leadership to a changing
i,nternational scene.
The event, sponsored by the World
Affairs Council of San Diego, brought
together Herbert Klein, vice president and editor-in-chief of Copley
Newspapers, presenting Bush's Republican philosophy, and Byron
Georgiou, a San Diego lawyer and
member of the Democratic National
Committee, articulating Dukakis' approach.
Klein said he did not want to define Bush's policies or debate how
they differed from Dukakis' positions. He said most of the audience
already was aware of those issues
and would see them presented in the
upcoming face-offs between the c_an,/
didates.
So he and Georgiou, who said he
had come prepared to 9ebate his
counterpart, each ended up giving
pitches for his man and taking questions from the audience at the University of San Diego's University
·
Center.
' Klein stressed Bush's experience
as head of the Central Intelligence
Agency, as ambassador to China and
as vice president. He said Bush could
~egin his presidency with a "running ·

start" in foreign policy.
"When you look at George Bush
. you look at a man who will continue
to have the United States actively
interested, actively taking leadership
in the world," Klein said. "He's a person who would move us probably in a
more aggressive fashion, one that
would carry on the policies which, I
believe, originated in the foreign policy of President (Richard) Nixon and
certainly have been carried on in the
successful foreign policy of President Reagan."
Dukakis' proposals for increased
involvement of allies in dealing with
global conflicts and foreign policy issues, Klein said, appears to call for
the United States to withdraw from
its forefront positions of leadership.
Georgiou respqnded that Dukakis
intends to maintain the country's international leadership role. But he
said the United States will have to change its foreign policy from one
concerned primarily with the Soviet
threat to one that can deal with
many new powers in the world.
Dukakis, Georgiou said, "knows
that America's leadership in the
world depends on a strong economy,
a strong nuclear deterrent and
strong conventional forces. We must
have an active and involved foreign
policy that will protect America's
vital interests, honor our commitments abroad and respect American
principles and values."
He also depicted the vice president
as failing to question misguided and
inconsistent foreign policy in the
Reagan administration.
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on coastal
~otenlial .meeting place for
;• I
~h. endangered species and re1 .baby
- claimed · water will be held at · 7 p.m.
· Wednesday in Room 204 of Serra Hall at
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Spindrift

Frank Borman,
years
B
II Asince
d
dJ
. Love II
n ers an rm
!
were the first men to circle the
moon. The Apollo astronauts will be
in San Diego as guest speakers at
the International Aerospace Hall
of Fame investiture dinner. That
will be Sept. 24, just tw0 months
short of their 20th anniversary in
space, a Christmas orbit, Dec. 21-27,
1968
At· the di nner at the San Diego
Marriott, the three astrona uts will
ta lk about the progress of the U.S.
space program and their own space
travel. On Apollo 8, the trio circled
the moon 10 times, sent televised
views of the m0on's far side back to
earth and r ead from the Book of
Genesis on Christmas Day.
Burt Rutan, designer of the Voy-

with 70 beers from all over the
world: from Australia, China, England, Ireland, Germany, Japan, Mexico, the Philippines, and Switzerland.
American suds will be represented,
too. The tasting will be from l to 4
p.m. next Sunday, Sept. 18 at Golden
Hall, San Diego Civic Center. There
will be American pretzels, British
bangers, Mexican fajitas, Swedish
crisp bread and J ap·anese teriyaki

ager aircraft that circled the world
last year, will be inducted into the
Hall of Fame. Others to be honored
I USSR
th I t A d · T
are e a e n re1 upo ev,
plane designer, and the late Henri
Farman, pioneer French plane
maker. Reservations are $85 per

chicken and sushi to snack on between beers.
While snacking and sipping, guests
t h th e Kayso foJk Dancers,
can wa c
the Cloggers, the Moreton Bay Fig
Morris dancers, Jim the Juggler,
Klutzo the,Clown and Mal Jaeger·

-------------

Janet Sutter

------------person; call 232-8322.
Munich has its Oktoberfest, San
Diego has its KPBS International
Beer Festival. Interna tional, indeed,

740-01 70
MemSanofDiego
wrll
Crrcle
's Art.
President ol
The Museum
bers
be guesls at Joyce and Gene
Klein 's De l Rayo Stables in Rancho
Santa Fe from 4 to 6 p.m. next Sunday, Sept. 18. Those stables are the
training home of "Winning Colors"
those contribwinner.
The
ntuckyto Derby
Keopen
1988 is
the circle
uting $1.250 annually to the museThe Bonita League, American
um ; call 232-7931.
Cancer Sociely. The e ighth " EveCommittee ol 100. Prospective
ning of Wine and Roses" will feaattend
welcome to tea
members
nd 21
winesin athe
boutique
California
lure begin
fromthe2
l membership
st an nuaare
p.m. Friday
a t 6 ,30
will
home of the William Cannons. Tick- to 4 p.m. Sept. 27 in the Robert
Conley home. There is no admisets are $20; call 299-4200.
sion, but call 223- 1362 for reservaKlee Wyk Society, Museum ol
tioGns · be Gu·ilders. Ne'rl s,·mon's new
Man. The lively Dee Ann J ohnSton
Lily ReSlightlya Guilded
Theprovide
and will
"Hot Time In The play10"Rumors" wi ll have its world
view
Old Town Saloon" Saturday at the premiere Sept. 22 on the stage of
Old Time Ope n Air Theatre, at Con- the old Globe Theatre, with a blackgress and Mason St reets. It all tie dinner beforehand in the Sculpstarts at 6:30 p.m. with no-host lure Garden Cafe, San Diego Musehos ted
be aReservawillp.m.
um of ilArt.
andl guests
cocktails,
at 5: 15
hourThere
de- cockta
wear, or1888
saloon wearing
attire, genera
signer Jeans at the very least. Res- lions are $30 per person; ca ll 231 1941 .
ervations are $35; ca ll 239-2001 .
a he ad: Uni"'U.!i!J ol San
Dates
fall fashion
Casa de Amparo. Abreakfast
A"E!iar.y, " OpulenfOWons"
Qiego
at
show and continental
Nords trom in North County Fair a t f~lmrsnow, Oct. 26, Mission Ba ll8:30 a.m. Saturday will benefit the room , Town & Country Convention
crisis cent~r for abused children. Center.
Band J an and Ed Hayman of
T1c ke ts
·
Lemon Grove are c hairmen
are $15 for KPBS members, $1 8 for
others in advance; $20 at the door.
Call 594-2574.
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Juryls:Split ·Over
Success of Departing
!La'}'J)1an at USD

·He

By JENIFER WARREN, Time., Still/ Writer

has been called "the guy with the golden handshake." He
works a crowd, no, an entire community, about as well as
Michelangelo worked marble.
In 1981:Sheltlon Krantz swept into town from Boston and took
over as de::tn tlf the University of San Diego's Sc,J,cJol of Law. On
arrlval, 1he'ftH.tnd a quiet, insulated institution t hat had a solid local
· reputatlbn 'but l<R,rnred largely on churning out able lawyers.
Now,1as Krantz prepares to leave the dean's post thi s spring
arter a yearlong sat:Jbatical, the law school is a markedly different
•place. A:pplicatidns were up 46% this fall , allowing for greater
selectivity•in•ndlllfS!!ions. The number ol law11!'1ns recruiting
·grad uates~as·quadrupl etl. Fund raising has increased. And
curriculum refotm is injecting-a dose of ethics and professional
responsibility into the traditional cburse lolld·:.,
Down Ftom the Hilltop
Perhaps most notably, Krantz has brought the law school down
from its hilltop and made it a force for change, both in the legal
l)rofession and lhe community al large. Since 1981, programs have
been launched rto help opponents resolve disputes outside the
·courtroom, to aid aliens with amnesty applications and to persuade
,lawyers to donate
'legal help to the poor.
·such
;jjccbmplishments
1
lhave given the law
"!!~hool the prestige
•dnd profile critically
>needed by private
!institutions reliant on
the largess of alumni
-and community
·members. As many in
local lega l circles see
•it, the loss di Krantz
·rand 'his pdt~nt
1lpersuasi ve pdwm-s
'Will be a blow to USD.
'But others say
,there is a flip side•to
:this picture.
According to some
1prolessors. the
' Nebraska-botn
sChol8.r- turned•admlnistt~tor,
although the
"tdnsummate
· •ambassador off
campus. was less
skilled at scoring
diplomatic victories in
his oWn front yard.
Some suggest ifs time
for a change, that
Krantz, having far
outlasted the 3.5-year
average tenure of law
school deans , may
simply have worn out
l'>tiis welcome.
'"Sheldori is
unbeatable on the
;,chltkcn' antl-peas
1
• tirduit,"s:iid cJne
faculty •mcniber·1\/ho
·spoke·on condition of
anonymity, "and he
has won us much good
• will in fhe
-community. But, on
1
th e inside, things
DAVE GATLEY I Los Ang rh' ~ Times
were getting a little
messy. "

R~ -u il'(.;-1.l''rt"V'T'f'f",'t ~ • - - . . - - -~ ..... _ . . - · -

,"~1JfizfJ~y Is Split

-----·
weakness
"biggest was one that's a
protJlem for many
deans-faculty
•relations.
_ from Page I
.
i, Continue~
"Faculty members
I I 11ke this. there is the danger you
Sheldon Krantz
have egos," Fellmeth
I! '<'tll become a bureauc rat_. a ~d I saw
Depar ting USO law school dnan
said. "Not only that,
'l some of the signs settmg m.
they· re more
If bureaucra tic dema nds we re
:wc'ls tumcd lo talking than liste ning. I think Sheldon was
, tausing paral ysis in Kr a n tz, few
ddcr('ntial in some ways and not in oth ers nnrl thnt his choices of
rne~bers of the legal community
whe n nut to be defe re ntial were sometimes not the right choices.
'rlot1 ccd. Du ring his seven _vea rs on
As a result. he lost the support of a cer tain group of faculty. "
, lhe job. th e liberal criminal justice
ln dc d. F'r llmct h a nd oth er profcs,wrs specu late that a•mounttng

weren't there, then I
probably wasn't doing my
job.'

0

,·hor ns 1Jf ~r umld t>s proba bl y prnrnptcd Kr;int z's decision to leave
;wri mn11 y hr h ind and seek more pr:-a ceful pas tur es.

'There just comes a lime when. one hy one. a certain number of
v h~cu me desi rous of t hange ns t1ridges are burned," said C.
I l11r:h r-·ried man. who has taugh t at the law school since 1958.
Despite suspicions by some faculty members that·Krantz was
pressured to resign because of mushrooming dissent within the
r,inks . I !SD ad ministrator s Insis t tharis11otso.
--some fac ulty members had the mistaken impression that he
was pus hed by me" and USD President Author Hughes. said Sister
S,i lly Furay , campus provost .Ind Krant:fs immediate s upervisor.
"Ile was not. Sheldon looked at th e whole situation, looked at what
he had <lone, looked at what his possibilities were for building on
th:it. and decided he Had do ne a good bit ·of the•Job he came to do. "
Por his part, the bookish. bespectacled Krantz says encountering
disse nt was no big surprise and was not the major catalyst-in his
decision to step down.
"Disagreement is part of any job in higher education."·he said. "If
sparks were n't there, then I probably wasn 't doing my job."
But. after seven years. Krantz said he found the dean 's•job
placing "limits" on his desire to spend more time on "public
concerns." He a lso wants to devote his attention to a book he•is
w riting on t he legal profession.
"Somebody'has to de velop budgets. devote lime to fund raising,
prepa re al(endas for facu lty mee tings, evaluate·profc,ssors," Krantz
said . "Those are critically important things i.o do. But, in a·posion
Pieue see KRANTZ, Prge 3

f:,c· 1Jlt

at the law ~r:hoo l for lfi v"n rs .. li e
has <•normous encrg" and has du ne
a grea t dea l to mak e US O a sc hool
wit h a national reputation ..
·
School~CommunityTi~s
In a recent inlf'r\'if'w at his
sp;irurns. Sparn sh s1 \"I~ hnmP in

Mi ss ,,m Hill s . t he .'iO-ye ar -c•ld

Jr-xpf'r~ w ;-as extra.o rdinaril y active,
~:parking o r gu idin g a hos t o f

J<r:rn11. rn nfirmC'd th :11 r•n:i!i\i :: hin~
grr;1t1' r t.ir.~ bctvveen the law ~c hool

Programs t hat are highly valued
fixtures on th e San Diego County
landscape today.
' Those who worked with Krantz
.on su_ch proj.ects describe him as a
seemmgly tireless leader, an idea
]
man with the ability to make things
happen without even breaking a
1 sweat.
"Sheldon is a doer, and if YO U
ha ve any long conversation .;_;ith
you 'll realize he believes the
him
1
/ legal profession owes something to
society, that ,ts purpose is not jus t
to take but lo give." said former
U.S. Atty. M. J:imes Lorenz. " I
don ·t know any other person in the
legal profession who has put such
ledication into helping t he public
hroughdifferen tprograms."
"The law school has become a
ouch more promine nt part of the
ommunity since Sheldon's arriv1," said Superior Court Judge
.ichard Huffman, who has taught

a nd th• city a t its doorstep was a
top prin rit y.
"Thrre·s just so much to do in
Sa n Diego," said Kra ntz. a lithe.
co ll cgiale -looking man wi• h ious lcrl brown hair. "The professrn n
really nr cds to broaden its scope 50
I ha t it. ;:,rovides servi res to pl'uple
,4: ho n~~d them but cannot pav.
pnn:irie~ cr eative alternat,n~s lo
li1 1garh-i and addrc;:scs the ur>i1a,·
p,n ecs many clients hav~ wi th
allnrney5. I wanted the law school
to pl J y a role in all of that."
Soo n after his arrival. Krantz
began '" carryout that agenda.
Pirsr Qff. h,, Juin<-d with l hr San
Dieg-o <::ounty Bar Assn. ,,, larmrh
the San Diego Law Cerllt'r in
Derrmher, 1981. G 11 ided hv
Kran1 z·s wi fe. Carol lfallstrn m. and
supporr,,ct by grant money a n,!
a nnnal funding by the uar assucialion. 1hr re nter ha s srrvrd as a
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breeding ground and lau nch pad for
many projects.
One venture, form ed join Uy with
the Lcg;il Aid Society in 1983, is the
Volunt~er Lawyer Program, the
!irSt Iq_cal system to provide poor
peop l~ With lawyers on a pro bono
basis, · Today th e program taps a
bank or ~20 attorneys to aid needy
cp~ts qn civil cases.
· ~te1tive Approa(hes
. COmmuni ty mediation Is an area
in i hi~h the Law Center has been
particuJarly active. At two experimental centers, neighbors were
tr~ined to mediate disputes ranging

from landlord tenant disagreements to domest ic problems. The
resolution rate was 90% when both
parties agreed to participate. When
gran t support for the program
ended~ Hallstrom persuaded the
city to' assume funding responsibil4

jty.

·.

class size and applications increased. Nationally, law school applications rose by about 15% last
year; USD's rate increased by 46%.
That permitted tighter quality control on the incoming class-a
dean's dream.
Gerald Uelmen, dean of the University of Santa Clara Law School,
said USD's "admissions profile
proves Sheldon has done a bang-up
job. They're attracting a record
number of students every year and

more input on decisions, some of
which we re traditionally faculty
decisions."
Others said his wife's presence in
the law school was a sensitive point
for some faculty, who either
viewed it as inappropriate or were
envious of her success.
"I think It was an Issue that
always hung over him," said Larry
Anderson, a professor of constitu tional and criminal law at USO for
19 years. "It didn't affect me.

'The law school has become a much more
prominent part of the community since
Sheldon's arrival. He has enormous energy and
has done a great deal to make USD a school with
a national reputation.'
Superior Court Judge Richard Huffman

.

A separate effort, called Alternaare very tough competition for us
Depending on whom I hear it {the
tives to Litigalion, was designed to
and other private California law
complaint) from, it either sounds
relieve courthouse crowding by
schools."
totally justified or totally ridicuusing retired judges to decide comKrantz also measures up well in
lous."
mercial disputes. The program was
terms of fund raising, an imperaSister Furay conceded that the
s9 P,OP,plar among parties willing to
ti ve for private schools that lack a
issue rankled some faculty mempay for ~he service. however, that a
public funding pipeline. In 1980, the
bers. But she said university polifor-profit " rent -a-judge" business
year before Krantz arrived at USD,
cies eliminated any potential imm()\~ed into town. At that point, the
about $6,000 in donations was conproprieties.
Law <i:enter withdrew from that
tributed to the law school by 70
"It's always a delicate situation
arena., .
alumni, univ ersity figures show. In • and we have policy statements that
In another pioneer venture,
1986, $60,000 was contributed by
govern such things," Furay said.
Hallstrom in 1986 gathered 20
545alumni.
"Whenever Carol's salary situation
labor, ~legal, religious and social ,
At the law center, about $1
came up, Sheldon had nothing to do
service · groups under the Law
million in grants and government
with it
Still, some faculty
Center umbrella to assist undocucontracts was brought in during
members do not believe it was
inerited al iens applying for lcgallKrantz 's tenure; Grindle said all
hedged sufficiently."
zaliofl ·lmder the federal immigrabut $24,000 was raised through the
Perhaps surprisingly, professors
tion act.
efforts of Hallstrom and Krantz.
say the faculty split over Krantz's
At lhe urging of Krantz, th e Law
Finally, the university is $2 mildeanship did not fall along conser 'Ccntbr" lloard also formed a bluelion down the road toward convative and liberal lines. Despite his
ribbOh " commission that recomstruction of its $6 million 1aw
leftist orientation, the scholarme lidea abolishing San Diego
library expansion.
who began his career as a trial
County's widely criticized system
One area in which Krantz feels
attorney for the Justice Departof providing a criminal defense for
he had the least success is curricument's Organized Crime and Rackindigents. A search is now under
lum reform. Like many of his
eteering Section-had many conway for a Public Defender to take
contemporaries, Krantz is a strong
servative allies, a mong them
over the indigent defense job.
believer that legal education needs
Bernard Siegan, a Libertarian and
a new emphasis on ethics and
un successful nominee for the U.S.
Great Motivator
professional respon sibility9th Circuit Court or Appeals.
Attorney Dan Grindle, chairman
strengths the public rarely attribSome professors who shared his
of the Law Center's Board or
ut es to attorneys these days. But
political agenda and supported his
DirectOi-s, said such accomplishattempts to implement that goalideas nonetheless had gripes about
ments grew out of Krantz's skill "as
at USD and many other law
his management style.
the ultimate politician-and I mean
schools-have been resisted by
In any event, most members or
that in a complimentary way.
faculty who believe the traditional
"Sheldon has an uncanny ability
way or molding legal minds is the
-to, motivate people. Generating
best way.
gran\ furids, mobilizing volunteers
"Our need, as I see it, is to focus
arid \al(ing dollars to support these
more on policy an9 values as
prpgr;ims from an already overopposed to substantive law, doc.l:~Lirde[1ed university budget takes
lrine a nd analytical reasoning,"
Herclilelln efforts," Grindle said.
said Krantz. "We're trying to build
"Sheldon made il look easy."
that into the curriculum. But there
• ,, On t 'W pus, meanwhile, Krantz
is resistance and a lack of agreebuilt"en seeds planted by Donald
ment on how best to do it."
Weci~tE?in, his predecessor in the
Two USD committees are studydearnU'l.i~ and now a te nured pro- : ing the question. Already, the
fes:c:;of:at USO. During Weckstein's
number of hours professors devote
nine ;'.~edrs as dean, the school's
lo professional responsibility issues
~tudent body expanded, the faculty
in class has increased.
gtew'. 1 Size and stature. master's ,. Krantz says that it was in this
Programs in law were instituted,
area of "searching for ways to
'llld W,D's highly acclaimed sum change lega l education" that he
•• mer foreign programs in comparawas caught in the cross fire be~
tive l~tvi Were founded.
tween "a variety of disagreements"
_Despite suc_h strid es, USD-partamong faculty members. He said
Jy be~Use of its youth-remained a
there were also ongoing divisions
schoo~ with a reputation largely , over "whether we should emphallmited to Southern California in size internal activities or communi 1981. Krantz, many observers say, ty work, whether more time should
tiegari~o change that.
be spen,t,. on rund raising br faculty
, "Ki~ ntz has great national co nactivitie"S."
·, ' '
neclions. He brought a touch or
Some faculty . members say
J'Tlode.rhihm to USD and started to Krantz·s leadersh ip style -Oe movc the school upward, into the scribed by Prof. Friedman as "not
big !~agues," said John Cleary, a ' highly consultative"-irked some
crimiffl:tl defense attorney who has professors.
tjiugl\l at USD. "They had been in
"People wanted him to practice
t_h:e bepign middle, muddling along.
the politics of inclusion, a la Mi- '
Me was a breath of fresh air."
., chae l Dukakis," former dea n
'. putjhg Krantz's tenure, both Weckstein said. "They wanted

fn

l

-=•- '"

th e faculty agreed that the type or
troubles Krantz encountered as
clean are commonplace in academia, particularly law schools. In
their view, even the most diplomatically skilled administrator can
only survive so long in an environment of thin-skinned scholars with
competing projects and ideas.
·'There was an erosion of collegiality before Sheldon got here, it
continued whi le he was here and it
will undoubtedly exist after he
leaves," Alexander said.
As for his plans, Krantz says he's
nol sure •what he'll do. Private
practice is a possibility, as is a
return to teaching. For now , he's
spending his sabbatical in an office
at UC San Diego, serving as "scholar in residence·· and working on his
book, "The Future or the Legal
Proression."
A former director of Boston
University's Center for Criminal
Justice, Krantz also will serve as
the next chairman of the Am erican
Bar Assn.'s prestigious Criminal
J ustice Council. And it's unlikely
his appetite for community activism will peter out.
'Tm sure I'll find things to do,"
he said with a wry Brin. "I don't
expect to be bored."
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Virginia Law Professor Jeffrey
O'Connell will square off next
Sunday in a debate on auto insur/ ance reform. Start time is 7 p.m. at
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Graham Milner gets vp post
Graham Milner, a 10-year veteran of the San Diego marketing community,
has been promoted to vice president/director of client service at PhillipsRamsey.
Milner will have increased responsibility
with client relations and account manager supervision. During his tenure at the firm, Milner
has worked with the San Diego Zoo/Wild Animal Park, WD-40 Co., General Instrument,
Louisiana Downs, Del Mar Thoroughbred Club
and Lynx accounts. Prior to joining the company, he was senior vice president/director of
marketing and account service at Kenneth C.
Smith & Associates in La Jolla.
Milner received a bachelor's degree in business administration from the University of San
Diego~ a master's in business administraTionTrom San Diego State University.
Brian Boudreau has been named grants administrator for the Metropolitan Transit Development Board of San Diego. Boudreau will
prepare and file all federal and state funding
applications and will monitor local grant-fundGRAHAM MILNER
ed capital projects. Boudreau received a bachelor's degree in business administration from Merrimack College in Massachusetts.
·
Price Waterhouse has promoted Paul Dominguez and Tracy Whitlock to
senior consultants. Dominguez, a graduate of California State University,
Sacramento, will specialize in information resource management services to
real estate and manufacturing industries. Whilock, a graduate from the University of Southern California with an M.B.A. in marketing, will also specialize in management consulting services.
.
Richard Morgan, general partner of Wolfensohn Associates in New York, ·
has been appointed to the board of directors of Scientific Computer Systems
Corp. in San Diego. Morgan joined James D. Wolfensohn Inc. in 1984 and was
appointed to his present position in 1986.
Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison has named Theodore Graham a partner to
head a new bankruptcy and creditors' rights department. Graham was most
recently with the Los Angeles law firm of Dewey, Ballantine, Busby, Palmer
& Wood as the partner in charge of the insolvency and creditors' remedies
practice.
Alan Fleischman has joined Special Teams Inc. as an account executive.
Fleischman, whose background is in music promotions, is co-founder and vice
president of Government Records. Also, Mark Heaslet has joined the company as a media relations specialist and copywriter. Heaslet previously worked
at KCST-TV in various positions including news producer, writer and news
assignment editor.
Ninyo & Moore has named Gregory Farrand principal geologist. Farrand
will direct the geotechnical staff and provide quality assurance/quality control review for the firm.
Vicki LaRovere has been promoted to loan officer at Torrey Pines Bank.
LaRovere will be responsible for the commercial and personal loan portfolio
for the Rancho Santa Fe office.
The Stardust Hotel & Country Club has named Marci Driskill group sales
manager. Driskill will be involved with group business reservations, including coordination of golf packages and daily operations.
The Financial Credit Union of San Diego has named Grace Menefee operations manager and Pamela Lenth manager of its El Cajon branch.
Associate Counsel Inc. has been formed by Endeman, Lincoln, Turek &
Heater Law Firm to provide legal offices with pre-screened attorneys when
the need for additional assistance arises. The new company also affords client
firms the opportunity to evaluate skills and performance of attorneys for .
permanent positions. Please send personnel changes and promotions to,)
Meg Ford, The Tribune, Financial Section, P.O. Box 191, San Diego
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But you won't discover It In any naUon's Consumers Organization.
Per. Premium .
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Is
added,
he
answer,
the
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Part
accounting
strategic arsena1. Instead, it ls an
:1
62.7
1982 >- • , ., , ' -, $2,842,235,000 I "•· i · $1,783,100,000
weapon, used, critics say, in an insurance ln- "believe their o~n press releases" with chill66.4
2,035,497,000
3,063,874,000
I
. 1983 ·
dustry propaganda campaign designed to mis- Ing horror stories about huge liability claims.
66.6
2,335,561,000
3,509,118,000
1984
The insurers' response to this, said Angoff, Is
lnfonn consumen.
62.3 . ,,, r
2,790,977,001) , """ •
1985 ' I • •: ·., • I f,479,329,000
The letters stand Cor "inCWTCd but .not re- . "We've got to jack up our reserves."
, 64.5
3,465,899,000 ,,
5,377,748,000
, , 1981 ·
Will Glennon, a legal analyst for the Califor.
ported" losses.
insurers,
snla
1,· ·; . , 64 ,0
12,411,034,000 .
19,272,304,000
In industry parlance, that translates Into the nla '.l'riaL.LaW¥')l'O-Assoclation,
Total
amount of money nuto and other lnsurer11 pre- In efi'ect, pull IBNR figures ''out of Uielr head.''
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Percentage Increase In claims paid between 1982, 1986:
the Increases In projected losses
diet they will pay to settle unreported claims He described
Source: Best'• P.:xec,JUn Dita Servle.
11
trend Jn guesswork" in
on policies that are Jn effect In any given year. as a skyrock:etlng
11
The relatively obscure concept will play an which 1nsurcr11 compound U1eir own misimportant role in the debate over auto Insur- takes" by basing each year's IBNR losses on
ance reform In California, where voters will be the previous years' intlatcd estimates.
faced wiU1 four competing ballot Initiatives on Robert Fellmcth of the U a l v ~ n
Percentage Per
lli£1'KS Center for Public Interest Law said
ti1c subject In Novembe r.
Premiums Written ...: Future Claims
, Year
Written Premium
Consumer advocates nnd trial lawyers argue one possible source of lnllated loss projections
70.7
. $2,009,460,100
, • , $2,842,235,000
that auto insurers u.se the IBNR concept. to Is the allegations nnd complaints filed In courL,
, . 1982 I ,
75 .9
2,325,480,300
3,063,874,000
understate their profits, overstate their losses for auto accident cases. "Plaintiffs routinely
' 1983 . I
'' - ' ' 80 2
2,814,312.600
·. 3,509,118,000 ,.
and saddle drivers with uajustified rate hikes. overstate thelr damages," he said, which may
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'" I • 80.8
15,566,298,000
19,272,304,000
Total
Since IBNR losses are one factor used by cani- Mooney of the Irtsurance Information Instl126.0
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for
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A spokeswoman for the law school
sa id Miller's scat will be held open
for his reconsideration .
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Nader will
debate 011
O'Connell also on agenda
for forum here Sunday
A deb;itc between two of the nation's insurance

heavyweight s, ftalph Nader and Jeffrey O'Connell ,
headlines a high-powered, comprehensive forum

The USO forum, which begins at 7
p.rn. in the 1,000-scat Ca mino Theater, is the onl y lull analysis of the
initiati ves iu the state so far, according to Morris. Hcscrvations are requi red and can be made by calling
260-4650.

ballot ini tiati ves.
The forum, which is sponsored by the Uni versity
of San Diego law school, is aimed al giving lhe

Both Nader and O'Connell have
been leaders in the national insurance debate over lhe past 25 years.
Nader has opposed no-fault concepts

up on television sets, the forum erupted with its

in fa vor of insurance reform . O'Con-

nell pioneered no-fault concepts now
in effect in 24 states.
After the Nader-O'Connell debate,
the following speakers will talk
about the insurance initiatives: Harvey Levine, president-elect of the
Cali fornia Trial Lawyers Association, Prop. 100; Harvey Rosenfield,
head of Voter Revolt to Cut Ins urance Rates, Prop. 103; and Sam Sorich, insurance industry representative, Props. 104 and 106.

thi s Sunday on Ca1ifornia's complicated insurance

voters a vivid picture o( the insurance campaign

in Ca lifornia that may end up as one of the nation's most ex pensive ha llot-box lights.
But even as the war among the iniliati vcs heats

own controversy.
The architect of Prop. IOI , Harry Miller, yes terday said he withdrew fr om the event in protest of
what he considers an unequal division of time
among the speakers. In a press release, Miller said
he has urged Nader and O'Connell to return their
speakin g fees, and he has asked other speakers to
join the boycott.
As of late yesterday, Miller was the only holdout, and law school acting Dean Grant Morris
defended the objectivity of the forum.
Consumer acti vist Nader and O'Connell, the socalled "Father of No-Fault,'' will put the insurance debate in historical perspective without taking sides, Morris said . Proponents of each initiati ve then will ask them questions, present
argu ments for lhe measures and take questions
from Nader and O'Connell.
"\Ve wa nt to make all sides ava ilable to the
public" in a "fair and thorough inquiry," Morris

said. "What we arc trying to do is shed a little
light rather than heat on lhc issues."
Morris acknowledged that Nader has endorsed
one of the initiatives, Prop. 103, hut he sa id the
consumer activist's comments will be limited to
the general debate over ins urance reform; he will
not be pcrmitlcd to expound on his support for a
specific measure.
See Insurance on Page 8 -4
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O'Connell also on agenda
for forum here Sw1day A debate between two of the nation's insurance

heavyweights, Ralph Nader and Jeffrey O'Connell,
headlines a high-powered, comprehensive forum
this Sunday on California's complicated insurance
ballot initiatives.
The forum, which is sponsored by the University
of San Diego law school, is aimed at giving The
voters a vivid picture orthe insurance campaign
in California that may end up as one of the nation's most expensive ballot-box fights.
But even as the war among the initiatives heats
up on television sets, the forum erupted with its
own controversy.
The architect of Prop. 101, Harry Miller, yesterday said he withdrew from the event in protest of
what he considers an unequal division of time
among the speakers. In a press release, Miller said
he has urged Nader and O'Connell to return their
speaking fees, and he has asked other speakers to_
join the boycott.
As of late yesterday, Miller was the only holdout, and law school acting Dean Grant Morris
defended theobjectivity of the forum.
Consumer activist Nader and O'Connell, the socalled "Father of No-Fault," will put the insurance debate in historical perspective without taking sides, Morris said. Proponents of each initiative then will ask them questions, present
arguments for the measures and take questions
from Nader and O'Connell.
"We want to make all sides available to the
public" in a "fair and thorough inquiry," Morris
said. "What we are trying to do is shed a little
light rather than heat on the issues."
Morris acknowledged that Nader has endorsed
one of the initiatives, Prop. 103, but he said the
consumer activist's comments will be limited to
the general debate over insurance reform; he will
not be permitted to expound on his support for a
specific measure.
See Insurance co/Page B-4
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A spokeswornan for the law school
, said Miller's seat will be held open
1 for his reconsideration.
The USD forum, which begins at 7
p.m. in the 1,000-seat Camino Theater, is the only full analysis of the
initiatives in the state so far, according to Morris. Reservations are required and can be made by calling
260-4650.
· Both Nader and O'Connell have
been leaders in the national insurance debate over the past 25 years.
Nader has opposed no-fault concepts
in favor of insurance reform. O'Connell pioneered no-fault concepts now
in effect in 24 states.

After the Nader-O'Connell debate
the following speakers will talk
about the insurance initiatives: Har, vey Levine, president-elect of the
· California Trial Lawyers Association, Prop. 100; Harvey Rosenfield,
head of Voter Revolt to Cut InsurI · ance Rates, Prop. 103; and Sam Sorich, insurance industry representa•~!ve~_:~s. ~~-~-~-",d
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/Propo~ition 101 backer spurns forum
~q5"'.J

A chief supporter of Proposition
101, one of five auto-insurance initiatives to be decided by voters in the
November election, has withdrawn .
from a University of San Diego Law
Review symposium on the propositions and is urging backers of the
other measures to do likewise.
Harry Miller, a former chief deputy state insurance commissioner and
currently chief executive officer of
the Coastal Insurance Co., announced
his withdrawal from the Sunday
symposium in a prepared statement
yesterday.
Miller said the format of the symposium favored two high-profile
speakers: consumer advocate Ralph ·
Nader and University of Virginia law
professor Jerome O'Connell, an expert in no-fault insurance. They
favor Propositions 103 and 104.
Those two speakers were allocated
about an hour each to present their
cases, while backers of the other
three initiatives were being allotted
10 minutes each, Miller said.
Grant Morris, acting dean of the
Unive~ of San Diego Law School,
called Mwer"'rrres-cription of the
~ymposium format "completely
maccurate."
Morris said Nader and O'Connell
th_e symposium's keynote speakers'.
will be allowed 15 minutes each to
discuss the history of the concept of
no-fault insurance and a need for insurance revision and then will spend
about 30 minutes fielding questions
from backers of the various initiat!ves. He said the remaining initiati~e backers then will be given 15
mmutes each to explain their propos,
als.
"We regret that Mr. Miller feels ·
this way and will not participate in
the symposium," Morris said. "We

have tried to structure the symposium in such a way that we could provide a fair, thorough and informative
examination of these very complex
initiatives that California voters will
face this fall.
"It is our intention to shed some
light on these issues, which have generated more heat than light up to this
·
point." ·.
Miller said his attempts to change

the rules of the symposium were rebuffed by its sponsors. He said he has
contacted backers of the other initiatives, including Nader and O'Connell,
and asked them to boycott the event.
Admission to the symposium, to
begin at 7 p.m. in Camino Theater on
the campus, is free, but advance tickets are required.
Reservations may be made by
calling 260-4650.
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Tl1e 11atio11's ulti111ate activist
J1as11't give11 up tl1e figl1t
Tribune Stnff llcport

A

T AGE 54, ltJ\l.1'11 NAII Elt doesn't exactly have

one fool in the grave, but he knows how he would
like his obituary lo read: "Full-time citizen."
An understatement, perhaps, !or lhe man who wrote lhe
book,s on consumer activism, but being a full -time citizen is
a trait developed very early in his life.
His father taught him that living in a democracy means
being involved. From his mother, another important lesson:
Don't just complain about somelhing, do something about it.
"I am my parents' child," Nader says.
Nader grew up in Winsted, Conn., lhe youngest of the four
children born to Nadra and Rose Nader, Lebanese immigrants grateful for the opportunity to live in the United
Slates.
"When my father sailed past the Sta tue of Liberty, he
took is seriously," Nader remembers. "He said, 'Listen, if
you want to love your coun try, you work to make it more
lovable .. . We grew up with a sense of du ty, a sense of
responsibility ... I gol a lot of wisdom from my mother. As
• a child, I would complain and she would say, 'You·ve got a
valid complaint and, as I see ii, it's up to you lo do something about il. 1 " •
By now Nader proba bly is on his way from his Washington, D.C., offices of Public Citizen, to San Diego to do something about auto insura nce. He'll participate in a Sunday
debale on the pros and cons of the auto insurance initiatives
that will be on California's Nov. 7 ballot.
Ever since the publication of "Unsafe Al Any Speed" his 1965 indictment of lhe auto industry in general and the

Nader on his landlords: 'I've
created 5,000 jobs alone for
these c/'eeps and I can 't even
get a bJ'eak on office rent'

Chevrolet Corvalr in particular - Nader has been at war In
the name of the American consumer.
What has filled his days during those two-plus decades is
well-publicized. The Harvard Law School grnduale's accomplishments are legion - prodding politicians un til they created such watchdog agencies as the Occupational Safely
and Health Adminislral.ion and the Environmental Protection Agency and passed such laws as lhe National Transportation and Motor Vehicle Sa fely Acl, the Wholesome Meat
Act, the Clean Air Act, lhe Clean Waler Act and the Freedom of Information Act.
_Whal isn't so well-publicized Is his sense of humor. Far
from the brooding bore, Nader pokes as much fun at himself as he does his enemies.
He laughs at the irony of being a tenant in a building that
is also home to agencies and trade organizations created as
a direct result of his efforts, and says, ''I've created 5,000
jobs alone !or these creeps and f can't even get a break on
office rent."
Turning serious again, he estimates that auto-safely
standards he pushed for (padded dashboards, seat bells,
safety windshields) have saved 170,000 lives and prevented
umillions" of injuries.
Still, he's haunted by all that's left to do.
In just fi ve minutes he rallies off his list ol most-un wanted consumer problems, from ulilily rates and pollution to
nuclear wea pons and what he considers the continued
Please see NADER: D-5, Col. I
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excesses of corporate America.
·•Big business has learned to cheat
people in very small amounts but m
huge numbers of people," he says.
"(Hotels) don't tell you that if you
make a Jong-distance call and the
phone rings six times and nobody an~wers. you get charged a buck 50 ...

He has heard from a woman in
California who rented a TV set for
her hospital room. Nader says the
woman received her statement and
the rental charge was there along
with a charge for having to bill her
for the rental.
"This is a whole new racket." he
says. "They're billing you for billing
you."
And that's not all he's incensed
about: "Now. we've got to stop congressional salary grabs."
He sputters at the idea of paying
senators and representatives the
$135.000 he says they want as an annual minimum.
"The minimum wage has been frozen since 1981 while their salaries
have increased by $22.000 to $89.500 a
year. And they say they can't make it
on that. I sav, the average guy is
making $16,000 a year. Why, in a democracy, should the man representing this guy make eight times that
much?"

Another of Nader's campaigns is
for the public to ·get more access to
the media. especially radio and television. His dream is 10 wrangle an
hour of prime time away from the
networks so viewers could program
it the wav thev see fit.
He also encourages the growth of
fuel-buying groups such as one in
New York in which families have
banded together to buy heating fuel
at a discount.
And he'd really like to see formation of homeowners' co-ops to screen
and qualify companies that provide
service or repairs to homeowners.
He believes such neighborhood action groups would go a long way
toward improved performance by
businesses that would want to stay
on the "approved" list.
He works on these things 14 hours
a day, most every day of the week. at
home or on the road.
The road bringmg him here ends
with Nader's souarm e off fo r an hour

ressor from the University of Virgmia. starting at 7 p.m. Sunday on the
University of San Diego campus.
(Tne--evenfTs· free and open to ibe
public. but tickets are requi.red for
admission and ma;c be obtamed by
_
calling__USD.) _ _
'"1'he two men have been at it for 25
years. O'Connell co-wrote a. 1965
book on the merits of no-fault msurance, which he argues is a means to
lower insurance costs. Nader. who's
in favor of insurance reform (including _rate regulation and consumer
representation at rate-se1_11ng pr~ceedings) doesn't buy O Connell s
logic.
'·Do you think the insurance co_mpanies are going to spend $17 m1lhon
(advertising their position) to get less
of your insurance money?" he asks.
In the 1960s and '70s, Nader probably would have said these things on
the evening news or been quoted on
the front pages of daily newspapers.
He still does IO hours a week of interviews with reporters. he just doesn't
get as much ink or air time anymore.
But he's content to leave the
limelight to the roughly 120 consumer-activist organizations spawned by
his original efforts.
He's pleased to see the growth of
CUBs (Citizen Utility Boards such as
UCAN in San Diego) and PlRGs
(Public Interest Research Groups
such as CalPIRG). but is less than
thrilled about the overall level of
consumer activism.
"People have 10 change the quality
and quantity of their consumption."
he savs. "There have to be fundamental value changes. This is no longer
just individual fraud and rip-offs but
a global situation - the greenhouse
effect and ozone depletion. nuclear
energy, solid waste disposal - and if
we're going to turn the world around.
we first have to turn ourselves
around."
Consumers must stop allowing
themselves to be duped. he says:
"The big unsolved problem of the
consumerienvironmental movement
is the public's susceptibility to advertising ... People have not become expert enough to see through the propaganda."

This kind of intensity is typical of
Nader. who never married ("I don't
think you should raise a family and
ignore the children") and readily acknowledges that his work is his life.
"The division between work and
leisure time is not there for me," he
explains.
Does he see such dedication as
unhealthy?
"It depends." he answers. "If your
work is a kind of peace itself, if
you're doing important thi ngs, if
you're always challenged, if you're
making progress - but you do need
to get your feet off the pavement."
He plants his in the Canadian
woods. when the need arises, and
walks. Not often enough, though. He
can't remember the last vacation he
took. There's just no time. Just as
there's never time for the hobbies squash, Chinese poetry, chess - that
have been dormant, he estimates, for
at least 20 years.

He reads at least three books and
watches about six hours of TV. mostly sports. each week (plus every show
in the Nielsen too 20 at least once so
he knows what it is that the average
American spends 25 hours a week
watching).
Bevond that he seems the ultimate
activist. practicing most of what he
preaches. He lives sparingly in a
Washington apartment and pours his
personal income (from the lecture
circuit) back into his organization.
which funds most of its S4 million
budget through membership contributions and publication sales.
He hasn't owned a car since his
law-school days in the mid-'50s ("'.ly
last one was a '49 Studebaker which
was quite reliable"). He doesn't
smoke and carefully watches his
diet: ·•1 don't touch soft drinks: I don't
touch all those snacks in plastic bags
and I never met a hot dog I liked."
He says he hasn't eaten one in 25

rears. ·'since I've never been able to
unlock the secrets of what's in them."
And he says he's grown used to
those who think he's a crackpot. That
won't deter him from anv cause he
feels needs his personal attention.
Including high-heeled shoes.
"Most of the leading shoe designers are men,'' he savs. ''Naturallv,
not having to wear .these perched
products. they inflict their painful
tyranny on their female victims."
The voice is full of amusement but
the speaker is serious.
''(High heels) cause more trips and
falls, more backaches. They are the
best marketing tool for podiatrists
(and) the ultimate sexist design
but that's another tooic."
For Nader. there probably will always be another topic. another campaign to launch, another crusade to
lead.
Such is the life of a full-time citizen.

Experts debate pros,
cons of propositio11s
to alter car i11sm. a11ce.
By Michael Smolens
Sta HWrlter

Consumer activist Ralph Nader
opposed the no-fault auto insurance
initiative last night because it would
force motorists injured in a collision
to exhaust their medical coverage
and other benefils before recovering
from their auto insurance policies.
Jeffery O'Connell, a nationally
known expert on no-fault, said that
would avoid insurance duplication
and lower premium costs. "Isn't that
what you want from insurance?" said
O'Connell, a University of Virginia
law professor.
Nader, O'Connell and spokesmen
for four of the live automobile insurance initiatives on the Nov. 8 ballot
squared off in a debate at the Univer·
sity of San Diego.
Under the no-fault initiative, Proposition 104, policyholders would re·
cover damages from their own insurance company regardless of who
caused the accident. Nader said the
no-fault initiative would require auto
insurance coverage to kick in only
after medical insurance, workers

compensation and vacation time has
been depleted. But O'Connell said no·
fault would guarantee up to $30,000
in mcdica] expenses in return for
making it difficult to collect for noneconomic, or "pain and suffering/'
damages.
Nader claimed no-fault promised
"phony" rate reductions. The insur•
ance industry, which supports nofault, said the measure would cut
premiums between 7 percent and 17
percent. However, O'Connell made
no reference to any guarantees which Nader said do not exist.
"How can you assure the people of
California that if they buy this pig in
a poke, they will get cheaper pork?"
Nader said.
The debate lasted more than two
hours, with the main participants Nader and O'Connell - winning applause for pointed arguments and
clever quips from the approximately
1,000 in attendance.
Nader supports Proposition 103, a
measure that promises a rollback in
auto premiums, deeper cuts for good
drivers and a · strict regulatory system for the insurance industry.
He said no-fault would alter California's tort liability system that has
given redress to people with limited
resources against large corporations.
But O'Connell said the legal system of tori liability laws is inefficient and expensive as it applies to
auto accidents.
"My premise is . . . motorist
against motorist ... the tort system
is wildly unproductive," O'Connell
said. "Trying to decide who is at

fault in a typical traffic accident is· ..
'
difficult work."
Ile said Proposition 103 sets up
regulatory system that may or may"'
not work - he was doubtful il would ·,
- while no-fault comes up witH '

a'

guarantees.

Bui O'Connell admitted that Prop- ,
osilion 104 "is not perfect." I-le said ·
the threshold for seeking damages
beyond no-fault coverage may be too '
high. Such damages can be recovered :
only if injuries are "seriOus and per- '
manent," according to Proposilion .,
104.

Allen Katz, a principal author qr '
Proposition 104, also appeared.
Thomas Skornia, ol the Association ;
for California Tort Reform, spoke in ;
favor of Proposition 106, which ,
would limit all attorney contingency :
fees. Both Nader and O'Connell sa id
they opposed that measure.
Representatives of Proposition IOI =
boycotted the event, claiming they ·
would not gel equal time because of '
the Nader debate. Their measure 11
would cut porlions of insurance
premiums while limiting liability ·
and attorney fees.
Harvey Levine of the San Diego ·
Trial Lawyers Association spoke on
Proposition 100, another measure lo
roll back and regulate rates. Harvey _·
Rosenfield also represented Proposition 103.
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Nader to ·debate no-fault
Cust~f£vist, Ralph Nader and ~ni- .. , cess to Justice FoundaUon and head of
versity of Virginia Law Professor Jeffrey . "Vo_te~ R~volt to ~~t Insurance ~tes."
O'Connell will square off September 18, in · (Thi~ 1s the propos1hon that Nader 1s supwhat is being billed as perhaps the best
portmg.)
presentation of t~e controversial November
Propositions 104 and 106 will be advocated
ballot no-fault, msurance and tort reform
by Sam Sorich an insurance industry repinitiatives that California voters will have
resentative. '
the opportunity_to witness.
·
,.
. An advocate for Proposition 101 and a
. The lJ.fil2.J!1~,.SQhool-sl?onsore~ event is , moderator for the panel discussion had not
been named at press time.
free _and open to ~he_ pubhc, b~t tickets are
·
·
.
. . d
f th
required for adm1ss10n. For hckets 1 please
call 260-4650.
·
·
Grant Morns, . actmg ean o
e 1aw
Nader is considered the leading public in- . school, said this program "will p~ovide a
terest attorney in the nation, while O'Condesperately n~eded_ (ocus on these iss~es of
nell co-authored the 1965 book the sparked .s~ate and national importance. The discusthe movement · toward adoption of
s10~ and de~~te should enable us to m~k!'
automobile no-fault compenstion plans by 24
rational dec1s1ons on. these piomentous 1mstates.
. .
tiatives when we vote ~n Nove.m ber.
,. Edmund Ursin, · a law professor who
The hour-long Nader/O'Connell debate
will be followed by a half-hour of questions
helped organize the Sept. 18 event and an
and a panel discussion examining · the
expert in tort law, said, "the stakes arenaCalifo,rP.j"!\ initiatives on the November 7
tional. If insurers, trial lawyers or conballot tha ~!.fileal with no-fault automobile insumer activists prevail in California, simisurance, regulation of insurance company
Jar techniques will undoubtedly be
rates, practices and antitrust status, as well
employed across the nation."
as attorney compensation in accident cases.
USO Law Professor Robert Fellmeth, one
Nader and O'Connell have been at the
of the origihal "Nader's Raiders" and an
forefront of no-fault insurance, tort .and inorganizer of this conference, pointed out
surance reform for the past 25 years.
that the ad campaigns for the five proposiO'Connell has backed no-fault as a means · tions 'is expected to cost more than any poto lower insurance costs. Nader has opposed · Htical campaign in American history, with
no-fault concepts and favors insurance
the exception of the 1984 presidential race.
reform, including removing the current in"Insurance companies have announced
surance exemption from antitrust law, pro- ' they will spend $43 million against the inviding for rate regulation where competisurance reform measures and for no-fault,"
tion is lacking and guaranteeing consumer
said Fellmeth, who is also director- of the
representation in insurance rate-setting
USO Center for Public Interest Law. "Trial
proceedings.
lawyers and others (public interest groups)
During the panel discussion:
will spend $10 to $15 million in opposition.''
Proposition 100 will be covered by atThe San Diego Law Review, a USO law
torney Harvey Levine, president-elect of the
school publication, will publish a transcript
California Trial Lawyers Association, which
of · the debate and an in-depth analysis
has endorsed Prop. 100.
.
s~ortly after the event.
For more information, please contact
Proposition 103 will be reported on by
Harvey Rosenfield, executive director, Ac- · John Nunes at 260-4682.
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veryday lifo i~ Rancho Santa Fe can get exciti~g at time~,
but put the .Village ort a stage and set Ranch hfe to music
'
and it's great entertainment. ·
That is what the Rancho Santa Fe Follies '88 will be, and the
organizers hope to get as . many Ranch people as ,possible to
'•
actually be in the show, '
"We want the people of the community to have fun with this,"
Mario Addario, Follies committee member said this week. "For
instance, we'd like to see a group from the Rotary actually be the
Rotary Club; we'd like to see the firemen, the security patrol ' even the Association become .involved. 7
The Follies is an event sponsored by the Rancho Santa Fe
School PTO for the benefit of school pr_b grams. Each year, th e
PTO has a major fund-raiser and this year they have called on
composer-writerJe ffBrown to produce the Follies. Last year the
"Roger Rowe Roast" was the PTO major fund-raiser, earning
, thousands of dollars for the school.
Brown produced musicals in 1981 and 1982 for the PTO ca ll ed
"How to Cope with Life on the Ranch" _and "Viva Rancho,"
respectively. He has been commissioned to write musica ls for
Scripps Memorial Hospital, the Mcf!onald Center and the
Uni..\'.ersity o ~ ~~io .
ulous show," Brown said, adding tha t he
. "It's going to ea
aJready has the outline' for several vignettes nati ve to Rancho
· Santa Fe. His ideas include topics such as golfers, the Polo Club,
Rotary Club: PTO mothers, Ranch streets, . the Senior Center,
l
·
'.and. the library.
., Auditions will be held from 6 to 9 p.m. Sept. 23 and from 10
a._m. to 4 p.III. Sept. 24 at the Ranchd Santa Fe School. All
members of.the community of Rancho Santa 'F e are encouraged
' f
·
· to try out. · '· ' ·
' Roger Rowe, Rancho Santa Fe School superintendent, said the
Follies production is slated to provide funds for the a rt, musi c,
cpmputer, writing and afterschool programs of the school.
''"Without those PTO funds, these programs would have to be
'
'
. I
. '
reduced," Rowe said.
Accor4ing to Addario, the Follies represents a large part of the
$150,000 goal of this year's PTO. Last year's funds tota led
·
$75,000, she said.
Addario said previous years' shows have sold out quickly ·
·because oflimited seating, so it is important for those interested
·
in attending to reserve seats early.
The Follies is scheduled for Nov. 4 to 6 nightly, with matinee
performances Nov. 5 and 6. Tickets are $15 genera l admission
and $50 preferred, and can be obtained by calling Rancho Santa
Fe School, 756-1141.
A large amount of the money raised comes from the selling of
·memberships to the PTO Cap and Gown club, which are $1,000
, El{!Ch. A special hors d'oeuvre party for members of the Cap an d
·' Gown will take place at the Garden Club on opening night of the
Follies.
0
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J(otkin, ·Collins & Franscell has recently
~eles
{clded five new attorneys.
office: Joan M. Dolinsky, a 1976 J.D. graduate from Villanova University, was formerly with Kem & Wooley. Susie James Kater
received h~r J.D. degree froin the University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law in
1986, after which she worked with Hartman, Morton & Schlegel. H. Henry Change
graduated from Tulaen Law School in 1987.
In the Orange County office: Philip S. Gutierrez graduated with a J.D. degr_ee Jrom
UCLA School of Law in 1984. He was formerly with Kern & Wooley. David A. Winkle was formerly with the Orange County
Defender's Office. He graduated from the
U.]liversijjy of Saa Diego School of Law with
a J.D. degree in 1981/,

Ulftl

Nader, critics collide
over insurance refor1n
By Karen Kucher
Tribune Sl:1({ Wriler

In a debate that was intended to
shed light on the complicated jumble
of insurance measures on the Nov. 8

ballot, consumer advocate Ralph
Nader and Jeffrey O'Connell, the socalled father or no-fault insurance,
spent 2½ hours last night debating
, the ballot issues.
' But even after such lengthy discusr sion, uncertainty lingered, as evi. denced by those in the audience of
: about 1,000 who hung around the Uni, versity or San Diego's Camino The, atcr artcr the debate to ask individu: al questions or the speakers.
: Nader supports Proposition 103, an
: initiative designed to strictly rcgu: late the insurance Industry, provide
; for an elected insurance commission, er, rrpeal insurance companies' anti-

trust and civil rights exemptions and
: lower rates to Nov. 8, 1987, levels,
: plus a 20 percent decrease for one
year.
But O'Connell, a law professor at

the University or Virginia and supporter or Proposition 104, sa id the
answer is to change the "underlying
tort system," not to further regulate
th e insurance inriustry.

O'Connell has written extensively
about the accident-insurance industry, and his 1985 book on no-fault insurance is widely regarded as having

influenced the decision or 24 states to
adopt the system.
"My premise is that the problem is
not the insurance industry or trial
lawyers. The problem is tort liability
law," O'Connell sa id. "I come to say
that arguing over who is at fault is
unfortunately a very wasteful business."

With a no-fault system, o·conncll
said, more people arc paid henefits
fa ster and legal recs arc lower.
Under no-fault, policyholders generally recover damages only from
their own insurance companies, regardless or who was at fault in an
accident.
Please see NADER: A-13, Col. I
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No-fault debated

Contin11cd From A-3

"To decide who is at fault is not
easy work - it must be hard work ~lsc how could lawyers charge you so
much," O'Connell said, drawing
laughter from some members or the
~udience. The debate was sponsored
by the USD School of Law and the
San Diego Law Review.
Proposition 104 would limit attorll'eys' contingency fees, require the
ttate to provide cost-comparison in~rmation to consumers, prohibit
t!'te regulation, maintain antitrust
exemptions for insurance companies
andmake it harder for the LegislaOire to alter insurance laws.
: Nader, however, criticized no-fault
~r "ignoring the worst part of an
(1ljury" by not allowing compensation for pain and suHering, and said
Proposition 104 promised "phony"
late reductions.
: "In no-fault, it's nothing but cashCCgister justice. There's no ethical
tesponsibility," Nader said arter the
aebate.
: Proposition 104, Nader said, "basic!ally asks Californians to voluntarily
~oot themselves in the foot and ir,
the pocketbook."
Several times during the debate,
fhich drew laughter and applause
from the audience, moderator ,How!rd Miller had to verbally restrain
4n excited Nader, who tried to talk
~ut or turn.
: "To exercise control over you is a
O,ajor moment in my life," Miller
lold Nader at one point.
: A panel of speakers also reviewed
,two other insurance ballot measures.
A fourth panelist, Proposition 101
proponent Harry Miller, withdrew
Crom the event last week, protesting
what he ca lled an unequal division or
time among the speakers.
l Proposition 101 would regulate
?lcates for three years and limit
k taims for non-economic losses such
;:ts pain and suHering. It also would
pimit attorney contingency fees.
I Harvey Levine, president-elect of
ithe California Trial Lawyers Associ:,,~~~n, spoke in favor of Proposition

RALPH NADER

Raps casb-rcgister justice"
11

Clicting provisions or Propositions
IOI, 104 and 106, including limits on
attorneys' contingency rees.
Harvey Rosenfield, chairman of
the Voter Revolt to Cut Insurance
Rates and author or Proposition 103,
said his initiative would provide
much-needed representation for consumers in Sacramento.
"No-fault is no choice," Rosenfield
said.
Allen Katz, an insurance industry
representative who helped write
Proposition 104, said rate reductions
are not the answer.
Katz said Proposition 104 would
reduce the cost "by eliminating the
waste, the delay, the fraud '' of insurance claims by implementing a nofault system.
"No more will we have a system
where the uninsured driver can sue
you," Katz said.
Representing Proposition 106,
which would place strict limits on
the contingency Cee a plaintiffs attorney may collect in any tort action,
was Tom Skornia or the Association
for California Tort Reform.
Nader criticized Proposition 106,
saying it "lies the hands" or plainliHs
It would provide for a minimum 20 without taking into consideration the
ercent reduction in certain rates for dcCendant's attorneys. O'Connell also
ood drivers and would cancel con- said he opposes Proposition 106.
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L~~~Y:Kripke: It's clear
th~r~op.'t)ike each other
'

"") .

, By Ruth L. McKinnie
Tribune StafflVriter
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ment.
Lowery was a ' member of the
House Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs Committee at the time he
received donations that included expenses for a fund-raiser and air fare
from Don Dixon, former president of

Spend some time talking to Rep.
Bill Lowery and his Democratic opponent, Dan Kripke, and one thing
becomes obvious: They don't like
each other,
Lowery sizes up his opponent in
the 41st Congressional District this
way: "He's a pathetic little man. I
·
feel sorry for him."
Kripke, a psychiatrist at the Veterans Administration Hospital, says
he's running against Lowery for the
THE CONGRESS
second time in two years because he
wants "to make our lowdown con- Vernon Savings & Loan Association.
Lowery says he was told that the
gressman give back the stolen
money that he has taken from the donations came directly from Dixon
· and his wife. The congressman has
American people."
returned $4,000 to the Federal SavAh, democracy.
Lowery, a four-term incumbent, ings and Loan Insurance Corp., which
defeated Kripke in 1986 by more than closed the troubled S&L last year.
The Federal Election Commission,
a 2-1 ratio. Nothing indicates that
this year will be different, although at Kripke's l'.equest, is trying to
determine the source of the contribuKripke will argue the point.
"The congressman's continuing tions. It is illegal for a candidate for
corrupt practices are more clear to federal office to accept direct corpo·
rate donations.
the public," he said.
Two years ago, Kripke alleged
Kripke has built his long-shot campaigns around claims that Lowery that Lowery received illegal gifts
has accepted favors from unscrupu- from a company owned by George
Straza, who has been convicted of delous characters.
Most recently he has claimed that frauding the government. The .FEC
Lowery knowingly accepted cam- investigated Kripke'~claim and expaign favors from a defunct savings · onerated Lowery.
Lowery said he int nds to take the
and loan whose officials have been
accused of defrauding the govern- Please see 41ST: A-1 Col. 1
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4]Sr1 Name-calling common in Kripke- Lowery race
3
Continued From A-

~15·~

He and his wife, Katie, have three University of San Diego, de~erves a
Rep. Jerry Lewis, R-Redlands, one
betler-edac~ted r ep1 esentahve than
same approach to Knpke s ca"!pa1gn of Lowery's close friends in Con- children.
.
Lowery, K~)pke said.
t~at he t_oo_k two years a~o: 1g~ore gress, said Lowery has eagerly inthe only guy m
. Lowery mu~t
• • •
h!m. But 1t 1s ~!ear that Knpke s Jab- volved himself in partisan politics as
Kripke says public servants must Congress who 1sn t a college gradua deputy regional whip for the Rebmg bothers him.
have integrity above all else. He says ate, ~ho isn't a veteran. and ,,who
. "Nobod~,likes to ha~e h,\s integrity publican caucus.
w~sn t a success at busmess, he
In that post, Lowery helps round that's why he is running.
impugned, .Lowery s~1d, but I have
.
.
"It's very important to stand up said..
a ra_ther ~hick_ skm. Ive do~e an ef- up Republican votes on key legislaKnpke spent $153,732 durmg his
fect1ve Job m representing San tion It's a responsibility Lowery rel- for honesty in government, even if
1986 race, more than the challengers
Diego. He can't come after me on ishe~ Lewis said "It's politics in its the odds are difficult," he said.
th
Kripke, 46, graduated Phi Beta in the three other local congressional
pure~t form and Bill loves that"
at."
A protege of Pete Wilson a f~rmer Kappa from Harvard University at races. About half the money Kripke
The 41 st District, identified by the
National Republican Congressio~al mayor of San Diego and n~w a U.S. the age bf 19. He served in the Air spent was his own: He has not deci_d·
Committee as the fastest-growmg senator Lowery served on the San Force for two years and the Air ed how much of his own money will
go i~to _his campai_gn this fall.
congressional district in Californ_ia, Di O Cit Council for three years Force Reserve for seven years.
For the last 17 years, he has . His firs~ campaign for elected off.
stretches along the coast fr?m Pomt bef!re bei~g elected to Congress.
Lowery, a San Diego native, at- worked at the VA Hospital in La ice was m _19_82, when he opposed
Loma to Solana Beach ~nd inland to
R~ncho Bernardo, Clairemont and tended San Diego State University . Jolla. He works with patients with s~ate Sen. Wilham Craven, R-Ocean.
.
.
.
side. .
but did not graduate. He ·did not sleep disorders and depression.
Mira Mes~.
_Kr1pke hves, m La Jolla with his
The 41st District, which includes
Repubhc~n vote.rs . outnumber serve in the military during the VietDemocrats m the d1stnct 47.3 per- nam War because of a football inju- the campuses of SDSU, the Universi- wife, Z - thats he_r full name. They
ty of California at San Diego and the have two grown children.
cent to 38.6 percent. It has the lowest
.
minority population of the county's ry.
four congressional districts, accord- ~
ing to the latest edition of The Almanac of American Politics.
Two other candidates are entered
in the race: Libertarian Dick Rider, a
stockbroker; and Peace and Freedom Party member C.T. Weber, an
investigator for the state Public Utilities Commission.

?e
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Lowery said he has achieved more
in his eight years in Washington than
he expected.
Lowery, 4I, holds a coveted spot on
the House Appropriations Committee. He's also the ranking Republican
on the panel's Subcommittee on Military Construction, a plum assignment for a San Diego congressman.
With fellow Rep. Duncan Hunter, RCoronado, Lowery has been able to
deliver millions of dollars in military-related projects to the county.
Lowery's position on the Appropri, ations Committee was considered instrumental in bringing San Diego $20
million this year lo build a sewage
system that will send back across the
border the untreated sewage that
flows from Mexico into San Diego
County.
Lowery's spot on the subcommittee also helped secure $60 million
this session to build military housing
on Camp Pendleton and in San Diego.
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The audience ~ 1,000
USO S~~f\;'ight for
eople at ___..
he big debate with Ralph Nader,
others on
effrey O'Connell and
I
his fall's insurancE: propositions
fas vocal - and clearly louder in
support of Prop. 193, the so-called
consumer revolt initiative that
Nader supports. Nader drew some
of his loudest clapping when he
pointed out that the insurance industry-written Prop. 104, the nofault initiative, is more' than 80
pages long, leaving ample room for
"pernicious interlinears," presumed to mean fine print. "Do you expect each voter to read this?"
Nader asked. O'Connell, who wrote
the book on no-fualt and said he
thinks California's wo uld be the
/ best in the country at helping
reduce rates, answered that voters
can merely read the summary, as
leg islators do. Lawyer Howard
Mi lier proved an excellent modera- .
tor of the highly charged event and
actually made the morass of five
competing initiatives - 100, 101,
103, 104 and 106 - more, not less,
understanq.able with his J~ciq · explanations: ' it nevettheless · remained hard lo choose among the
propositions.
*

* *

Prop. 103 would require that
the state insurance commissioner
/
become an elected post.
* * *
..-r

...

_Thread of history .
The heartbreaking scene of Laotian
villagers leaving their homes as an
airplane swoops down to bomb their
village is recorded in fme detail in
this example of "Pandau" embroidery, at left, on display Sept. 23-0ct.
·19 at Founders Gallery at t h e ~·
sity of San Diego. The Pandau artists ·
are women from the Hmong culture
of Laos who escaped from Southeast
Asia during the Vietnam War and
now live in Linda Vista, where they ·
are neighbors of the university. Until
- 30 years ago, lhe Hmong did nol have
a written language; Pandan needlework was their only record of history.
Al right is an .example of the cul
applique technique of Pandau. Displaying the piece are, clockwise from
upper right, Mary Whelan, Jeffrey
· Compton, Betty Badon and Mary
McGroarty.

.'

I

I

Refug~e Art to be
Displayed in Founders
USD News Bureau
One of the colorful Pandau embroideries
depicts Vici Cong soldiers gunning down
Hmong men and women.
Another brightly embroidered cloth shows
llm ong n cci ng Southeast Asia. Other pieces
!ell folk talcs. Others arc strictlycutapplique
des igns.
The Pandau embroideries will be exhibited
from September 23 tl1rough October 19 at
Founders Hall.
The Pandau arti sts arc Hmong women who
escaped Southeast Asia during the Vietnam
War and now reside in Linda Vista.
The Hmongs (pronounced mong), from
mountain vill ages in Laos, did not have a
written language of its own 11n1il some 30
years ago. Until thal timc,Pandau needlework
was their only record of Hmong history.
In Linda Vi sta, where the ~imong
popul ation is estimated between 1,500 and

3,000, Pandau embroidery can be found in
virtually every Hmong home. Pandau means
"Flower cloth."
Inside the modest Linda Vista home of 44ycar-old Yee Yang, the mother of three
children packed a large plastic bag of Pandau
pillows and "quilts" to be taken to Founders
Gallery for the exhibit.
"I make Pandau because I worried my
children to learn Pandau. I teach my children
cross sti lch now," Yee Yang said proudly.
Blia Cha, 22 and a mothcrof four, also plans I
to teach her daughters Pandau. Blia learned I
the folk art from her mother.
Like Ycc, Blia is concerned that the Hmong
tradition of Pandau will be lost if they do not
take the time to teach their children. And
they say their children's children must also
1
!cam Pandau.
Blia was about seven years old when her
mother began teaching her Pandau. She said ,
Continued on page 3

Vietnamese Art Show
continued from page 1
it makes her happy when she is working on
an embroidery, which can take weeks to
finish.
When asked if tl1e embroidery work
reminded her of her hom eland, Blia replied ,
"mothers give opium IO babicssotl1cy do not
cry when soldiers came. Some babies would
.
die."

In Linda Vista, where the
Hmong population is estimated
between I ,500 and 3,000,
Pandau embroidery can be
found in virtually every Hmong
home. Pandau means "Flower
cloth."
When hiding from Viet Cong, tl1c Hmong
women would often place opium on tl1cir
babies' tongues to quiet them. Opium was
plcntiful because opium poppies were planted
throughout Hmong farmlands.
Blia, Yee and thcthrce otl1crHmong women
who arc contributing their artwork IO the
exhibit arc excited about having their Pandau
on display . At the same time, because of the
communications difficulty, the women
apparently arcn ' texactly sure what the exhibit
is.
Las t spring, with lhe a5sistance of Linda
Vistan Reggie Smilh, art Professor Therese
Whitcomb, who directs Founders Gallery,
went to Hmong homes to meet the artist5 and
choose Pandau for exhibit.

Area llmongs struggle
to preserve tradition
Uy Maureen Nuesca
Sm1thcr 11 Croo

During th e
LI N DA V ISTA \'ic111 a m \Var. C hau Fang workc U with
the C IA in Laos. With the fall of
Vii ·t narn, Fang and rna n y o f hi s people,
th e I l111 ong, \ \'c 1·c in grea t d anger.
Durin g the V iclnam wa r , th e I Im ong
fought sidc -b r -s iclc with Amer ica n
trno ps . Because of thi s ;issocia ti o n , 1hc

I l 111nng

were

driven

ou t

o f th e ir

liomdand. So m e m igra ted r.o co untri es
s11d1 as the United Sta te,;, Canada and
Au st,alia; s0 111c arc still in rc fu gcr camps,
saitl H.c gg ic Srn i1h, a m ember o f th e
Uni ve rsity of Sa n D iego Nt:ig hborhood
Co 111111illcc whid1 see ks to improve
n 111,m1111it}' 1d:11 ions.

T h e J l mo n g (pro nou nced m ong) arc
an a 11 c ic n1 tri Uc o f mountain people who
m igrate d from C hi na to the uppe r
m11u11tai11 <1 of l ,nos, T hai la nd ;md N11r1 h
V ict 11 a111, cxp loin n l Fang, a parishioner
and fu n nCr ratcc hi st for the t-lm ong a t
H oly Family Ch urc h in Lin da V ista .
Bec·a tl sr o r hi s a ffili at io n with t he C IA ,
fan g a nd hi s family were am on g the first
J-lrn ongs to migrate to the Un it ed States .
Many I lmongs mi grated to Sa n Diego
be cause the cl im ate a nd env iro nm ent
rc ,;e mbled th at o f So uth east Asia, he sai d .
Th e refugee s were sett led b y Ca1holic
Commu nit r Se r vices Refug ee Rcsc1tlemcn t an d Immi gra tion program into
the: Linda Vi~ta co mmunity whe re
hou si ng was access ible , ex plain ed
program ma rrnge r Solo mon Helcttc .
Th e H mong po pul a tio n in Linda V ista
is cs1imatcd at 1,500 and 3, 000
th, uughout the co unty , sa id C hu Yang ,
pres ide nt of J,aos Family C ommunity
ln r. a non -p ro fit o rganiz:1tio n whi ch
serves H mong pe ople in Sa n Diego.
Ah hough many of the older J-lmongs
did no t wa nt to leave the comfort of the
rrfugi·e c;imps in Th ail a nd , f;rng saw the
move as "an op po rtunit y to go to sc hoo l"
"I
a nd rece ive a hi ghe r education .
unde rstand th e meaning o r freed om to be
10 k ~rn ,md wo rk ::u mu ch a ~ we c:1 11 to

0 11 r ab ilit y . In my co untry , on ly th e ri ch
people h ave the cha nce to go to sc hool,"
snid Fang.
" I think th e fu ture will be excd lent for
o ur ch ildren," he added.
As the yo ung 1-1 mo ngs become more
adapted and a ss imilat ed int o th e
Ame ri ca n cu ltu re. the co mmuni catio n
ga p between the olde r ge nera ti on wide ns,
Fang noted.
H e bel ieves the Hm ong con\ 111unit y
needs to stic k toge ll1er aml carry over it s
trad itions to the younger ge neration.
"We sho ul d preserve o ur culture," he
sa id.
O ne of 1hc 1-lrno ng trad itions 1ha t has
su rvived the mi gra ti on is the ne<·dlewurk
of the wo men. Known as Pa nDa u , th e"
nl'cd lcwur k u ses viv id co lors a nd
.sr mmc tri ca l e111bro ide red designs.
Bem use H mo ngs had no writte n
la ng uage until rece ntly, their he rit age and
fo ll ktalcs we re passe d down th rough Pa
nl )au.
An art ex hibit of the Pa nOau work will
be o n di spl ay at the Universit y of Sa n
Diego until Oct. 19. One o r the
e mb roide ri es depicts V ie t Cong so ld ie rs
gunnin g do wn l-lrnnng men and wu me n .
O1hcrs arc st ri ctly cut applique designs.
Fa ng docs not believe the Pa nO.i.u will
su rvi ve mu ch lo nge r becau se th e Hm ong
childre n arc too b usy (wit h school, wo rk ,
adapti ng) to lea rn the intri cate patte rns.
Blia C h a, 22 and mothe r of fo u r, is also
co nce rned th a1 th e Pa nDau traditio n will
be lost if th ey do not m a ke the time to
teac h thei r childre n . C ha ' s work can be
seen a t the USO ex hibit.
Ma ny o f th e Hmong, espcciaJly th e
older o nes, dream o f returning to the
Pholo,by M ■ v ,,.. n t i
hom eland where thin gs were rela xed a nd
PA NDAU ART - A spectator admires the Pa ndau embroidery of the Hmong wo•
no t as busy, where traditions would be
exhibit which continues through Oct. 19.
Diego
San
of
University
a
at
passed o n , said Fan g.
Even thoug h Fa ng is now a U nit ed
States c iti ze n, received a co ll ege
ed uca ti on and has adapt ed (Ju ite well, he,
too, mi sses hi s ho meland .
'' If the Co mmuni sts withdrew, I wo uld
go back . We could u se th e 1,kills a nd
cduc;i.1io n we have rece ived in Ameri ca lo I
develop our co un try," sa id Fan g.

HMONG ATTIRE
Mal Lee and two other
Hmong women from
the Linda Vista area
dressed In traditional
Hmong attire for the
opening of a Pa ndau
exhibit Sept. 22 at the
University of San
Diego. The Pa ndau
(flower cloth) embroideries will be displayed
through Oct. 19 In
Founders Gallery. The
Hmong women produce the symmetrical
embroidered designs
without the use of
rulers or any other
straight edge.
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Analysts say both nominees scored in good give-a d-take
By Gerry Braun
Staff Writer

Vice President George Bush came
across as more presidential and produced the better made-for-television
sound bites, but he failed to give a
credible accounting of his controversial running mate, Indiana Sen. Dan
Quayle.
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis helped to shed his image as a
cold technocrat, but he missed several opportunities to highlight chinks in
the Reagan administration record.
Those reactions were part of the
instant analysis of last night's presidential debate obtained by The San .
Diego Union in telephone interviews
with a number of California political
observers.
Included in the sampling were
Sam Popkin. a political science professor at UCSD; Sal Russo. a Repub-

lican political consultant based in
Sacramento: Joseph Cerrell. a Democratic consultant out of Los Angeles;
and Pat Drinan. chairman of the political science department at the
University of San Diego.
Popkin, who helped President
Carter prepare for his debates in
1976 and 1980, said last night's debate
was the best since the KennedyNixon meetings of 1960 in terms of
content and pure debating technique.
"They were more flexible in dealing with the specific questions. and
actually replying to each other. getting in their best shots and fending
off the other person's blows," Popkin
said.
"They both really got their points
across: When Bush said that (an answer) was as clear as Boston Harbor.
When Dukakis pointed out several
times that Bush had evaded on Iran-

Contra (questions). When Bush really
went after him on the ACLU. When
Bush said, 'I'll take all the blame if
you give me half the credit. Dukakis
did very well on the judgmentversus-experience distinction."
Popkin said Bush was weakest
when called on to defend his selection of Quavle - "He needed something belier and more creative" and that Dukakis flubbed a chance to
rebut Bush on the Reagan administration's slogan of "peace through
·
strength."
Popkin had expected Dukakis to
point out that three Soviet leaders
were able to match the Reagan military build-up, and things changed
only when Mikhail Gorbachev took
power. "I thought we would hear the
Gephardt line: We're having an arms
race and Japan is winning," he said.
Cerrell. despite his political affili-

ation. thought Bush won the debate
by appearing "more presidential,"
even though his stabs at humor did
not ring genuine to him and his allusions were sometimes garbled.
Dukakis. considered by some analysts to have attacked Bush too
much, came across as too ''mild and
gentle" to Cerrell. who complained
that he was "tossing platitudes and
respect to George Bush . . being a
gentleman when he should have been
tougher.
"I never heard him talk about Ed
Meese. He had plenty of opportunity.
When he talked about terrorists and
hostages, it was a perfect opportunity to talk about the Marines in
Beirut. I don't think he got far
enough into Iran-Contra."
Cerrell said that Bush ''kept talking like a bureaucrat - NIH,
WIGCC. what the hell was Bush talk-

ing about?" Yet overall, he said,
while Bush "did not finish (his sentences) they were still quick and
short and punchy."
Russo. the GOP consultant, said
Dukakis erred by coming across
"more negative and a little more
mean-spirited" than Bush.
"In terms of the feeling in the gut,
which is so important in debates,
Bush definitely came across as more
likable." Russo said. "I think there's
a good sense about George Bush tonight.
"Dukakis maybe was too armed
for bear. He went in there trying to
score some points by being on the
attack. and had a couple of opportunities he didn't take advantage of.
The Quayle problem continues to
bother the vice president.
'·I don't know if I should give Bush
credit or the media (panelists), but

they got Dukakis talking about issues
he's been trying to steer away from
- the death penalty, the misery
index ... He got smoked out pretty
well as a liberal," Russo said.
Drinan thought that Dukakis' continued references to national health
insurance, and his attempts to sprinkle examples of working Americans
into his responses. helped "show a '
more human side of himself."
He ~aid both candidates appeared
to be addressing their gender problems, Bush by ",eaching out to some
women" and Dukakis by ·'reaching
out to some men by showing he was
tough and a good debater and solid." ·
"Bush can only lose this election.
you know. It's going to be hard for
Dukakis to win it, unless Bush reallv·
stumbles badly, and I don't think ·
Bush really stumbled badly," Drinan ·
said.
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Winter Season Offers Variety Of Programming
fornia Arts Council in grants,
$379,390 from the 1986-88 public
art fund rese rve and $60,000 from
the 1989 a ll ocation . The budget
does not include the liaison for the
commission within the mayor 's offi ce.
The commi ssion e ndorsed its
firs t rul es a nd regulation s a nd
e lected its executive com mittee
from among its 15 me mbers.
Mickey Fredn1an is chairman of
the executiVe committee, M'Lafi
Thompson is vice chai r man , a nd
members are Darlene Shiley,
Carol Randolph Caplan, and
Jess Flemion.
The commission a lso set up its

Rea A. Axline, Walter Fitch III,
a nd Sally Thornton. El ected to
her first term as vice ~reside nt was
Mrs. Norton S. Walbridge.
Elected as t reasurer was Randall F. Zurbac h and assista nt
treasurer, Gle n 1-1. Estell . Frank
Kockritz was rrclected as sec ret a ry a nd Mrs. Hichard Stern as
ass ista nt secretary.
New ly e lected l·o the board to
serve three-yea r te rms were Ann
Burr, pres ide nt of Southwestern
Cab le; Richard Chau, owner of
hi s own impor t/ex port business;
Bill Cleator, former councilman
a nd principa l in C leator Furniture;
Mrs. George T. Hodges, who,

Art.Facts
by Priscilla Li ster
a llocations committee that wil l
m ake art~ organi zations funding
r ecommen d a ti on s to t h e City
Council. Capla n is chair of that
co mmittee, a nd men1be rs are
Shil ey a nd Thompson as we ll as

Warre n l{essler, Kate Adams,
David Copley and Karen Sugg
Cohn.
"They' re on a fast track on that
committeet sa id Victoria Hamilton, executive di rector of the
com mi ssion. "O n Nov. 16, we' ll
hold a public heari ng; by Dece mbe r
we'll make the recomme nd a tions
for the process for next year's
a llocations." The commission will
h ave a bout $4. 7 million to dole out
in 1989.
S he couldn 't r eveal yet what
those a ll oca tion procedures will be
for this first commission , " but they
will look a lot dilTe rent than this
year's," she said.
She said application deadline for
organizations will probably be in
J a nuary or Febru ary.
The Art in Public Pl aces committee was a lso formed, with Cohn

as chair and Morio Torero, Catherine Y-yn Cho Woo, Capl a n
a nd Ann Winslow MacCullough
' i

as m embe rs. " Public m embers up to four - will be a dded la ter to
this committee," said Hamilton
this week.

composes, pe rforms and teac hes
u sing only h er right ha nd. He r
technique e mphasizes pl ay for per sonal e njoyme nt and self-expresSion , reports Coll een Finne gan,
head of La Mesa's program.

• • •

Southeast Asian refu gees a nd
U S ~s h ave tea med up to
- jii-oduce the first of its kind a rt exhibit showcasing remarkable Panda u embroideries. The exhi bit ion
goes up today th rough Oct. 19 at
th e univ e r s it y's Founders
Gallery.
The Pandau artists are Hmong ·
women - from the mountain
villages in Laos - who escaped
Southeast Asia during the Viet•
na m War a nd now res ide in Linda
Vista . Some 1,500 to 3,000 now li ve
in that neighborhood.

Linda Vistan Reggie Smith
became aware of their h a nd e mbroidery and brought_USD..arl prorecen tly don ated the Baldwin M.
fessor Therese \Vhifcomb to some
Ba ld wi n collection of Toul ouseof thei r homes t o view their a rtLa utrec's works to SOMA ; Milton
work.
D. Goldberg; Maurice I<aplan,
The Hmongs didn't ha ve a writformer senior assistant director of
ten la nguage of their ow n until
the Securiti es an d Exc h a nge
abo ut 30 yea rs ago, accordin g to
Commission a nd instructor at NorUSO. " Until that time, Pandau
thwestern Uni versity's and George
needl ework was their only record
Was hington University's school s of
of Hmong hi story."
law, currentl y trustee and investOne of the e mbroide ries depi cts
me nt ma nager of the J.M. Kap la n
Viet Cong soldi ers gunning down
F u nd; Henry Killmar Jr., senior
Hmong men and wome n. Anothe r
v.p. a nd San Di ego divi sion ma nsh ows Hmo ngs fl ee ing South east
age r for First Inte rstate Bank; a nd
Asia. Others te ll fo lk tales and still
Paul F. Mosher, pres ide nt of
othe rs a re stri ctly cu t appl ique deKelco division of Merck and Co.
signs. All t he pieces a re hand cut
Inc.
a nd hand sewn. The sy mmet ri cal
* * *
designs are created without the use
The California Arts Council
of a ruler or a ny other kind of
h as made 185 gra nts statewide
straight edge.
totaling about $1.75 milli on in its
Two words come to mind whe n I
Arti sts in Res ide nce progra m for
the 1988-89 fiscal yea r. The CAC
think of Pandau : control and exawarded 18 g r a nts tot a ling
qui s ite," said Whitcomb. who
$134,600 to Sa n Di ego County ardirects Founde rs Gallery. " The
ti s ts: Ricardo Bielma, Kali
Ame rican art a udi e nce is hung ry
Br a dford. Clifford Diaz,
for works di s pl ay in g tho se
qua liti es. Finesse of exec ution and
De borah Dorn , Brad Dow, Baba
Hillman, Fritzi Huber Moniso n,
discipline are qualities lack ing in
much of tod ay's art. This work is
Caludia Le on es io-Mons, Jay
Mill e r, Ern e st Moor e,
sy mmetrical , intricate; the kind of
MaryEllen O'M alley, Christine
artwork we'd assoc iate more with
Oatman, Edna Padgett, Ramon ' the Chinese,
"For t hose who come to see the
Sanchez, Rafa e l San c hez,
Shelley Savren, Lynn Susholtz
exhibit, it w ill be a whole new cu land Isabel Terce ro.
tura l expe rie nce. This is a ll new (to
San Diego)."
40
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·PC rejects voluntary tax chec koff to fund legi slat ive races

By Ron Roach

~q5'6'

take effect.
Fellmuth, who also was speaking for CaliforSACRAMENTO - The state Fair Political nia Common Cause and other supporters of
Practices Commission has rejected pleas by Proposition 68, said his next step is to file a
supporters of Proposition 68 to validate parts lawsuit. .
of the campaign finance reform initiative that
The commission was under pressure to act,
passed in June but drew fewer votes than did a since the Franchise Tax. Board must begin
rival initiative.
printing tax forms this month. The commission
The commission voted 4-1 yesterday in favor majority agreed with Assemblyman Ross
of its staffs proposed emergency regulations ·Johnson, R-Fullerton, a legislative counsel's
that sided with backers of Proposition 73, the opinion and the commission staff that the inother campaign finance initiative.
come tax checkoff is banned by Proposition
Robert Fellmuth, director of the Center for 73's prohibition on public financing of camPublic Interest Law at the Univ~ity of S~paign s.
·
~ c o n v i n c e the commiS'Sturrtliat
Fellmuth argued that the $3 checkoff would
Proposition 68's provision for a $3 income tax be voluntary and should not be considered
checkoff for financing legislative campaigns is "public" funds from involuntary taxes. "Proponot in conflict with Proposition 73's ban on the sition 68 does not ·authorize 'public-money'
use of public money for campaigns and should campaign financing," he contended.
Tribune Sacramento Bureau Chief

The commission also rejected efforts to validate parts of Proposition 68 that are not mentioned in Proposition 73, such as an aggregate ·
cap on contributions to legislative candidates
from sources other than individuals. It held
that provisions of Proposition 68 either were in
conflict with Proposition 73 or could not be
severed from Proposition 68 provisions that
were in conflict with it.
Commissioners also eschewed $500,000,
which Proposition 68 would have set aside to
help the commission implement the ne_w law.
Proposition 73 provides no new funding for the
FPPC.
Bob Stern, former FPPC general counsel
and a supporter of Proposition 68, described
Fellmuth's argument as "creative and imaginative, but at this point I haven't been persuad-

ed by it." Stern added that he had not read all
of the points in _Fellmuth's case.
While the commission's vote was on a draft
opinion that must be ratified within
30 days,
Chairman John Larson said it must be considerect as the opinion to be followed because of
the need to expedite action.
Johnson said he is not necessarily opposed to
certain provisions in Proposition 68 that were
not addressed in Proposition 73, but added:
"I'm not displeased. My position has always
been that we throw out all of Proposition 68."
Meanwhile, the commission expects a decision by Monday from the state Office of Administrative Law on Johnson's petition to
throw out a Spet. 8 ruling by the FPPC that
.allows candidates to carry over millions of dollars in cash and assets for future campaigns.
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,;8," the Oct. 1
symposium featuring Al Bronstein
and a panel on "The Jail Crisis in
San Diego," will be held at the
University of San Diego's University Center, not ObSD's, as incorrectly reported last Tuesday . Call
232-2121 for more info. The 'DJlnscript regrets t*he :rr~r. ~~
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TI MES-ADVOCATE. Es ccnc 1

Oiv_isive nationali sm debases spirit of Olympics
_The Sui?,r¥r ~ l}~ics bega n
w 1I h a cclelirat HH I tJ ~ peace, hr~1l h nh, ,od and J!~iodwdl. But ri ght
/r()m lhe flfJ"'ll l JJ g C<iremo ny t}1 cse
J,J ft y th e m(·s wer~. suli\ert ed. I· rom
t he moment the _f1rst Grrck ath lete
~ nt.-. r7d the st11d~um proudly ca rry1ng hi s con r~t ry c;. nn.g, th_e ga'!1~s
lice,1rnc a d1 c;. pln y o f nat10 na l1 sm
a nti prop,1ga nd.1.
Any pretext '!f th e games to pro-

~11~~t~i~~:~~l~:~~;.:~,~~:~hd~~<~~~~ ~~

1~;n s ,lx~r~
;i'~~1~'~!'~ 1;~~:"'g_ ~h;t~t ;1a~
og 1~r.
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J

·

1

1

1

let,.!s w~ar unif~Hms of th e 1r home
rnu ~1tr 1es. '~~t1 o na l a n t h~ms are
pl:i\crl at m ..1rd ccrcmo n ,cs, a nd
the· merla l count (es ecia ll , ro )d )
of each na Li o11 is pr!n ineni1J dis•
pl ;-,yed a ud repo rted a ll ov€! r the
wo rld . \\"hen int ernati onal fri end !- hips a re made, it is more the re •
~ult of chance than desig n.
Since 1896 (the hrgi n11i11g of t he
',",,",.d,,;.'•" Cf.?,li • 1nl~i a ld ) ewh efn (~.-,'•"ewcne
111 5

11 111

0

crns~~d the fini; h line of the ma ra t hon with one of hi s cou ntry men,
t he Olym pics h ave been politicized . In 1974 Pres ident. Ford said,
" Being a leade r, Ihe United S ta tes
has nn ohli gat ion to se t high sta n·
da rds ... A sports victory ca n be as
uplifti ng to a natio n's spirit as, .. a
battlefield \·ictory." In 1978 two
Sov iet politica l writ e rs, Yuri I-<.otov
a nd Ivan Yudovic h stated, "Eac h
new ,·ictory is a victory fort he So-

-
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I

See It

_____________
viet form of society nnd the social•
ist. sport!"'! syste m:- it pro vides irre•
fu table proof of the supe ri ori ty of
socia list cu lture over the decaying
cu lture of the capita list states.''
Jn sp ite of a ll of the e mph as is
that th r United Stnl es nncl the Sn•
winn in g 0ly mviet Union put
p ie medals there is so me evidence
t h at th e success or failure of a t hlet es in in te rn ationa l competitio n
Id
is of no im po rtance to wo r politic s. In 198 4 sport sociologiS t
Jam es Frey s t udi ed t.h e for eign
policy implica tions of the United
S t ates' boycott of t h e 1980 su mm er
ga mes in Moscow. Afte r reading
num erous documents a nd t a lking
1
~~~I~ ~:,ghtl~:v~ n~~:~ rrs r~~et:; :f,~~
Great Brita in he cot1clu<l ed t h nt,
''when it comes to serious diploma~~ao:t:~igh politics' spo rt was irrel-

Oil

If athletic victo rirs nrc now politica lly mea nin gless why not depoliticize th em before they t a ke on
global signi fi ca nce? The tim e to
make t he cha nge is now before we
{and the Sov iets and everybody
else) co nvince ou rselves t hat go ld
medal s some how trans late into

m oral a nd po litica l sup eriorily.
The Olympics could become n perfeet exa mpl e of what pioneeri ng
soc iologist W.I. Thomas called t he
"de finiti on of th e s ituation ."
If yo u define a situatio n as real it
will have real co n sequen ces for
yo ur behavior. Or perhops we really beli eve thn \ the people o f the
wo rld a re so naive as to judge th e
merit s of American a nd Soviet societies on the bas is of athletic performance. Can we be that un sure
of ou ; st~tu re and image in th e
world .
Ou r perception of past Olympic
ga mes iseven colored by howmnn y
meda ls we won a nd how the Uni ted
States team finished vis-a-vis the
Sov iet Union. If we beat the Sovi•
h
1•r
f:emt::;~r: nai~~~ei~~ n~;
ha d less to be proud of.
Inst ead of focus in g on th e beau·
cty_ ,tderdawm_at,hpelaecahsu rlel a ntde pnadineavsesnot·,

d\d:,t
18

8

1

1

10

8

we are mOre interested in which
country produced the most medals.
The former is th e ve ry essence of
spo rt; the latter an unnecessary
by-prod uct of mi splaced nati ona lism. 'Little att,-ilion is paid to h ow
the a thletes were affected as indi•
vidua ls by th eir Olympic experien ce. Participation itl th e games
and the sa ti sfaction ga ined fr om
knowing one has performed to t he
best of his or her abilities is appar-
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ently no subst itute for victor_\·.
P et e r l !c be rr ot h , pre~id 1•11t or
th e 198,t Los Ange les Olym p ic Orga ni zin g Committ ee, stat ed t hat,
" \Ve now ha\·e to face t he reality
that thr Olympics co nstitute nnt
only an nthletic eve nt bu t. a pr, li t ical eve nt." \.Vhil e it moy be t ru e
that we con neve r co rnpl etel_\· di vo rce politics from spo rt \\· e can
ce rtainly work to reduce po li t icizi'_lg th~ 0l_ympics. The ir~ny of t he
s1t11nt10n 1s that thr soluti on tu th e
pro blem will tnke signific~ nl pol~! ica l resolve, a nd no one, mcl~drn g
t.he ln t.ernational O lym pi c Committee, see ms willing to take the
initiative
·
Sport soc iologist. J ay Coa kl ey
offers th e following suggest ions for
t ti
l"t'
d .
I
1 Of
1
po ics n le
O1y~;;;~/ le roe
• Do away with n ntio n a l uni fo rms and let athletes choose th eir
own appare l as th ey do in go lf and
te~t!·vise ope ning ce re moni es so
that a thl etes enter the stadium
with other athl etes in their event.
To main ta in pageantry, nags could
be developed for eac h eve n t.
• Elimin ate nati on a l a nt h ems
and the disp lay o r n a ti ona l fl ags
durin g awa rd ceremonies . An
Olympic Oag a nd sp ecial mu s ic
could he su bst ituted.
• Elimillate or res tructu re learn
spo rts. T hese sports automati ca lly

•

fnc us ntlC' n lio11 on nati onnl nffili :1
t io ns. I r t hC'se SJl lirts art> rP1 ~ i1 1r 1
ht1 \T tC'am s co mprised nf pl nyr,
from (fiffrr<'ll l cou ntri rs.
• Choose Olympic sites in denl
oping nntinm; and he lp these coun
trie s with th r rn~t o f ho~t init th "
games. i\ ny profit s could be 11 st•d
for <lrvelo ping nth kt ic programs iii
th e Third \Vo rl d. ti.fake the 0lym
pirR a true wo rld e,·ent.
These changes would und nubt
cdl y b<' re<: i<:ted b,· mnn,· st ·1rt in•·
with !£'1cvision nel wo~k 5
a smnll cr \·iewing audience 111rnbh
t.o root fo r t he home team. To h 1
s ur e. nati onalistic feelin gs ru 11
.
d
1 t h_ere .is not 1img ,n o n::
~e p one.
w i t li.piltr~otis rn : ,w .c".unlry could
su:viv_c ,~·' th 0 u~ a mm imal level 0 1
pnde m its hen1age.
But the Olympic Gf!m es sh oul,1
not be a st.age for nationalis lic fei
vo r and /or advanc ing political :111t 1

fra~ru l(';

1::~
~~~~~
a
~~::
;
1
~'~f
;
hr
\~e
~~~~~;~'
t.ertnin, enrich a nd mystit\ ni,t

Spo rt likr
eco nom ic ideologies.
1
1

1

n1

~~

11 11

ly those who pa rt icipate but thos•
who ohse rve. To mak e sport nn in
stmmen t of poli tics is a debnsc
men1 of athlet ic arhie\·emellt a11d ;•
depnrt ure from I he spirit of I hr
Olympics.
-----------George J. Bryjak is an assoc i
ate professor of sociolog y at th r
Un~ versity of S an Diego.
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Chrdrt-fff;gy of Events Leading to Signing of the Two Bills
SAJ~NTO - Following is a chronology
of mqjor events leading to Gov. Gem·ge Deulctf81iian's approval of SB 1498 by Sen. Robert
sley, D-Riverside, and AB 4391 by Asseni•
bly Spealcer Wfllie Bro!:'-!.~~ D-San Francisco.

liar Court's adjudication process remain well
below acceptable levels."
Bar officials acknowledge they will not meet
the Dec. 31 deadline for eliminating the backlog of discipline complaints imposed by SB 405 .
Bar officials approve expenditure of extra
$200 000 to hire additional investigators in a
nv,v'e to reduce the backlog.
kes h'
In 8 key dev IOpm t F 11 th
ts
ma Court
me Bar
en ' thee State
e
pitch to professionalize
informal
an
at
judges
law
with administrative
meeting of the .Board of Governors in Santa
Barbara . The board buys it.
December 1987 : The Board of Governors formaliy approves the switch to a professional
Stale B.ir Court.
The Board of Governors votes to sper\d an
additional $554,000 to reduce the complaint
backlog and fund improvements to the discipline system
·
,January 1988: The Board of Governors, concerned about the bar's authority to borrow
money, junks $554,000 plan to augment disc!.
.
pline ~ystem expenditures.
~pnl !988: Fellmeth ~~su.es hts third reporh
~h1ch ~1t~s ~ontinuing cntical deficienci:s
111 the d1sc1phne system. It concludes that with-

March 1985: San Francisco Examiner publishcs series of articles titled, "The Brotherhood: Justice for Lawyers." The stories reveal
·
tn ~or
• ti1e bar 's Iawyer d'1sc1ies m
·
· defi1c1enc
.
.
phne sySlem.
Presley _fo~m~ the Cahform~ Task Force _on
Lawy~r D1sc1pl111e. The panel 1s charged ~1th
~tudymg the system and recommending
improvements.
April 1~85_: Bar _o('!ci~ls ackno\~ledge 1983
plan to_ chmmate d1sc1pl111e complamt backlog
IS a far lure.
September 1985: Task force recommends
stripping the bar of its discipline responsibility
and placing it in the hands of an independent
state agency. Presley includes the recommendation in 1986 legislation SB 1543 but later
'
'
drops the proposal.
February 1986: Deukmejian signs SB 405 by
Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Bill
Lockyer, D-HaY:"'ard. Statute places bar's
budget under legislative scrutiny and requires
bar to slash its attorney discipline complaint
backlog by 80 percent by the end of 1987.
July 1986: Deukmejian signs Presley's SB ~
1569, which requires attorneys to provide clie;:ts written fee agreements and establishes a
system to notify the bar when lawyers are
Aged with crimes or malpractice.
tember 1986: Deukmejian signs Pres~
ley's SB 1543. The law requires state attorney
general to appoint a "discipline monitor" to
study and report periodically on the system's
operations. It also sets up a Complainants'
Grievance Panel" charged with ensuring the
bar adequately disciplines miscreant
attorneys.
January 1987: Attorne)l.General John..Van de
Kap1p_appoints longtime consumer aavocate
Robert Felirr.eth, director of the U11lyersity of
~an Djego's£~nter for Public Interest Lavr,ns
discipline monitor.
May 1987: Stiff opp,osition from the bar
forces Presley to put SB 1498, which calls for
extensive reforms of the lawyer discipline system, into storage until 1988.
June 1987: Fellmeth issues his first report,
which concludes the discipline system is riddled with structural defects, plagued by inadequate resources, and does not approach "a
minimum level of acceptability."
In testimony before the Senate Judiciary
_ Committee, Fellmeth proposed a multitude of
discipline system reforms. They Include: replacing the volunteer lawyers and laypeople
who adjudicate discipline complaints with administrative law judges; hiring more Investigators and prosecutors; increasing public
outreach; and supervisio1i of complaint intake
by a senior prosecul.or.
vember 1987: Fellmeth Issues his second
t, which concludes that "the statistical
•
t of the system, the investigati.ve effic,acy, prosecutorial thoroughness, and the State

out additional resources, the system ,;~ill become a shambles."
The Ac;sembly Judiciary Subcommittee on
the Administration of Justice debates Presley's SB 1498, which contains landmark refonns of the system and a $145 dues surcharge
to fund the reforms. The panel also considers
Brown's AB 4391, which sets basic dues for 1989
and 1990. The subcommittee votes to put the
• Brown ' s
· I'me en Iiancemen t" f,ee m
"'•145 "d'1sc1p
. .
measure.
!"ny 1988: The full Assembly Judiciary Comm1ttee approves a scaled-back version of !he
two-bill due~, p_ac~a_ge. Among the ,,maJ~r
changes: the d1sc1pl111e enhancement fee 1s
reduce~ fro"? $145 t? $110; and the number of
professional.Judges m the new _State Bar Cour!
is slashed fr om 11 in _the Hearmg Dcpart'!'en,
and three m the ReVIew Department to six in
the Hearing Department and two professionals
and a half-time lay judge In the Review
Department.
August 1988: The Legislature approves SB
1498 and AB 4391 and sends the package to
Deukmejian.
September 1988: Deukmejian signs the package into law.
- TOM DRESSLAR
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_Landmark Attorney Discipline Bills Signed

everything in order until the enrl of next year. "Thnt Is not ncccptablc to the public. Tirn l is
It will btkc a year of ha :-d work lo get the right not acccptnble to the profession," Andcrlinl
people on board. You should see some clear said.
signs of improvement l>y the end of next yea r." In cont rast, the full-tim e judges "will be
rcndy to go at a moment's notice/' said
Fclhnclh.
l'rofcsslonal Judges
Under SB 1498, o pm1cl of six judges will rule SD 14!18 nlso enhances the bar's nbility to
on discipline cases In the Hea ring Department. suspend lawyers from practice pendin g the
The Review Department will consist of a pre- outcome or a discipline cnsc.
sidin gjudgc, review judge a nd a lay judge. The Said An dcrlini , "It's impor lant to have the
public protected to rtcnl with U10se who are
by judge may serve ha lf-lime.
"HiP,hl now you have 450 volunteers playing commllllng ongoing harm . Before, WC were
with the embarrassing situation of a Jnwfaced
no
which
judge for a dny. You have a system
one, on its face, cnn defend," Felhneth said yer harming the public while discipline prowere being delayed."
c~edings
about the curr-cnt system .
Dul with the new State Da r Court, "You hnve The new discipline sys tem gives bar officia ls
ihility in meting out punishment to
nex
greater
a sys tem with ftill -lirne professional judgc.c;
Oy TOM onESSLA.R
who will know each others' decisions. They will dis ciplined nllomeys. SD 1498 gives the bar
/(/ 1-,
Si\CllhMtNTO - On the eve or th e Slate know this area of the law backward nnd for- antho rlty to Impose sanctions short of disbarincluding limits on n lawyer 's practice.
n"r /\11nu~ I J\.'fccti ng, Gov. George Deukmcjian ward. Th ey will be qu a lifi ed individuals, know ment,
11
Draconlan choices are something judges
signed inlo law Thursday a landmark plan to what th ey're doing nnd be unbiased,"
r rfo rm the State Dar's troubled lawyer (lh:;c1- · Fcll!n eth said the new sys tem will provide nn don't like to ma ke," said Fclhneth. 'l'hc Interesscr_1tial ele ment of any judicial system - im s;1nctio11s, he added, give the bar "flexibilipline !;ystr. m .
1 hr. two -hill pack:1ge co uld he one nrthr. 1110_.; t prcrhct.abillty. rrosccutors and Inves tiga tors ty of remedy authority."
imp oi-t.:in t r.ti 11 ~um r, r protection me:t!mrcs -will "know wit hin n year cxnclly when: the SR 1498 nlso contains provisions to ensure the
bar Is noliffod of contempt cil?'.i?ns involving
~~~c;e d hy th e Lecfalnturc In n ycflr th at high- fond lies~ what_ flies nnd wha~ doe.sn 't.' '
hp,htcd th~ ln Oucncc of :::pl!cial Jntt! rests and Andcrh!1l said the prorcss1onal State Bar conduct that may warrant ,11sc1phnc, malprncinvolving gross negligence and
ticejudgmenlo;
have
will
We
system.
better
a
be
ii
Court "WI
money in th~ Cnpilol.
Proponents sny the refonw; cou ld transform trained professionals ready to hear complex verdict re ve rsals caused by la wye r
Incompetence.
"
cnscs.
th e b.ir 's !-)'Ste m for protecting co ns umers
aga inst miscrean t lmvyers from one criticized He nntcd It sometimes tElkcs up to six months '''l'hose. reforms should have bee n done a
.i s. slow, secre ti ve nnd lenient to th e na ti on's to hold a heming on di ~cJp li11e complafnts un- long time. ago," said An<lerlini of the reporting
der the current system. AnderJJni said the de- requircmcnh, "They 're going to let us get to
mod el.
Th e lnh will be picked up by Califonifa's lays occur because ''the volunteers have discipline ~nse~ a lot quicker. ' '
npprC''<im:ilcly 110,000 a d ive Jnwycrs, who will pradice~ nnd clicnL,; to consider." That means
be hi t with the larges t d11r!'. hike in hi story. The ~ca.rings frequ~ntly ha ve to be recessed so vol- 'Cornncopf:t of Information'
Fellmeth also praised the reporting provtpn cJt~gc - wh ich would raise total d11e!i for untccrs cnn meet their commitments.
/
mos t !;myers from th e current $275 to $117 in
a three -year $110 "discipline
1989 - incJudr~
1
A
en h;-,ncemcnl ' fee to fund the reforms.
The most imporl.:'lnt reform will professiprf. ,
tcs
aqjndJcll
which
rt,
Cou
Oar
State
ali:rn th e
discipline complaints against attorneys. The
army or 450 volu nteer lawyers and laypeople
wlio now nilc nn discipli ne cases will be rcpl.:icf!d with nine administrative law jmJgr,s in
th e li er.r in g and Review, or appellate ,
dr,pnrtmenls.
The hnr will pos:e~s more power to suspend
lawyers from prnc ti cc crnd enhanced fl ex ibility
to impose sanctions short of disbarment. The
pnckngc nJ.,;o JncJude.c. reforms designed to ensure attomey mi::;conduct is more quickly reported to bar officia ls.
The discipline system reforms are conlnined
in SB 1498 by Son. Robe rt Presley, D-Riversidc, th e Legislature's leading bar watchdog.

State Bar Granted
Broad New Power to
Protect Consumers

Funded by Higher Dues

Due~ lncrra.'H~!J
The $11 0 discipline ~urclmrge a nd basic dn es
for 1989 and 1990 are included in AB 4391 by
Spe.:ikc r \ ~ E ~Snn

: :,~~re;~~

Under Brown's /\81:191, bnsic dues fo r 1!l89
w ill b e $245 for la wye rs in prncli ce for three or
more ycnrs , $177 for tl10!-e in practice between
one and three yc:-irs, and $146 for those in practice for fewe r than one yenr . In 1990, basic dues
will rise to $269, $200 nnd $169, respectively.
The bar plans to case the dues hike's fina ncial
impact on some lawyers by Instituting an fn•
comc-hn ~cd sliding dues i:;chedule, nnd a ll owing sn me lawyers to pay In Installments or with
credit cards.
"We now have th e tools for the bar to putfnto
place a model di~cipline system for dealing
with those attorn eys who chea t or steal from
th eir clients, who are grossly negligent or incompetent or who do not ha ve the best Interests
of their cli ent at hea rt," P res ley said. 11 Ca lifor. nia may C\len be lea ding ngnin.
"Once (the reforms) are in place 1 I think
you'll -"CC tremendous progress in the way the
bnr handles the discipline process."
Slate Do r President P. Terry Andcrllnl of
San M::ileo snid the .reforms will produce "n
swifl, stern nnd fafr discipline system which
will P,h·e the public th e confidence it should
have in ou r JrnnrUing or discipline for unethical
acl-;. " He added an improved, responsive discipline sys tem will "go a long way toward Improving the tmagc of lmvyers."
But progress will not be visihlc overnight.
Discipline Monit or Rohe rt Fcllrneth, whose
proposa ls form the bulk or SB 1491, esti mated it
will la ke 18 months to implement the plnn fu lly.
Duri ng the phase.In period, the bar wlll hire
rnhli liona l prosecutors a nd in vestigato rs nnd
th e c1c.lm inistr.:iti vc la w judr,cs. rt also wili pur•
chnsc th e resources needed to make the new
system work.
Fcllmcth, who nlsn is th e dirrctor or the Uni•
v~ity.o~SanJliega_Cenler for Public Inlcrcsl
Lmv, said, " It's not going to happen irmn ed iately. There's going to be a lag factor. In about
15 rm1nths you will seen substnnlial differen ce.
In 18 months , the system will really be hum•
ming. It will be the model for the nation."
Once the reforms are fully In place, Fclhnctt.
said, the time It lnkes to process a disciplinE
case ,viii d~cli nc to 18 months. Currently, some
cases take about lhree years, he noted.
Added Andcrllnl, "We probably won't have

sions. "For th e fi i-st time, the bnr will be i,
pos ition to detect pnttcrn~, which wns nc,
the case bcforr." He added the bar ,,i11 " hm ,
conmcopin of infnrmnlion " thnt will scrYr
uncover patterns of ntlornry mi~ con rluct .
Bolh F'cllm cfh and Presley crcdilcd n ,,,
otlitude mnong bar lenders wil,h helping to r·
act Ute refonns.
Fcllmeth enjoyed free ncce.'~ S to b:-ir recr,r
and pe~onnel as he st udied the system . J
used the Information he g:ithcrcd to write fn
rcporls spiced wilh strong criti cism or the ,,
tem nnd recommend improvcmcnlc;.
"I wns s urprised to realize I w::is de.i.Jing ,\i
a body th nt was sensllive lo the problem,' ' 1
commented. The Doard or Governor.-, he s:,i
"was not li ke a mana ger bumping his cl w
aga inst the umpire."
Fclhneth added, "A lot of the Id eas (in ~
1498 ) nrc not mine. Th ey' re theirs, and t!H
should be given credit - especially if tll'
work."
Sai d Presley, "One of the most encourngi r
nspects I've srcn Is the hnr Is tot.:1 lly support! ,
of whnt we're tryin g to do . Thnt 's a 180-dcg, ,
_
.
turnaround for the bnr."
Presley nlso praised And crll nt for stump11
the state to win approval for the di scipli r
system reforms from locaJ bar a~soclati ow
' 'Th e board felt it was imp ortan t to bring it 1
the membe rs hip a nd get acccpt.nnce, '' snid ,\ ,
derJinl . "We subjected ourselves to cross-c
amination a nd questions about why It ,, 1
necessnrynndwfm tlt wnsgo ingtobri ngtot !
profess ion. If (the local bar associati ow
hadn 't accepted ft, Uiere would ha ve bee11
much different result."

----
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its act starts
SAN DIEGO
awyers are a rema rk ably thickskinned lot. They have lo be, am id so
many jokes targeting their profession.
The level of humor is constant. Jokes
about partnerships with names like Shyster,
S6yster, Flywheel & Shyster. Or about sharks
that sw im away, out of professional courtesy
wbcn an attorney falls overboard. Or about
r~carch scientists who use lawyers instead
of_laboratory rats, because they were getting ,
too fond of the rats.
t,till, it isn't the jokes th at bother many
lawyers today so much as the steps some
folks ha ve taken to clean up their act. California·s State Bar, whose delegates were
gathered this week in Monterey, have been
so'tely torn over who should take the lead in
b~r discipline, and who should pay for it.
Some, like the Lawyers Club of San Franci~co, want the state bar to remove itself
altogether from ethics enforcement. Others
io,n that self-regulation by sympathetic

L

LIONEL VAN DEERLIN
leaders within the profession is preferable to
having a new level of oversight imposed by
outsiders. A bill providing such oversight
awaits action in the California Legislature.
Even for someone who laughs at lawyer
jokes, the sheer volume of complaints about
misconduct must seem staggering. In California alone, where one of every seven
America n lawyers is licensed to practice, clie~ts bri ng some 33,000 accusations a year
ag_ainst their counsel. The state bar employs
m_ore than 350 staffers - up by nearly 40
percent in just three years - to sort out the
complaints.
'Its disciplinary system accounts for $30
million of the state bar's $52.9 million annual
budget. Members have grumbled about the
tab; already above $400, which each of them
is' charged to underwrite costs of the prograin - this along with the rising cost of
n!a!practice insurance. (The 72 percent of

Lionel Van Deer/in represented a San Diego County district in Congress for 18 years.

private practitioners covered by insurance
pay an average $5,829 a year for such protection.)
Extent of the bar's disciplinary problems
came to public attention in 1985 with a stinging series of stories in The San Francisco
Examiner. A team of investigative reporters
discovered that the ranks of California's
95,000 licensed lawyers included many who
themselves had been convicted of crimes,
most involving cheating of clients.
One had burglarized his client's market.
Others included a drug smuggler, a stock
swindler, the bagman in a bribery scheme even a child molester. The Examiner found
that these and many lesser offenders had
survived California's system for lawyer discipline and still were doing business.
Indeed, nearly five times more members

Just last year, again at behest of the Legislature, the sla te bar established an overseer
on ethical matters. His title: disci plinary
monitor. Chosen for the job was a man already enjoying a reputation as something of
a tiger - the onetime "Nader raider'' from
Washington, Robert Fellmeth, now a law
professor at the University of San Diego.
Stirred to action';' the-state' bar ordered
sanctions against 281 of its members, a
record number, in 1987. Of these, 106 were
disbarred or they resigned with charges
pend ing. Another 123 were suspended.
But with 1,500 other "hardcore'' cases still
backed up in the investigatory pipeline,
Fellmeth is pushing more reforms. These are
embodied in a new bill by state Sen. Robert
Presley, D-Riverside, who chai rs the Senate
Judiciary Com mittee.
Historica lly, the state bar's disciplinary
court has relied on the volunteer services of
some 450 member lawyers and a handful of
"public members" to hear cases for discipline or disbarm ent.
Fellmeth felt that however praiseworthy
their motives, such panels were unlikely to
command public confidence. A suspicion of
bias - of fo xes guarding the henhouse seemed inevitable with mainly lawyers deciding questions of ethical behavior against
fe!low-pr acli ti oners.
Thus, the Presley bill, SB 1498. It would
replace the state bar court's legion of volunteers with independent, full-tim e administrative law judges and review judges, all to be
chosen by the stale Supreme Court. The in vestigative staff would be bolstered, at salaries to match those paid by other state agencies.
Increased costs for these reforms would
continue to be covered out of annual bar dues
- already scheduled to reach $440 in 1990.
Therein, of course, lies the rub. Revolt is
Joseph Shoopack
brew ing within ranks of the state bar, some
had been suspended for fa iling to pay their members feeling they would prefer an orbar dues than for offenses committed against ganization along·the lines of a trade association and not a police force.
clients or the public.
As might be expected, one of the loudest
The state's quasi-official regulatory system seemed in no hurry. When the newspa- voices of discord is hea rd in Orange County,
per exposes rocked it three years ago, more which nurtures a fear and loathing of govthan 4,000 allegations of serious misconduct ernment at all levels. Vernon Hunt heads the
were found languishing in !iles of the state Orange County Bar Association, fastest
growing in the state. Ile takes a dim view of
bar without prospects of settlement.
Response in the Legislature came more the reform movement.
"There's absolutely no need for it - the
swiftly. The bar, which operates as a regulatory arm of government, was denied its an- public isn't demanding it," Hunt told the
nual authorization of fees until a~suring ABA Journal. "Yet, the state bar is going to
law makers there would be some reforms. force it on us. The sole reason is public relaMany of the organization's other functions tions. This is just another of those trendy
were placed on "hold" while enforcement things we're screwing up our profession
procedures were beefed up. In addition to the with."
But what about the P.R. of all those lawincreased staffing, complaints are now
/
yer jokes?
tracked by computer.
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✓<okeanos' sculpture adds bulk to Scripps collection
By Susan Freudenheim
Tribune Art Critic

.::A

Cj is-:stalled with an enormous lift.

NE VIEWER thought it
looked like parts of the Titanic dredged up from the ocean
floor. Another said it looked like an
intestine.
William Tucker's "Okeanos." installed yesterday at the entrance to
Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation on Torrey Pines Road, will likely forever elicit varied responses.
Certainly, it won't be ignored.
It is big, after all - 13 feet tall and
3,500 pounds of bronze. Conceived at
the artist's studio in upstate New
York and cast at the Tallix Foundry,
also in New York, the work was delivered here by truck yesterday and

0

porary art.
However, "Okeanos" failed to inpiece of modern sculpture. That spire a small group of people who
yesterday to watch it being
gathered
in
commonplace
exactly
alone is not
installed:
San Diego.
"I like the color. It reminds me a
Inspired by the surfaces of Rodin
and the abstract forms of Brancusi. little of Rodin," said Marjorie Hart, a
it is both primitive and classical in teacher at the University of San...
~ u t I'm disappointed in the
form.
"Okeanos" is the newest, largest bulkiness. It seems bulky rather than
and most ambitious work of art in graceful," she added.
Lenet Galloway, an employee in
the growing Scripps art collection. It
was commissioned more than a year Scripps' clinical pathology division,
more unequivocal. "It looks like
was
direcDixon,
Frank
Dr.
honor
ago to
tor of the research institute from an intestine. They've played a cruel
1961 to 1986. Under Dr. Charles Ed- joke on Scripps Clinic," she said.
''It reminds me of parts of the Tiwards, president since 1977, Scripps
Clinic has distinguished itself with an tanic that they brought up from the
_extraordina_ry collection of contem- ocean floor," said Colleen Hujsak, a
It's an aggressive, monolithic

,-;- \

~f~~J}J~!:.:. !

research assistant at the clinic.
"All I can say is that it's a nondescript, bent, green, irregularly shaped
object," commented Jean Pilot, a retired doctor.
"I'd like to know what it stands
for." said Shirley Smith. a medical
transcriptionist. "But I tbink it's interesting. I'll wait a few weeks and
·see what it does for me."
Tucker is an internationally acclaimed sculptor born in Egypt in
1933 and -raised in England.
"Okeanos" is his largest recent
work, and in a phone interview last
week from his home in Lake Huntington, N.Y., he said he expects
viewers to see associations in the
Please see SCULPTURE: C-3, Col. I

work. despite the ffc;t th~t r(is essentially abstract.
"I'm happy that it seems to suggest many different things to different observers," he said. "My concern
is that it has the power to suggest
without specially becoming one thing
.to the exclusion of something else.
"People have compared pieces I'm
working on now, though not this one,
to meteorites," be said. "They're like
primal objects that have just been
found on earth."

I
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Tucker work most ambitious at Scripps
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t1onsh1p with ,ts surroundings although it was designed with' the
Scripps' site in mind, Tucker said.
Since June the plaster model for
"Okeanos," which exactly replicates
the fmshed work. has been on view
at Storm King Art Center in Mountainville, N.Y., as part of a survey of
Tucker's work of the past decade.
Critics raved. Robert Hughes,
wntmg m Time. called it Tucker's
masterpiece. Michael Brenson wrote
just as warmly in The New York
Times.
Tucker said that although most of
his work is smaller than "Okeanos "
he had been longing to do a work dn
this scal_e even before the Scripps
comm1ss1on came along in the spring
of 1987. For the year previous he had

'The wonderful thing about this piece is it
was something that I really wanted to do. It
wasn't like repeating an older idea that I
had to stay within the bounds of; it could
have gone in any direction and I really
·
.
enjoyed doing it.'
- William Tucker
experimented with a work 11 feet
tall. but hadn't been happy with the
results.
When Scripps invited him to compete for the commission, he jumped
at the chance.
''The wonderful thing about this
piece is it was something that I real-

ly wanted to do," he said. "It wasn't
like repeating an older idea that I
had to stay within the bounds of; it
could have gone in any direction and
I really enjoyed doing it."
Even if the commission hadn't
come through. Tucker said he would
have made the piece. "I was excited

by it, the commission enabled me to
find the solution I couldn't find in the
other piece. It was great to have a
commission to finance this exploratory activity, because I would have
built it anyhow. But I could never
have afforded to cast it."
Such a happy marriage between
artist's interests and the sponsor's
needs is rare in contemporary art.
There 1s the feeling here of the private benefactor an_d the intensely
committed arttst. It 1s an enlightened
and adv~nced position that is steeped
m trad1t1on from the Medicis to
great modern museums. And here as
in all those instances, everyone b;neflts.
Tribune staff writer Gordon Smith
/
contributed to this article.

· Named for Oceanus, the Greek god
of the sea, "Okeanos" bends into itself, evoking a folding - or unfolding
- form, as in the birth of a flower or
the curled pose of a newborn child. It
also suggests a moment of transition.
like a breaking wave that will fold
over and spread its mass across the
)and.
It's a sculpture to stand back from
and observe from afar. And it will
make an impression for people passing in cars.
_,. But it is also an enormously tactile
sculpture, with a roughly modeled
surface that reflects the artist's
working process. It is the kind of
work that you want to stand next to,
both to feel the surface, and to measure yourself against its weight and '

mass.
' "In the past few years," Tucker
said, "I've been concerned to make
sculpture that comes out of a sense
of touch. I have the feeling that practically all contemporary sculpture,
especially monumental sculpture,
has lost that sense of touch. It (most
sculpture) has much more to do with
pre-manufactured materials that
don't look as if they were made by
the artist. and often they weren't."
: For "Okeanos," Tucker worked
first from a series of small plaster
models, hand-held shapes that gave
him an idea for the final eniarged
form. Then he expanded to a fullscale Styrofoam-core model, which
he covered with plaster and again

ork adds

~~1!.."'"'
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·Thats very important to me," he even use rn any form And. unlike
said . ."Sculpture. wha tever the SIZe. much comm1ss10ned monumental
sculpture th,l,sa _da ys. the work
has to be touched by the artist."
Unli ke so many contemporary doesn't have /ar,y rnterlockmg rela' U PTURE: C-4, Col. 3
three-dimensional artworks. this one Please see±l
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RaIph Nader says no to no-fault, yes on 103

,;zf~f_

Nader, intriid idol of the
consumer movement. took part in a debate on the five ballot insurance initiatives at USO on September 18. Nader
advocated passage of Proposition !03
(Voter Revolt to Cut Jns11rance Rates),
while his debating opponent , Law
Prof<:ssor Jeffrey o ·c:onnel (University
of Virginia), argued for "no-fault ''._
Prop. 104 . A panel of four others
fcpreS<'n!mg the campaigns of Props.
!_!JO. !03, !04 and !06. made statements
anJ-:i:skecl questions of Nader and
O 'Connell. The Prop. IOI campaign was
invited , hut refused to join the debate,
after being refused the same amount of
time as.Nader and O 'Connell. The program was sponsored by l[SD School of
Law and the San Diego i.;.;;·· Review.
·Compkrc-t:r.1nscripts of the event are
ayailablc for !5 through the USO Law
School. For additional information on
Prop. 103 , refer to the article in Newsli11e. (page two) in last week's issue (~eptemhcr 20) , or contact Voter Revolt to
Cut Insurance Rates (299-0540) , 14 19
I lniversity Ave. Suite 203, San Diego, CA
92103. The 103 campaign urgently
needs money for grassroots outreach.
They will not he ahle to afford television
time. The insurance industry will spend
over 543 million to confuse and spread
outrageous lies in their advertising.
USO Law School (acting) Dean Grant
~!orris said that a total of about S73 milli<>n will be spent for and against all five
in~ur.tnce propositions. more th:tn on

:iny electi,,11 to date in the U. S. with the
exce ption of the 1981 presidential campaign. Ralph Nader explained in his
opening ~tatement that the problem of
in!-nrancc is based nn th e injurif"s of
thous~tnds of victims of :1•.1tu cra shes,

hazardous product.•. 1111safc drugs . toxic pollutants and d:tnf,!crnus childrens '
toys. He defended the nation 's common
law tort system that has evolved a
product liability doctrine which he
called a sign of true legal progress. The
resulting history of that system has heen
increasing respect for the injured and
the sick. and that perpetrators o f injuries" have hccn held to higher levels of
responsibility for compe,;sation . Nader
hrlicves the tort s ystem has thus c reated a deterrent for carelessness and disrcput :1hlc hd1avior hy corporations,
disclosure of inside inform,1rTi,n ahout

product defects and has strengthened
the accountability of the powerfu! to the
public. Nader said contingency fees
cases (where a percentage of the award
is paid to the attorney if the case is won,
burnothing is collected if the case fails) ,
are the only alternative for poor victims
to be represented because they can't afford the S\00-$200 per hour lawyer rate,
and so they can take on giant corporations and institutions.
The insurance industry collects a to-.
tal of over SI70 billion a year in property
and casualty insurance premiums from
millions of consumers and businesses,
according to Nader. From 1976-1986 the
insurance industry made SB! billion in
profits (source: General Accounting
Office) , upon which not a cent in federal income taxes was paid, Nader
claimed. lie :ittacked the weak federal
and state regulation of insurance companies. California is one of the states
"'here the insurance industry is exempted from anti-trust laws that other industries must adhere to (Prop. l03 will
overturn that exemption). Nader attacked California Insurance Commissioner Roxani Gillespie (a Deukmejian
appointee) for laying plans to subvert the
wilt of the electorate. Gillespie told a
legislative hearing on September 16 that
she may exempt several insurers from
compliance with rate slashing sections
of Prop. !03 if it passes. Nader accused
Gillespie of working for the insurance
companies rather than consumers and
noted her behavior has demonstrated
ihe need for an e lected insurance commissioner as Prop. 103 would require.
Nader said the insurance companies,
" Would like to eliminate pain and suffering compe nsation . They are moving to
restrict the rights of the most vulnerable people .. . the injured , sick , braindamaged , infants, disabled and senior
citizens. They would relegate the state
of the human being under our laws to
that of a damaged car. They'd also like
to eliminate joint and several liabilitywhich would cripple our ability to restrain toxic polluters ... If they had the
power to c hange the civil justice system,
they would eliminate juries, and they
would turn it into a frozen workman ·s
comp. type system, codified hy law and
susccptihlc to political action cornmit-

tee grease which pours out of insurance

companies."
"Insurers have on the ballot (Prop.
!04) a provision (of 24 ,000 words) that
will rewrite the insurance laws in the image of Aetna and Signa and State Farm.
It will cut the rights of people to
challenge insurance company bad faith
and practice ... If that isn't enough , it is
pushing Prop. l06 which is designed 10
make certain not that lawyers don·t
make too much money but that they be
forced to make so little on contingency
that they can't afford to take a complex
personal injury suit or class-action environmental suit-some of which take
ten years of arduous legal labor. That
will tie the hands of the victim who is
trying lO get a qualified , persistent lawyer to fight the insurance companies and
manufacturers, and Prop. 106 will allow
the manufacturers and insurers to pay
their lawyers as much as thcv want to ...
Look for more comments hy ·Nader and
information on Prop. Ill .~ in this space
later.

Jackson Browne sings for
Christle Institute
Rock/folk superstar singer, peace and
social justice activist Jackson Browne,
his band and special guests are on tour
to benefit the Christie lnstitute's
Iran/contra investigative project and the
1-~ Penca Lawsuit. Please attend aod support the benefit concert when Jackson
Browne appears in San Diego on Saturday, November 5 . The exciting program
is at 8 PM , Civic Theatre in the Community Concourse (downtown, Third Av. at
B St). Tickets for the concert will be
available through Ticketmaster and Mad
Jack's stereo stores. A very special reception will follow the concert backstage
where guests will personally meet Jackson Browne, other celebrities and Christie Institute leaders . Tickets for the
reception (S l00 .) include a prime scat
for the concert, refreshments and a
chance to discuss with celebrities and
Christie organizers how George Bush
has been involved with Noriega , drug
peddling, the contras, the Ayatollah , and
with the terrorists and assassins that
make up the "s hadow government "
which is intent on s ubverting the U.S.
Constitution, the will of Congress and
the American people.
Community leaders and philan-
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R;.,I/J/J ,Vader at USO, September 18. j9,iili.
Photo by JimJacobson

thrnpists an· mgcntly needed to he
memhcrs of rlH.' "Host" comrnittcc for
this concert :111d reception. Hosts '
names will apprar in the program ifthcy
help to sell or purchase at least 10 tickets to the reception. for reservations or
information on the reception only,
please call 272 -597•1. Christie Institute
urgently needs funds to t:tke its lawsuit
to the Washington , D.C. appeals court
and to make tht' truth known to the public on how George Bush , OliYer North
and,....the entire "secret team .. are traitors

to the U.S. system of democracy. the
Constitution and the Rill of Rights.
Christie is also in dcht from work on in -

terviewing witnesses and taking depositions for the contragatc case, so please
help in organizing for this concert and
reception. This is another wav to Sllf'·
port peace and justice work an~I ro con -

vey critical information to truly patriotic
American citizcns, so they know how
important it is to n>te in November and
who to vote for 1 lly supporting this
Christie lawsuit project , you are working to preserve American democracy [or
you . your children and generatio,;s of
unborn! Our work on this ca11se can also
help save the planet from the environmenL~I destruction that will he the result
if llush is elected to carry on the Reagan
policies of exploitin~ the world 's people and the pl :tnct"s rcsourccs to benefit
till' few, the powerful and the wc~lthy 1

•
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HMONG
Contin ued from Page 1

said existed without a written language unul about 30 years ago.
The Founder's Gallery at the
University of San Diego is showing
Vue's work. along with that of fourother local Hmong women. in a
43-piece show running through
Oct. 19.
Pandau often tells a-story, sometimes with the aid of words sewn
besides pictures on the fabric. Other times. it focuses on a traditional
ornamental design, such as the
shape of a snail's shell.
It is distinguished by intricate
cross-stich patterns. crewel embr01dery and reverse appliquesall designed without the use of a
straight edge.
The USD show includes some of
the holiday clothes and wedding
sashes that pandau has traditionally been used to decorate, as well as
several of the larger wall hangings
and quilts preferred by Americans
to whom the Hmongs have recently been selling pandau work, Vue
explained as the exhibit was being
instal led.
Among the most powerful of the
works are a pair of wall hangings
by Yee Yang, which depict the
Hmong 's post - Vietnam exodus
fro m Laos. The bright colors and

!Io& Angele& iillme&

J

crude figu res of the works heighten
the tragic image of Laotians trymg
to stay afloat m the chaouc Mekong
River. while Viet Co ng soldiers
point guns on Laouan shores and
Thai police await their arrival on
the other.
In another wall hanging, Yee
Yang tells the story of a tiger who
eats a man. dons his clothes and is
subsequ~ntl y killed by the man's
relatives. using colorful needle-

point figures accompamed by Eng lish text.
Vue. who learned to do pandau
from he r mother before she was 7
years old. is now trying to keep the
folk art alive by teaching her
9-year -old daughter.
··she's making the stitches." Vue
said. proudly pulling her daughter·s
sampler from her pu rse. " I make
not to sell. Just to teach the
children.

··rt 1s very, \·ery hard {to teach
pandau to ch1ldren.j"' she said.
··They get bored. It takes too long.
Hard to think about for long ...
And U.S.- born Hmongs are often
more interested in assimliaung and
getting ahead American-style than
in keeping such traditions alive.
Vue said.
Even if Vue·s daughter persists
in learning her mother's art. the
pandau that she learns may be

slightly different than tha t of her
parents ' cou ntry.
Local Hmo ng women. Vue ex plained. are trying to earn money
for cloth and expensive imported
th reads by seliing the ir work to
Amencans. who generally prefe r
more subdued hues than the bold
arrays of color that characterize
pandau created in Laos.
""Right now, I change the color.
Brighter in Laos," Vue said.

BOB GR IESER / Los Angeles Times

Founders Gallery is displ.aying the art that serves as the traditional history of the Hmong people.

Plight of Hmong Detailed in Pandau Exhibit
By ELAINE POFELDT, Times Staff Writer
AN DIEGO - In the aftermath of the Vietnam
War. many Laotians risked death if they re mained in their native country. The new communist government was imprisoning and executing those
who had helped American soldiers or aided the CIA's
fight against communist fo rces.
Several hundred thousand Laotians fled with thei r
families in 1974 and 1975. many using
bamboo plants to keep themselves afloat
S AN
as they crossed the Mekong River into
DIEGO
COUNTY Thailand.
Ia Vue, a refugee who has settled in
Linda Vista. still recalls Thai policemen standing as
senunels at the shore. giving the refugees a choice of
paying massive bribes or being execULcd.
Vue floated dow n the river with her husband and

S

-

mother-in-law, then paid the Thal police $6,000 so
they could avoid execution.
"We were in the river fou r hours," she said. Vue's
husband had been a soldier who, like many members oi
the Hmong ( pronounced "mung"') mountain tri be. had
helped the Americans during the CJA's supposedly
secret war in Laos.
Vue and her companions eventually flew to San
Diego, where a Hmong community was developing in
Linda Vista. :-.low 34. she has replaced the farm work
she did in Laos with a job as a sewmg machine operator
and the task of raising five children in the commumty,
which now includes more than 1.500 Hmong.
In her spare time. Vue practices a type of Hmong
embroidery called pandau. A tradition that is tho usands of years old. it is one of the only means ior
outsiders to understand Hmong cul ture, which Vue
Please see HMONG, Page ~
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The State Bar Looks To San Diego After Monterey
:~1,5S

San Diegans kept a high profile
during the State Bar's annual
meeting last weekend in Monterey.
Colin Wied was sworn in as Bar
president on Sundny. In addition,
John Scitman became a member
of the Bar's Board of Governors;
Bill McCurine joined the Executive Committee of the Conference
of Delegates, and Regina Petty
was installed as a member of the
Board of Directors of California
Young Lawyers Association. Both
McCurine and Petty are with
Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye .
Superior Comt ,Judge Barbara
Gamer and Municipal Court
Judge Susan Finlay joined the

this Friday? The County Bar's 10th
annual blood drive will benefit 5year-old Erica Villa-Gomez, a
leukemia victim undergoing
treatment at Children's Hospital
who faces a possible bone marrow
transplant in the near future. The
Blood Bank's van will be parked in
the circular driveway at the county
courthouse downt.own between 9
a.m. and 2 p.m. Call Julia Garwood at 239-0414 for more information.
* * *
* * *
Monterey Bar Scenes:
Michael Crowley handed 'out
September issues of Dicta.
Justice Howard Wiener of the

Law Briefs
by MartinKruming
executive board of the California
Judges Association .
State Sen. Larry Stirling
received the Legislator of the Year
Award.
San Diegans on panels included:
•Chief Judge Gordon Thompson on "Unraveling the Mysteries
of Federal Court." Al Hartunian
of Luce, Forward, a member of the
State Bar's Committee on Federal
Courts, helped put the session together.
•Lee McElvary on "Written
Fee Agreements: Preven,tion and
Resolution of Attorney/Client Fee
Disputes."
•Stacey Sullivan on "Practicing Ethicall y and Successfully."
•Judge Thomas Murphy on
"Survivors Benefits of Retirement
Plans in Marital Dissolutibn."
Jon Epstein on "Superman and
Other Short Subjects."
Judith Copeland, Jim Henhoefer, Helen Rowe and Jim
ey on "Knowing the Law Is
Enough." Rebecca Prater
moderated.

l

Can you spare a few moments

Fourth District Court of Appeal
and University of San Diego law
professor Hugh Friedman discussed the Sunday Bush-Dukakis
debate.
Judith Copeland plowed
through a novel about Hong Kong
during the Conference of ,
Delegates; a non-San Diego delegate did the crossword puzzle as
Chief Justice Malcolm Lucas
spoke.
County Bar publicist Jan Heying found good restaurants again.
USD Jaw professor Bob
Fcllni'cl~howed up as a last
minute substitute for Board of
Governors member Richard Annotico on a panel titled "Why Are
They Saying All Those Terrible
Things About Lawyers?" Said Bar
discipline monitor Fellmeth: Lawyers can't "get rid of the attorney
discipline problem by a public rela-

tions campaign."
Charlie Bird of Luce, Forward, Hari1ilton & Scripps accepted a pro bono award for his colleague Tim Pestotnik.
The annual dinner of California
Women Lawyers and the National
Association of Women Judges may
have been the longest ever, according to observers. It began shortly
after seven Friday night and ended
with a standing ovation for former
New York Congresswoman Bella
Abzug around 10:20 p.m. "I don't
know if I was ever going to get up
here tonight," Abzug said at 9:24
when she started. "If all of this
longwindedness is an example of
your fortitude keep doing it." Superior Court Judge Judith McConnell and Municipal Court
Judge Susan Finlay were both recognized during the dinner, as was
Deputy District Attorney Denise
McGuire.
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photo by Stephanie 1/ogue

Jeffrey Compton,a student involved
with the Founders Gallery
presentation hangs a Pandau
embroidery. The Pandau exhibit
will be on display fron now through
October 19.
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LA CANA.DAN HEADS
HARVARD ASSOCIATES
George G. Strong Jr. of
La Canada Flintridge has
been elected president of
the Harvard Business
School Assn. of Southern
California. The association
has over 500 members
drawn from 2500 Harvard
Business School alumni in
this area.
Strong is a partner in the
litigation consulting services unit of Price Waterhouse in Century City and
specializes in providing consulting services to litigators, .
including expert testimony,
in the areas of financial
analysis, economic analysis,
damage claim preparation
and critique and other financial and damage claim related issues.
He is a an attorney, CPA
(California and Hawaii) and
certified management consultant. he holds a B.A. in
economics from Yale University, MBA from Harvard
University and JD from the
University 2f San Diego.
He is a member of the
American Bar Assn., Cali,fornia . State Bar Assn.,
L.A.County Bar Assn., San
Diego Bar Assn., AICPA
and California Society of
CPA's.

George G. Strong Jr.

Strong is a member of
Annandale Golf Club, Olympic Club (San Francisco),
Harvard Club (New York)
and Coral Beach & Tennis
Club (Bermuda). He lives on
Woodleigh Lane in La Canada Flintridge with his wife
Annsley and their four children, Geordy, Courtney,
Meredith and Alexis . ... /
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Joyce Culler-Shaw , has been approved as part of lhe conceptu al
pl a n for the Doyle Community
Pnrk in lhe Golde n Triangle. The
park will be loca ted on Regents
Road.
"We' re in the permiss ion process, doing the test s ite nnd raising
fund ~," reports Cutl er-Shaw. "And
one of the importa nt thingR about
this project is it .will be the largest
public project of t he new a rts commission; it wi ll be the fi rst public/
pri va t e partnership for San
Di ego.''
UCSD vis ual arts professor
Allan Kaprow, famous in the '50s
as one of the pivotal fi gures in the

Newport fieach wilh substa ntia l
developmcn t.s in San Di ego, has
been awarded the "C-Flag," an
honora ry sy mbol from the Presid e nt 's Cila lion Program · fo r
Private Sector Ini t iatives. · The
sy mb ol r ecognizes exe mpl ary
community ser vice projects and
was give n to Fieldstone for its
spo nsorship of The Field stone
Collect.ion , 150 Southern California paintings.
The Fieldstone Collection is on
view now through mid-October in
Oceansitlc's Centcnllio1 H o use;
a ho use being buill by Oceans ide's
Carpenters Apprenticeship Training Progrnm that was recentl y raf-

ArtFacts
by Priscilla Lister
developme nt of "hnppe nings" of
arl in public places, has joined the
n1useum 'R hoard .
And Cutle r-Shaw is lecturing at
lhe Slade School in London next
week On the museum project.
" People from the Wales Arts
Cou ncil g11t in touch with me to
hear abo ut I.he project. There's a lot
oft nlcrest in it."
She sa id il will take $300,000 t.o
fund the museum. "We need about
$30,000 up front and have $10,000
ma tching at this mome nt."

* * *

AT&T donated $60 ,000 to the
La Jolla Playhouse lhis seaso n lo
sponsor four productions there:
"Two Roo111s," "Lulu," "The Fool
Show ," and "80 Days."
The AT&T Premiere Project. as
it's ca ll ed, ";as developed largely
though efforts of AT&T's Raleigh
Wil son , an LJP truslee.
"We appreciated the fact I.hat
th is theater company is percei ved
in much t he sah1e way as ou r own,"
he sa id. "We are both recognized
na ti ona lly a nd inte rnationally as
world-class organizations."
AT&T ge neral manager he re,
Frank Laughton, has also rece ntly joined lhe LJP board.
*: ~ *

Director Welton Jones and
longtime G&S company performer
George Weinberg-Harter ha ve
adapted this production.

* * *

The Gro ss mont Colleg e
Drnma Dcp nrtm c nt prese nts
"Be ll , Book a nd Cn ndle" by Jo hn
van Drut.en Oct. 6-16 nt Th e
Stngeh ouse T heatre on campu~.
It's a "s uave and enchanting com ·
edy'' about n modern witch who
ca n perform feats of supe rn at uralism. "Gi lli a n cnsts n Rpr ll ov"r
rm unallnched publi she r who fo il s
head over heels in love wilh l,er
a nd wa nls to marry he r. But witches, unfortun~tely, ca nnot fa ll in
love and thi s imperfection leads to
a num ber of dimculties." '
Tickets are $5 general. -:

USIU's lnte rnntio1ial · Company presents "The Boyfri end"' at
The Theatre in Old Town Oct. 5-~0.
fl ed off lo ra ise money for OceanA hit on Broadway, this !'.- h ow
gide's ce nte nnial. T he house is
journeys lo t he French Ri viera nllll
localed al 290 N. Pacific at Third .
Madame Duhonnct'R fos h ion.1h lC'
* * *
finishing school in the days of lhc
San Uirgo Theatre FoundaC h a rl es ton . Ja c k Tygctt,
tion'sArtsTixbooth has posted a
ai:-~ocialc producer of the ln lcnrn 14 percent increase i11 lickct sa les
lional Co111pa ny- · and head of
this su mmer compared lo las t
musical th ea t.erat'USIU, directs.
s umm er. From J une 6 through
The production plays WedncsSept. 4, 8.364 tickets were sold a nd
days t.hrough Saturdays al 8 p.rn .
$8 1,5 16 was returned to parand Sundays a t 7 p.m. , wilh mat.ilicipaling theaters.
nees a t 2 p.m. on Saturdays and
* * *
Sundays. Tickets a re $12 .50 gen San Diego Gilbert & Sullivan
Company opens ils 10th an ni ve r- - ~r.al .
• • •
sary season tonight wil h the rarely\
USD dedirntes its new Ba ldwin
produced G&S operetta, "Utopia,
c~ncer~nd piano \\"ilh a concert
Limited.'. It will be performed Friof works by ilozart. Chopin, Ravel
day a nd Saturday n1ghls at 8 and
Sundays al 2:30 p.m. this weekend \ a nd Schuherl Sunday a t 4 p.m. in
the Camino Thmt ,·c on campus.
throu gh Oct. 9 in the Casa del
Fat.her Nicolas Heve les, USO
Prado Theatre in Ba lboa Park .
"Utopia, Limited" in volves com- \ associate professor of music, will
perform.
ic si tulations resulting fr om the
is la nd of · Utopi a's allempt to ' Tickets are $7 genera l.
• • •
become ju st lik e Mother England.
It was or iginally produced in 1893
a nd whil e it won critical acclaim at
the lime, il is rarely performed because of the hi gh production costs
involved in staging.
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Nichola1 -evelesrlormt Moi' ~-,
rt In dedicaopln, Ravel a
zart,

concert grand
tion recital for new
piano, 4 p.m. Oct. 2. Tickets: $7. Camino Thea; re, .~SD. lnlo:m.ation: 260-2600, Ext. 445~
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Jitfs;Colachis lets golden touch do the ta/Iring
By Herb Lawrence

./

Tribune Real Estate Writer

L

A JOLLA-BASED Jim Colachls isn't
the type of busy building executive who
makes a lot ol noise about himself.
Colachis is in every sense very low profile
and likes a quiet operation. He avoids press
interviews with the same vigor as a politician
trying to avoid defeat at the polls.
But he's made a habit of taking hotels that
were economic "dogs" and converting them
into golden operations.
Most builders in town don't personally know
Colachis or even know he's around because of
his quiet ways. But after working as an engineer for the Del We bb Corp. in Arizona, Colachis has developed what could be considered

--

Continurd From F-1
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why, after he obtains a hotel properly, Co lachis spends significant
amounts ol money to !ix it up on the
inside and outside and provide a good
stalf that will give high-level service.
"I think hes a considerate and generous individual," Hahn said.
lie said Colachis also likes to entertain. He said Colachis once invited
hi m to slay at a villa he was renting
in Europe !or about a month. Hahn
said he couldn't make it. Colachis
likes to vacation lavishly in Europe
and rent villas or old castles and
have friends vis!l him.
Barry McComic was the head of
Avco Community Developers when
the company sold Colachis the Rancho Bernardo Inn in 1975. McComic
now has his own development company.
He knows Colachis from the purchase and also because both serve on
the governing board ol lhe San Diego
Opera.
"The Rancho Bernardo Inn when
we had it wasn't a profitable operation,'' he said. "So we decided lo sell
it and concentrate on our main operation, the building of homes."
McComic said he was impressed
with Colachis' "class and style during
our negolialions." Colachis made ii
clear he intended to upgrade the inn
and the operation.
Colachis and his wile, Kathryn,
made a trip lo South America to purchase sculpture that will be the renovated landscaping at the hotel property that was accented with fountains.
"Colachis didn't want to rely on
people wanting to stay at the hotel
who wandered of! a nearby goll
course," said one executive in the
rea l estate industry who wanted to
remain anonymous. "lie wanted to
have a marketing program to attract
people to the hotel."
After his takeover, Colachis was
qu oted as say ing , " We're not
equipped lo handle big conventions
like they want in San Diego. We want
lo attract small groups, 30 lo 40 people at a lime, who want to get together lo exchange ideas like in a think
tank. We want high corporate groups.
Big conventions aren't our type of
deal."
Colachis researched the market
and "discovered that business people
and leisure guests were looking for a
sma ll meeting and destination resort
loca tion with sell-contained faciliti es.''

He added on a ballroom that can
seat 400 people and outfitted it with
audio-visua l equipment for meetings.
Of the three major hotels he owns,
his latest buy is the Temecula Creek
Inn. Hes spending about $1.7 million
lo upgrade the complex.
John McNamara, vice president of

a real estate empire in Arizona and Southern
California.
The centerpiece ol that ownership Is a trio
of resort hotels, all located In Southern Call'
fornia.
Colachis reportedly doesn't like the term
"developer'' to describe himself. He prefers
being known as a property manager in for the
long haul.
"Colachis is a very serious type of person,"
said one observer in the real estate Industry.
"He's a perfectionist. He's just about humorless because of his strong concentration."
Colachis owns the Rancho Bernardo Inn,
Surf and Sand hotel in Laguna Beach and the
Temecula Creek Inn in the burgeoning Rancho
California area in Riverside County, just

university relations for the University of San Diego, described Colachis
as "very European. He's a man with
traditional values."
Colachis is a devout Catholic who
al so r espects other religions,
McNamara said.
His daughter, Belle, married Paul
Red in 1984 in France's 13th century
Chartres Cathedral. Colachis arranged for San Diego's Monsignor I.
Brent Eagen to perform the service.
Colachis reportedly had the wedding
party flown there.
His wife had some friends bring
home water taken from the River
Jordan in the Mideast for the christening of her daughter's third child.
McNamara said Colachis is "very
interested in historical significance
ol things and likes to use elements in
some ol his hotels.''
Colachis, he said, has donated a lot
of time to USD to hel p the university
with its c611Strllffion projects.
"I consider him very analylical/'
McNamara sa id. "He's a very astute
businessman."
Jack Boyce, vice president !or financial affairs f ~ d Colachis likes to find new dishes 10 European restaurants and then have his
own restaurants in the hotels serve
them.
Sanford Goodkin, San Diego-based
real estate researcher, said Colachis
"knows his niche in the real estate
field. He's a very intense person and
operates in a very disciplined way."
He said Colachis is one "person in
the field who has no ego problem.''
Colachis' next big project is getting the former Scripps Clinic building on Prospect Street in La Jolla
fully rented. lie purchased the properly after Scripps moved to new
quarters on Torrey Pines Mesa.
Initially, Science Applications International Corp. used the property
but the company then moved out to
Campus Point.
Colachis is now adding more parking and rehabilitating the complex
!or new tenants.
It isn't the first big project he's had
in La Jolla. He converted the towering Seville project lrom apartments
to condominiums. He also owns the
Scripps Inn, a cozy hideaway right by
the ocean In La Jolla, a bed-andbreakfast place he renovated.
Mike Slattery of Coldwell Banker
Commercial Brokerage Services said
a group of plastic surgeons has rented about 10,000 square feet of the
total 100,000 square feet in the former Scripps Clinic complex.
Colachis had put in some palm
trees along the front as part of a
landscape improvement plan.
"I think he knows what's going lo
succeed in the lulure," Slattery said.
"He's a visionary."

across the San Diego County line.
Ernest Hahn, who developed Horton Plaza
here along with a number of other shopping
centers, knows Colachls because he serves
with him on the board of trustees ol the Universily of San Diego.
Hahn said Colachis believes the key to suecess in running hotels ls direct personal involvement. He said that's why Colachis has
been successful in converting distressed hotel
properties into profitable ones.
"He thinks that many hotels sufler from the
fact they are chain operations," Hahn said.
''He believes in the hands-on approach."
Hahn said Colachis takes a great sense of
pride in having a good hotel operation. That's
Please see COLACHIS: F-4, Col. _1
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. ~ = ~ d...: - · ~SD men's ten- •
nis coach Ed Rollirts has been selected the Region VIII winner of the 1988
Volvo Tennis/ Coaches Community
Service A ward. Rollins, entering his
11th season as USD's head coach, is
one · of 16 regional winners. The
award honors college coaches who
have contributed to community tennis development. From the 16
winners, one male and one female
coach will be selected by the United
States Tennis Association and the Intercollegiate Tennis Association as
winners of the ITCA/Volvo Tennis
, Coaches Community Service Award,
to be announced at the UST A Recreational Tennis Leadership Workshop
' on Nov. 3-6 in Dallas. ?,:.'7 ':> J /
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University of San Diego men's , .
, tenntg--emtt!n--Ect-Collins has been • .
selected as one of 16 recipients Qf: :
the 1988 'Volvo Tennis/ Coach~s. : ::
.
community service awards.
Collins, who is entering his 11th
season as the Toreros' head coach,
will be flown to New York for a
ceremony honoring all 16 coaches.:
A native of San Diego, Collins
began coaching in 1968 at Monte
,
Vista High School.

---

USD men's tenms
The name · ~ e l l e d ye~coach Ed Collm~ :r~ef concerning his
terday in a loc~ er of the 1988 Re. - selection as w1f° Tennis/Coaches
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USD forward Sayers -~ill transfer .
By Ki~k Kenney ;;zq.G-6
Tribune Sportswriter

come back. It's good and it's bad. We
lose somebody who went through last ·
year and would have come back with
experience. But we need guys ~ho
are going to come out here and e~J?,Y .
what they're doing and get after it.
Sayers could not be reached for ,
comment.
_J.-_.___ _ _ _ ____,-tA;.._-,

{ffiD. .~etball coach Hank Egan
arfnounced yesterday that 6-foot-7
sophomore forward John Sayers will
not return to the Toreros for the
1988-89 season.
Egan said Sayers has left USD and
will probably attend a school nearer
to his home in San Jose. Sayers has - --f
I
not yet selected a new college, according to Egan. Sayers started 22 of
the Toreros' 28 games last season,
averaging 6.8 points and 4.1 . reI,
bounds.
I
"After the season, he felt like he
'
wasn't sure if he wantei:l to stay,"
said Egan. "He stayed in San Diego
over the summer to work and stay in
shape. He went home and visited his
parents and still had some concerns.
John just hadn't resolved in his mind
' '
if this is what he wanted to do.
"We mutually decided that to play
Division I basketball and attend
school at USD that he should have a
commitment. If he couldn't make
that commitment, then he shouldn't
come back. John has decided not to
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Uni~.fS San Diego got a header from Mike
· Brille ~ircfsinlothe second overtime period to
lead the host Toreros past Cal State Fullerton, 2-1.
~eo Ronces opened the scoring at the 41,57 mark,
assisted by Brendan Griffin and Andrew Kummer.
Fullerton's Paul Oldham scored the tying goal at 56:34.
USD goalie Doug Wedge made a diving save to send
the ball into overtime, deflecting a 12-foot shot from
Steve George that w,,s headed for the lower left corner
of the goal.
Brille's game-winner came after Kummer's shot
;· was deflected by the Fullerton goalie.
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Hank Egan said in a press release.
Sayers was the West Coast Athletic Conference freshman of the year
last season. He started 22 of th,

Toreros• 28 games, averag;ng 6.8
(?oints and 4.1 rebounds.
u ~ , , - John Sayers, a ', Accord;ng to the release, Sayers
Hoot- 7 forward, has dedded ndt to.:) has not dec;ded to Whkh school.,,
/
return for the 1988-89 season, Coach • Plans to transfer.
.,.
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~ e r camps - U iversil of San ;
Diego 's camp sessions: Gra es - ; sports ,
ca1TIJ7ntlrages 8-18; all-sports day camp_ for . ;
ages 7-13; baseball camp; oufd~r camping.
d:?.75.s_:_-Information: 260-4684.
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Summer camps -

Unlv&Qlli:_gf San

6

~~~~

sports camps for ages
8_18 ; all-sports day
camp for ages 7:13'.
outdoor camping. Informal!"'
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Ifwo FOurth-Quarter Touchdowns
Carr~Mt•
o College Past USD
_::,
,,

The niv rsit of San Diego
football team,7ooR:tng to avenge a
loss that kept it out of the NCAA
Division III playoffs in 1987, led
Menlo College by 11 points in the
fourth quarter Saturday at Ather- ,
ton.
But USD got no satisfaction in
the end.
•
Menlo quarterback Greg Clark
scored two fourth -quarter touchdowns on I-yard runs, the second
with 1 minute 22 seconds remaining, to boost the Oaks to an 18-17
victory.
USD dominated for three quarters-freshman running back
Charles Taumoepeau gave the Toreros their 17 -6 lead with a 19°yard
run late in the third period-but
Menlo took over in the fourth.
Menlo's Tyrious Gates returned
the kickoff after Taumoepeau's
touchdown 76 yards to the USD 10.
Three plays later, after the start of
the fourth quarter, Clark ran in
from the one. A missed extra point
made it 17 -12.
·
With less than 3 minutes remaining, Clark hit Michael Kabahawai for a 54- yard gain and Billy
Hyan for 17 yards to give Menlo
first and goal at the Torero 3. Two
plays later, Clark swept around left
end for the game-winner.
USD led, 7 -6, at halftime after
Mark Crisci recovered a fumbled
punt_in th~ end zone. The Toreros

could have had more, but they
(_ailed to score after earning a first
down at the Menlo one late in the
second quarter. Jim Morrison
missed a 17-yard field goal attempt
on fourth down.
"We didn't control the game '
when we had to," USD Coach Brian
Fogarty said. "Their kickoff return
and two long passes killed us in the
fourth quarter.
"Offensively we didn't sustain
anything, and not getting in from
the one before halftime and not
getting the field goal hurt us. We
did enough good things to win, we
just didn't do them at the right
time."
USD managed only 155 yards of
offense (115 on the ground). In the
fourth quarter, the Toreros failed
to advance, the ball past midfield.
Fullback Todd Jackson had 73
yards rushing on 22 carries.
USD held Menlo to 14 yards
rushing, but Menlo had better luck
with the pass. Clark completed 14
of 33 passes for 222 yards. Kahaha wai had four catches for 128 yards,
including a_ 54-yard touchdown
pass in the first quarter. Ryan had
·· five catches for 72 yards.

......- BE
- IN- FASHION
- - -ON- FRIDAYS.
- - ----. I ll
Enjoy special fashion coverage every /
Friday in the Times View scctiort,
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____ tor1nents- Toreros again-;ts= 17
// Mei?
;;.f
RK - Menlo College
MENLO
knockec\..U.SD out contention for a Division III playoff spot last year. Yesterday, the Oaks deprived the
Toreros of something else - a season-opening victory.
Menlo scored two touchdowns in
the fourth quarter to overcome a 12point deficit and beat USO, 18-17.
Menlo advanced to the playoffs
last season by beating USD, 17-15, at
USD.
"Today,..we just made too, many
mistakes," USD coach Brian Fogarty ._

said. "It was a tough defensive game,
but their play in the fourth quarter
killed us."

Oaks quarterback Greg Clark
scored on two 1-yard runs in the
fourth quarter, the last coming with
1:22 left.
USO took a 7-6 halftime lead when
Mark Crisci recovered a fumble in
the end zone.
The Toreros had a chance to ex[

tend their lead before the half, but
they failed on first-and-goal from the
1. Jim Morrison's 17-yard field-goal
attempt on fourth down was wide
right.
"That was a big key for us," Fogarty said. "We should have scored
something.''
USO next hosts Claremont Mudd
//
on Saturday night at 7:30.
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011(o11 defeats SDSU wo111e11 in volleyball fi11al
The San Diego State women's volleyba ll lea m lost to Oregon, 15-13, 1512, 15-7, in the finals of the Cal State
Fullerton Invitational tournament
Jasl night at Titan Gym.
The Aztecs (5-2) reached the final
aIler upsetting third-ranked Nebraska, 15-6, 19-17, 15-5, earlier in the day.
The difference in the final was
SDs u·s sloppy play. SDSU starters
committed just three errors aga inst
Nebraska but made 16 against 12thranked Oregon.
"(Oregon) didn't make any mis-

Fullerton was second with 67.
"(Sulliva n) is rea lly coming into
her own as a runner," SDSU coa ch
Jim Cerveny said. "She has worked
hard and is becoming a solid, collegiat~ runner."
Aztecs Kirsten Petersen (19:14) and
Tracy Wright (19:17) were third
fourth .
In the small sc hools division,
Cross country - SDSU junior ·
Cindi Sullivan won the large schools ~SD's men's team won the team title
indi vidual title at the Cal State wilh 35 points. USD senior Dan
Fullerton Invitational. SDSU's 21 McNamee (27:09) finished second.
points easily won the team title.' The USD women's team finished sectakes," SDSU coach ' Rudy Suwara
said. "They played great defense, and
always seemed to be in the right
place at the right time."
Aztecs senior outside hitter Jackie
Mendez and junior setter Erin Tomb!in were selected to the all-tournament team.

ond with 60 points behi nd Cal State
San Bernardino's 30. UsD·s Sue Chen
(20:07) won the indi vidual title.
Soccer - The USIU women·s
tea m beat visiting Claremont, 7-1.
Freshman Sally Weigand had a goa l
and three assists, and Laurie Christensen a11d Erin Paterson each
scored twice. USIU will host Cal
State Dominguez Hills Thursday at 1
p.m. . . The UCSD women's team
beat Whitman College, 2-0, to win the
Pomona-Pitzer Tournament.
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l UC Irvine beats Toreras
Kris Robe~~ki lls and Ali
Men 's soccer - Mark Bjorklund
Wood had 10 to help UC Irvine defeat scored with 27 minutes, 26 seconds
USD, 15-5, 15-11, 15-8, in a women's remaining to lead Portland past host
non-conference volleyball match last USIU, 1-0, in a Division I game. Garnight at the USD Sports Center.
rett Smith assisted on the goal.
Angie Rais had six kills for the
Portland, ranked 10th in Soccer
Toreras (2-5). The Anteaters are 4-0.
America this week, is 6-0. The Gulls
USD hosts Cal State Fullerton to- are 0-4.
morrow night ;it 7:30.
The USIU women and men host
teams from Cal State Dominguez
More volleyball - The San Diego
Hills tomorrow at l and 3 p.m., reState women's team, second last spectively.
weekend in the Cal State Fullerton
Invitational, are ranked 14th in the
Community college soccer Tachikara Coaches' Poll. The Aztecs Craig Giangregorio had two goals
(5-2) beat No. 6 Nebraska and No. 11 and an assist in the Cuyamaca men's ·
Oregon in early rounds of the Fuller- 4-1 non-conference victory over
ton tournament before losing to Ore- Orange Coast at Grossmont College.
gon in Saturday's final.
Cuyamaca is 3-0, Orange Coast 2-1.
I
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By Ken Stevens
Starr Wr iter

Tonight at 7:30,.!J_SD .Jilll..,play its
home opener against Claremont
Mudd.
Claremont Mudd returns 16 starters from the team that was co-champion of the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. Gone,
however, is running back Chris Dabrow, leading rusher in Division III
last year.
"They were a throwing type of
team until (Dabrow) came along, and
we expect them to be lik~ that
again," USD coach Brian Fogarty
said.
Junior quarterback Mike Pembroke leads Claremont's offense.
Last year, Pembroke passed for 682
yards and was second to Dabrow
with 545 yards rushing .
. USD beat Claremont, 23-7, last
year. This will be Claremont's opener.

are relieved to be facing anyone but
Menlo College.
The last two times USD has
played, it has lost heartbreakers to
Menlo. The first came in the Toreros'
1987 finale. Menlo won, 17-15, to keep
USD out of the Division III playoffs.
Last Saturday, in the season opener for both, Menlo rallied from a 17-6
fourth-quarter deficit to edge visiting
USD, 18-17. All three Menlo touchdowns came on or followed long
gains.
Having scored on a 54-yard pass in
the first quarter, the Oaks stunned
USD on the opening play of the ·
fourth, returning a kickoff 76 yards
tQ..___USD's 8. Moments later, quarter-

IT--

make it 17-12.
With only a few minutes left,
Menlo used another 54-yard pass
play to move to USD's 10. Clark
scored again from the 1 with 1:22 left
to give the Oaks the victory.
"The big play was the major factor," Fogarty said. "Other than those
three plays, they did very little."
USD's offense didn't do much, either. The Toreros' first touchdown
came in the second quarter on a furnble recovery in the end zone by defensive back Mark Crisci. Just before
halftime, USD moved to a first-andgoal at the 1 - and Jim Morrison
ended up missing 17-yard field-goal
attempt on fourth down.

a

touchdown late in the third quarter,
freshman running back Charles Tau:
moepeau scoring on a 19-yard run. It
was his only carry of the game. USD
finished with 155 yards" total offense.
"Offensively, we were mediocre,'·
Fogarty said.
Fogarty attributed the slow start
to the Toreros' switch to the wing-T
formation, a misdirection type of offense. "The wing-T is a timing type
'of offense, and our timing's just not
there," he said.
In addition, sophomore quarterback Brendan Murphy is returning
from off-season shoulder surgery. He
was 4-of-10 for 40 yards against
Menlo.
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Toreros
hold off
rally
Stag
.
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~Jnterception aids
~ l 7-8~icto ry
1By Steve Scott

~ Ss,tch1 I to The Union
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: The University of San Diego en·
tered last night's home opener looking to rebound from a heartbreaking
tl\ss to Menlo College a week ago.
Although the Toreros accomplished
the feat, defeating Claremont Mudd,
11-8, in front of an overflow crowd of
41000 at Torero Stadium, there were
momentary shades of deja vu.
: USD led, 17-0, late in the fourth
quarter, and the defense had comp)etely manhandled Claremont Mudd
·
to that point.
; Stags quarterback Mike Pem11-yard
his
from
broke, operating
li,ne, threw a pass across the middle
with four minutes to play. The ball
bounced of[ one of his receivers and
into the hands of another, Tim Bray,
who carried the ball to the USD !yard line. Two plays later, Pembroke
ran the ball in for a touchdown.
'. On the ensuing two-point conversion attempt, Pembroke's pass again ·
bbunced off one receiver and into
Bray's hands. The Toreros· lead was
cut to 17-8 with 3:01 to play.
' "l thought 'Not again'" USD
c~ach Brian ' Fogarty said. "Both
pJays the ball was deflected."
: For Fogarty and his Toreros, it got
worse.
: The Stags recovered the ensuing
onside kick and seemed determined
to duplicate Menlo's 18-17 win in a
game USD led, 17-6, in the fourth
qharter. But Pembroke's first-down
pass was intercepted by USD's Scott
Bradley to end the threat.
: The interception was a filling end
for the USD defense. The Stags were
Iiriited to minus 1 yard rushing and
136 yards passing. 88 of which came
op the one freak play to Bray.
: USD took a 7-0 lead in the first
quarter when former University
!-ligh standout Ken Zampese ran 7
y>rds with a pitchout for a touchd~wn. The score capped a sevenpjay, 45-yard drive.
i

t Two series later, Zampese ret~rned a punt 23 yards to the Stags'
2p, setting up Jim Morrison's 32-yard
field goal for a 10-0 lead with 3:25 left
i~ the first half
: Starting quarterback Brendan
Murphy separated his left shoulder
jgst before halftime and is expected
t6 be out two weeks. Doug Piper, who
played the second half, threw a 5y~rd touchdown pass to Mike Hintze
v{ith 5:12 to play, giving USD Its 17-0
l~ad
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r1/Jt~inkors
I ,eisa Hagen had 30 assists as the
Uni.~itu of .,£an Diego defeated
I
Southern talr;· 15-6, 15-11, 15-8.
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/ 4 . s soccer - The host USD m~n's team beat Cal
State San Bernardino, 4-0. The Toreros' scorers were I
Eric Deutsch, Jason Pearson, Denis Langhans and Tron!.J..~ ,
Nguyen. ;;J_ 755-
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,minute 7 seconds remaining ~ e
second overtime to give the San
Diego State men's team a 1-0
victory over Old Dominion at the
SMU Tournament in Dallas.
San Diego State (7-1-1) was .
named co-champion with Nevada-Las Vegas. SDSU's Marcelo
Balboa was named the tourna- ment's standout ~fensive pla:>;_1 / j
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~,:::!t=~~~tep~~r~~u ~ a!~t~n~!y pay
for your car. They pay for your
' USD in 1986, and Rick Shore, who
.,; "
· .
I
flight ticket over there. So basiwas leaving a job as a Wichita
SAN DIEGO-In 1984,,"wlth
the only thing you have to
cally,
Charat
coach
to
assistant
State
,
only
gradilation at Stanford
worry about is feeding yourself
weeks away, Hans Wichary r. lottenburg, saw him pla)'ing in a
yourself. That's a ,
clothing
and
· ·
·,
pickup game.
sensed .his basketball career was
prettyeasythingtodo."
, "During the summer a lot of
· · ·'
over.~ · ·
The transition is not as easy.
-': ~.'.ii
Hehadafeelinghe wasgoingto ( :.,,\ j >Ir..
t Whitmarsh misses the Southern
have to face a Wor~ing world for '\ ·
California life style.
which he was prepared, but. that
"When I first got there [West
he didn't want to enter. '011 ,! ;
Germany] I was scared," he said.
Wichary still wanted to play
"I was put into this vacant apartbasketball, harboring dreams of
ment with just a bed. I sat down
some day reaching the NBA. He
. and asked myself, 'What am I
• had been The Times San Diego
··; doing here?' Then I got sick and
Section player of the year in 1980, ·
· they said, 'If I get sick now, wait
leading the county in scoring at
until winter.' I eventually got
University of San Diego High
comfortable, and I felt obligated to
School, and was productive but .
my teammates. I have a lot of
not spectacular at Stanford. He ,
friends there now. The German
was passed over in the NBA draft. 1
peopleareveryfriendly. "
AyeBJ' later, Mike Whitmarsh - ,
Wichary, with several more
faced a similar situation. His eligi. '
years experience in Europe, unbility at the University of San
derstands.
., Diego was exliausted, am:1 11e ·
"It's a completely different life
playmt-pickup games while comstyle over there," Wichary said.
pleting his course work.
"The first few years you are Whitmarsh also was a 1000
happy with the charm of Europe.
All-County player, at Monte VisYou're interested in everything. :
ta, played two years at Grossmont
Learning the language is definiteCollege and then starred at USD,
Important. That is something
ly
leading ,the Toreros to the 1984
I've taken the lime to do. But
'tfCAA tournament. He was a
lo the way of life over ·
adjusting
tniddle-i-ound NBA draft choice '"
there at limes is diffic ult and at/
by the Portland Trail Blazers that , · I
1
times is alotoffun."
_..
••
Summer and close to fulfilling ,his •
,
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bream.1 But after attending a numV ,•
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'For a young guy
· ,..
he was cut that fall :
coming out of college
:' ' Wichary and Wh itmarsh c-itre
· (~,
: ' similar in ariother way. Bq_th lcori.: 1 ...
tinued their basketball 'Careers, 'I it's really good money.
•
and kept alive hopes of Someday · 1,-. 1naking it in the NBA: by playing And tt beats the hell
·professionally in West GerJilany.
"For a young guy coming out of .. out of going to work
·college It's really good money,"
for ~me company . . _'
; said Wlchary, 25. "And it beats
. ber of rookie and summer. camps,
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. the hell out of going to work for
,'!¼I :__HANS WICHARY.
·some company for $22,000 a year
basketb8 II
'' 'I' on Ge
having to work 40-hour weeks."
·
h1~-\ ,1 rman
This season will be Wichary's
·, ·'
',,f;'
fifth and, he says, his lasi:.':it will
at
up
play
players
European
also be the first lime.he ha~played
USD," Whitmarsh said. · "My
for the same team two years in a
coach [Shore] came to San Diego
row. Last season, WicharY,,led BG
looking at Americans and came up
07 Ludwigsburg with a 9.3 reto me one day and asked me if I
. bounds a game and'was second on
wanted to go. I said_,'Sure.' I'm
the team in scoring with a 22··
glad I did ll."
point average. That was eighth
The road Wichary took to Ger. called "1.
best In the ,league,
1
many was almost as easy. He was
Bundesliga." · ·,,. ·· '...1/ ·
finishing his course work at Stan.,,, "I've done a heck .of a l_o t better
ford when he was contacted by a
ihan my teams have done," said
Wichary,. who ;has 1starred for .. German agent about playing
1Bremerhaven
again-forateaminCologne.
·
teams in Cologne,,,
"I said, 'Why not?'" Wichary
and Gottingen,' tM ' latter ·1wo
said." 'What kind of money and
were in the lo~~:_<1uarter !)f-tl)e
aoboppuotr?\~,n_ity are ~e. talking
.
12-team league.
Whitmarsh. 26, Is one of four ,i
The money was excellent, and
former USD players playing in
Europe. Anthony Reuss (Chris- I the opportunity included travel
and benefits.
fian High) and Buzz Harnett play
Wichary and Whitmarsh say
;n the German league,, and Mike
Stockalper (Marian H!ghrpjays · West German league pay for
Americans (two per team are
lo
· in Switzerland.
allowed) averages from $30,000 to
Whitmarsh averaged 21 points
$50,000. Both players are close to
and 7 rebounds for DTV Charlot'
tenburg (Berlin) last season, his , the top of that scale.
"That's good money when you
second in the German league. He
also said this season probably . consider that overseas you are
·allowed to make up to $70,000 tax
, would be his last.
freeayear," Wicharysaid. "Plus,
· . 1 Hisfirstcame-frombeinginthe
your expenses are very .low. They
He
tilJle:
right
the
at
place
tight

More difficult than fun, he said,

is getting used to referees in the 1

German league.

,

"The refereeing over there is

atrocious by American stand-

ards," Wichary said. "I go and
play in my summer leagues here,
and the players are complaining
about the refs here, and I'm in
heaven because these guys are
calling it the way they see il and
have at least a little bit of basketball upstairs."
Marco Baldi, a German who is a
former teammate of Wichary's
(and not to be confused with the
Italian center who played for St.
John's several years ago), added
some insight during a recent visit
to San Diego.
"Basketball developed very fast
in Germany:· said Baldi, who
played guard for Ludwigsburg
last season. "But the education of
the referees didn't. . Every· body knows but it's tough to
, change, because who wants to be
a ref? In Germany, it's not a big
honor to be a ref."
Wichary and Whitmarsh have
endured it all-leaving behind
friends and family , ex treme
changes in lifestyle, exasperating
officiating-for one reason, a
chance to develop and perhaps get
another shot at the NBA.
Wichary's opportunity may,
come because of his ability to
shoot from the outside. Not that
many 6-9 players can consistently
bury the three-point shot. Wichary won the three- point shooting contest at the post-season
German All-Star game last season. He can also play a physical
game Inside.
For Whitmarsh lo make the
NBA, he'll have to overcome tile

th
Look at Kurt Rambis. He was
Said Baldi, "Mike was very
~ig~lbal at hurl him with the I·
Important player for Berlin. They
ra1 azers. Whitmarsh is a
over in Greece playing ball, and
h
. th
c
"'tweener" -too small for forhe got into the right situation in
e c ampwnsh1p this
ward, but without the ball -han : , an win
Los Angeles. "
year. Last year, the team wasn't
dling or quickness to play guard. '
that tough, and he was one of the .
Said Whitma rsh, "I thought
'
personalities." ·.,
Jack Ramsay, the Portland
about the NBA a lot last year. I'm
h
Wh 1't
coach h
debating if I'm going to try out
mars ;!'as in , ,· .Baldi uses the word personality
. w en .
again. Maybe after this season I'll
· 1 to mean star. something for which
ca!;'p, gave him th e facts. '
th
think about it again. I think I'm a
R~say ought I wa~. a good •• -the NBA will have more room by
b
fou
when
season
1989-90
the
,
he.
But
said.
Whitmarsh
player,
said I was ~ind of in between. He' ' new franchises will have entereJ o;~~~fe~~~!.er now than I was out
If there still is no room in the
the league within two years
said_ I should have no problem
NBA, Whitmarsh said he will
"I think there are a ·101 of
gettmg over to Europe."
begin work in commercial real
. He had none. His problem now• opportunities now especially beestate, Wichary ,·n f,·nance. But
Wiehary
· ,s getting back. What may be his ' cause of the expansion"
1 '
I advantage is his all-around game · said.
not yet. The problem, Whitmarsh
.
and 1eaders h1p.
"I think if I can ha ve a good
said, is that NBA expansion is
f
h d ed
'' Th
hardly a secret.
ere are• un r s o guys year over in Europe this year and
)
"If J
who .c.~n g_o out and ~~ore 20 I can find the right situation: the
. gel' in the right situation,
said. But it is right type of system. the r,·ght
Whitmarsh
points,
I hard t 0 f d
anything can happen," he said.
1
there are hundreds of play"But
,
goixi'l'
is
ilming
tny
if
and
cqa~h
,
,
player
ete
comp
'
a
in
)
I ;.ho can score, pass, reboµnd and ir" · J' I'm basically saying if I'm 1' ers in Germany, Italy and Spain
thinking the same thing."
Iubky, I can get into th~ NBA.
sically lead llje team/'
1
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